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Tin 
paper 
steel animal 
houettes. "lJ""~"'V' 
small targets 
like to shoot at, 
a Remington rimfire 
cartridge that's as 
about shooting as you are. 

Sure, 22s only cost pennies a shot. 
But there's no penny-pinching in the 
way ours are built. 

We've invested millions of dollars 
and man-hours to give our smallest 
ammunition the same kind of no
nonsense accuracy you'll find in our 
most expensive big game ammo. 

tive ultra-velocity 22s. And its unique 
truncated-cone, hollow-point bullet 
gives you outstanding "mushrooms" 
and accuracy. A standard Long Rifle 
case makes it the easiest -chambering 
"hot" 22 you can buy. 

for slow- and 
rapid-fire shooting, our 

"High Velocity" 22s are 
worth their weight 
in bull's-eyes. Unique 

"Golden" bullets are treated to be 
"pocket-proof" against dirt, lint, grit. 

'Target" 22s, our quietest rimfires, 
are so low-priced they're perfect for 
the kind of bang-'em-up shooting you 
like best. 

for the rifle match, pistol match, and 
shot-cartridge shooter, Remingtori has 
three special-purpose Long Rifle 22s. 

With a choice like this, no wonder 
ours are America's most popular 22s. 
For fun a.nd game. Pick up a Remington 
green box, and keep your shooting 
"first in the field." . 

Remington is a tradtmam regIstered in the U.s. Parent & Trademark Office and Yellow Jacket. High Velocity, Golden. and Target are trademarks of Remington Alms Company, Inc.., Bridgeport, Conn, 06602. 



IOHN'W\YNE 
Commemorative 
Holster and 
Gunbelt Set 

An authentic 
reproduction of 
the holster, gunbelt 
and trousers' belt 
worn by the legendary 
John Wayne in his 
many motion pictures. 
Meticulously hand
crafted by Bianchi 
Gunleather and endorsed 
by Wayne Enterprises. 
Each sefishiuidsomely -
packaged with a signed 
Certificate of Registration 
and a lO-page color booklet 
describing this collectors' 
item. Limited to only 3000 
editions, each individually 
numbered and registered $250. 
(Plus $5 postage and handling. 
CA Res. add 6% sales tax.) 

A portion 0/ the proceeds/rom this 
sale will be donated to the John 
Wayne Cancer Clinic, Los 
Angeles, CA. 

This 3 piece set is mac 
specifically for the 4%" Cc 

Single Action .45 L.C. Offer( 
in waist sizes 30"· 44"-plea~ 

specify. Rig 

D· " 
hand onl 

Issued exclusively by the 

87~~ HISTORICAL CENTER 
100 CALLE CORTEZ. DEPT AH-981 . TEMECULA, CA 92390 
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The Empty Chamber 

. rom the earliest frontier days of the old west, 
the mechanical characteristics and limitations 

of the single-action revolver have been well under
stood, as the writings of the day amply demonstrate. 
The safety precaution of loading the "six-shooter" 
with only five cartridges and resting the hammer on 
the empty chamber was universally practiced. 
According to folklore , some cowboys habitually 
carried "burying money" or their last bank note 
rolled up in the empty chamber. These old-timers 
understood that the notches in the hammer pro
vided only limited protection;and that an accidental 
discharge could result if a fully loaded revolver were 
to be dropped, or if the hammer were to receive a 
sharp blow. 

Despite the lessons of history, there are still 

people who get themselves in trouble by ignoring 
the following common sense rules of gun handling: 

1. The shooter should thoroughly understand the 
mechanical characteristics and rules for handling 
the particular type of. firearm he is using. 

2. The safest way to carry any old style' single
action revolver is with five chambers loaded and the 
hammer resting on the empty chamber.~· 

'The. Ruger "New Model" single-action revolvers 
are not subject to this limitation and can be carried 
safely with all six chambers loaded. Some other 
manufacturers have added various manual safety 
devices to old style single-action revolvers, but no 
manual safety can ensure against accidents if the 
shooter fails to use it properly. Remember: There is 
no such thing as a foolproof gun! 

© 1980 by Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc. 

FREE CATALOGS AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS WHICH CONTAIN APPROPRIATE WARN INGS AND ADVICE 
FOR THE USE OF All MODELS Of RUG ER FIREARMS AR E AVA ILABLE FROM THE FACTORY ON REQUEST 

STURM~ RUGER & ~ompany~ Ine~ 
:! Lacey Pla(~e 
So .. thport. Conlledi.· .. t 06490 U.S.A. 
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MA NUFACTURED IN RUGER FAC TOR IES IN THE UNITE D STATES OF AM ERICA 
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CHARLES C THOMAS • PUBLISHER 

New! WEAPON RETE N
TION TECHNIQUES FOR OF
FICER SURVIVAL by Robert J. 
Downey, San Luis Obispo Police 
Dept., and Jordan T. Roth, 
California Specialized Training In
stitute, both of San Luis Obispo, 
California. '81, 120 pp. (6 3/4 x 9 
3/4), 207 il ., $14.75 

THE SPORTING USE OF THE 
HANDGUN by Mason Williams, 
Firearms and Ballistic Consultant, 
Libby, Montana . This in-depth ex
amination of the sporting use of 
the handgun presents information 
pertinent to the use of pistols and 
revolvers for recreation, competi
tion , and hunting. All data re
quired.for competition in handgun 
shooting-courses of fire, targets, 
accuracy requirements,. mental 
and physical conditioning - are 
thoroughly reviewed. The author 
also offers suggestions concerning 
ammunition, ammunition testing, 
handgun selection, and ways to 
match handguns to specific am
munition lots and types. 79, 288 
pp., 119 il ., $14.75 

THE DEFENSIVE USE OF THE 
HANDGUN: For the Novice by 
Mason Williams, Firearms and 
Ballistic Consultant, Libby, Mon
tana. This text presents fundamen
tal information on the safe and ef
fective defensive use of handguns 
by private citizens. The author of
fers basic instructions for purchas
ing, loading, and firing pistols and 
revolvers; handgun cleaning and 
care; evaluating the condition of 
the handgun; and practicing. 78, 
240 pp. , 106 il ., cloth-$12.75, 
paper-$ 7.75 

Fundamentals of MODE RN 
POLICE IMPACT WEAPONS by 
Massad F. Ayoob, Police Officer 
and Weapons Instructor, Hooksett, 
New Hampshire. 78, 168 pp., 72 
il., $15 .50 

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval 
Catalog of 2924 tides sent on request 

2600 SOUTH FIRST STREET 
SPRINGFIELO-ILLINOIS-62717 

INDUSrR., INSIDER 
JERRY RAKUSAN 

THE INTRODUCTION OF STATE LAWS 
AND A NEW CASELESS AMMUNITION 

A las, my predictions in the last column 
.l"\.. are coming true. I said that we hand
gunners had best watch out for attacks 
from the states, and here we go. In Hawaii, 
Senate Bill 651 calls for all handguns to be 
turned over to the police by March 1, 1982; 
New Jersey has SB 3169 coming up which 
would require that all handguns bought 
before 1966 (when the permit-to-buy law 
was passed) would have to be turned in; 
California has a Senator who let one of his 
aides write an anti-gun bill, then when he 

BUllET 

'nvida conversion increases .357 m.v. 

found out what it said, he retreated. I'll bet 
that there will be more to come. 

But there is hope. I have a feeling that 
some ofthese nincompoop lawmakers may 
just bumble their way into real anti-crime 
measures - not on purpose, but by 
accident. 

FLASH!!! 
Believe it or not, our sources tell us 

that a well-known foreign manufacturer 
of handguns and rifles is ready with a line 
of guns for caseless ammo. Production 
will commence within 6-8 months, and 
they say that it will open a new era in mil
itary, law enforcement and sporting fire
arms. How about an auto pistol with 20-
round magazine , where the present 
model holds only seven? We've got a 
couple of bottles of 12-year-old truth 
serum ready for their representative's 
next visit, and hopefully be able to bring 
you more details in the next issue. 

• • • 
There's a new attempt at increasing the 

. velocity of the .357 Magnum. It's called the 
Invicta, it's made by Olsen Development 
Lab (307 Conestoga Way #37, Eagreville, 

A 19403) and it uses a .44 mag cylinder, 
and an adapter that goes 'around the bullet 
and that moves with the bullet just up to 
the face of the barrel. It is claimed to in
crease velocity mainly by having the 
adapter close the barrel! cylinder gap. 
We'Il have a report soon. 

• • • 
Just as a point of interest, the FAA re-

ported that they investigated 21 incidents 
of handguns gomg off in airline passenger 
luggage in the past six years. Rough han
dlIng by baggage crews, yes, but also some 
pretty stupid gun handling by the owners. 

• • • 
Iver Johnson reportedly found that 

their existing plant was too small for 
manufacturing both the carbines and the 
.380 and .25 auto pistols, so they are in 
the process of relocating the pistol man
ufacturing facilities. Good response to 
their .25, and the .380 Pony is a hot seller. 

• • • 
I wish the press would get a gun expert 

when they run a story. Here we have 
Time magazine, in writing about the at
tempt on President Reagan, illustrating 
an article about the Devastator. The 
drawing shows the case complete with 
bullet, exploding within the __ 
target! ~ 

Booklet available 
on handgun basics 
Appropriate for anyone involved with 
handguns, Set Your Sights is designed 
to teach the basics of handgun 
construction, types of ammunition, 
shooting safety and procedures, 
cleaning, storage and other 
information essential to safe handgun 
usage. 

Published by the publishers of 
Hunter Safety handbooks used 
nationwide for hunter safety training 
courses, Set Your Sights would be an 
asset to handgun training instructors 
in youth training, community 
education and law enforcement. And 
the investment is minimal, 100 books 
cost 47¢ each, so every student could 
keep their copy for reference. 

Available directly from the 
publisher, Outdoor Empire Publishing 
Co., 511 Eastlake Avenue E., P.O. Box 
C-190o.0, Seattle, WA 98109. Contact 
Nancy Clark, (206) 624-3845 for 
quantity discount prices or more 
information. 
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Precision is something Germans are farT10US for . .. 
but Heckler & Koch makes an art of it! 

H & K's VP70Z 
9mm SELF~LOADING PISTOL 

ACCllrate .. . 
Reliable· ... And 
Avajlable Now! 

• Magazine capacity: 18 rounds 

• Only 4 movable operating parts-ensures 
shooting accuracy and absolute reliability 

• Sights are based on light and shadow 
effect-aiming is possible even under 
unfavourable lighting and visibility conditions 

• Calibre 9mm x 19 (Para) 

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DEUVERYI 

HECKLER ""DCH 933 N. KENMORE ST., SUITE 218 
& n , INC. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 • (703) 243-3700 

Write for our 20-page catalog of new & exciting H&K weapons. 
Include $3.00 for P?stage & handling. 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . SEPTEMBER/ OCTOBER 1981 7 
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Nearly 1 MILLION sold 
to Law Enforcement 

& Gov't. Agencies 

12, MODELS 
AA 
$5~~ 

LOADS SIX 
CARTRIDGES 

INTO REVOLVER
INSTANTLYI 

Metal pOints hold cartridges securely in loader 
. . . until knob is turned to release them! 

• 6 NEW MODELS WITH NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE 
ARE AVAILABLE IN .38 and .357 ONLY 

• GUARANTEED- ONE FULL YEAR 

LEATHER CASES 

Model #103(Double) 
- black. brown or 
tan in Plain , Bas
ketweave (~ hown) 
or Clarino. Nickel , 
Brass or Velcro 
fasteners. Single 
and triple cases 
also available 
inquire. 

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL GUN DEALER 
For Dealership/Ordering information . call Toll Free 

1-800-354-9814 
H.K.S. PRODUCTS 

132 FIFTH STREET, DAYTON , KY.41 

SIGHT Sfl liNGS 
LUCY CHAMBLI55 

NEW SERVICE REVOLVER EVENT 
ADDED TO '81 NATIONAL POLICE MATCH 

T he NRA is adding a new service re
volver event to the 1981 National Po

lice Revolver Championships! It will be 
fired with a 4 inch barrel service revolver, 
fixed sights, and Distinguished type grips 
that may be modified only to fit your hand 
or speed loader. Forty-two rounds of serv
ice ammunition only, will be fired double 

"Hopefully the NRA 
will .uy service 

ammo and issue it on 
the range" 

action over the following course: 3 yards: 1 
hand , 6 shots in 10 seconds; 7 yards : 2 
hands, 12 shots in 25 seconds; 15 yards: 2 
hands, 6 shots in 12 seconds; 25 yards : 2 
hands, kneeling, firing from either left or 
right side of barricade, using barricade for 
cover and support, 6 shots standing left 
hand barricade and 6 shots standing right 
hand barricade in 90 seconds. Emphasis is 
on getting those shots off quickly at 
3 yards, with one hand. Ten seconds is not 
a short time limit, but a good one to start 
with and remember, only one hand. The 
7-yard stage puts pressure on fast reload
ing, from the practical short distance. Fif
teen yards brings in accuracy for the longer 
distance with a good training time of 12 
seconds. Twenty five yards gives probably 
allthe position shooting necessary, kneel
ing and barricade shooting with both 
hands. 

Hopefully, the NRA will buy the service 
ammunition and issue it on the line. Let
ting competitors load their own to certain 
specifications won't work . Everyone 
should be competing with the same make 
amm unition under the service/no custom 
standards we are trying to build on. 

These scores should be interesting the 
first year. It is just a beginning, a separate 
non-aggregate event, but could be popular 
enough to be enlarged. New shooters in
terested in training and competition will 
receive more support from department 
heads for this type match. All our efforts, 

yours, mine, and some we were not aware 
of, helped get this new match, so congrat
ulate yourselves. Also, the larger range 
being used for the '81 championships is al
lowing events the NRA has wanted for 
several years but space at Jackson did not 
permit. I told you the NRA listened, and 
most particularly, G . W. "Elliot" Ness, 
Director of the Police Activities Division, 
listens. 

When the National Police Combat 
Championships moved from the cramped 
range at Bloomington, Indiana, the wide 
plains of Jackson, Mississippi looked good 
to us. You entered the range at Bloom
ington down a steep one-way road that 
opened into a fiat space where 30 targets 
were available. The competition grew and 
prospered in Bloomington through 1968, 
as combat took on the sport status that 
would in 10 years practically dominate it. 

The NRA accepted the Mississippi Law 
Enforcement Academy's invitation and 
moved the matches to Jackson in 1969. The 
range area was large, parking space plenti
ful, and range and stat help were supplied 
from the academy. Several relays were re
quired even the first year, due to only 60 
targets . More targets would be added 
"next year" we were told . Next year and 
several more came through 1980, still there 
were only 60 targets and sometimes 15 re
lays were necessary. In excess of700 to 800 
competitors and numerous merchandisers 
overflowed (literally), the range ready 
area. 

Statistical operation with computers and 
similar equipment made fast computation 
of some 7,200 scorecards possible . Award 
ceremonies could be held within 2 to 3 
hours after the last match. I never thought 
the awards barbecue was as appropriate as 
a dinner or auditorium presentation, and 
that Jackson could have done better. 
However, the hospitality of the academy ' 
people was overpowering. 

The Jackson sponsors announced dur
ing the 1980 nationals that they would not 
conduct the championships again. Unfor
tunately, they notified the N RA later, they 
would not even mail a competitors Final 
Match Bulletin. The Police Activities Divi
sion and the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Committee immediately began receiving 
offers t6 host the '8 1 matches. Raton, 
Memphis, Philadelphia and Des Moil}es 
were some locations inspected by the N RA 

C011titJued from pagf 10 
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TRIBI'S MOBI 
TOARABlLllfI 
SILHOUETTE 
. . . it's simply more 
gun for the moneyl 
Even before the I.H.M.SA created a new cate
gory for revolvers, the Abi lene Silhouette Model 
was much in demand . Now it's practically a 
requirement. This heavy barrelled 44 magnum 
single-action revolver was built for banging iron; 
right out of the box. Everything from the over
sized smooth target grips to the broad serrated 
hammer spur and wide target trigger are ready 
for the range . For added positive control, the 
trigger even has an adjustable stop screw. 

The un-tapered target barrel is a full .840 
inches in diameter and 10 inches long with a 
counter-bored muzzle. The top surface of this 
barrel and the top strap is serrated to eliminate 
distracting glare. We use the top quality Elliason 
adjustable rear sight and undercut partridge 
style front. Adjustments are adequate to handle 
most magnum loads out to 200 meters. The front 
blade is .100 inches wide and the rear notch is 
just .090 inches wide. This allows you to see a 
ram at 200 meters, not hide it. The overall weight 
(empty) of 31b. 8 oz. (56 oz.) gives it the heft 

needed for a solid hold on chickens, pigs , tur
keys or rams. This Abilene meets all the require
ments for hunting too, and with the exclusive 
anvil system, permits carrying the cylinder fully 
loaded . 

If you 're not shooting an Abilene Silhouette 
by the time the INTERNATIONALS are held in 
August, you 're going to wish you were. 

.. 

For complete specification on the complete line of Abilene and 
Mossberg sporting firearms, write for a free copy of our ful l-color 
catalog. Or, enclose $1.00 for catalog and Mossberg Patch. 

O.F. MOSSBERG & Sons, Inc. 
Dept. AH9 
7 Grasso Avenue 
North Haven, CT 06473 

MOSSBERG has an exclusive licensing agreement to market the handguns produced by the US. Arms Div. of A./G, Inc. 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 1981 9 
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A STORM OF AIRPOWER 
FROM BEEMAN 

The new Beeman/ 
Webley Tempest and 
its super partner, the Hurricane, 
are extra quiet, rugged air pistols 
that offer maximum power and 

Beeman/Webley 
HURRICANE 

Cal. .177 or .22 
Velocity 470 fps (.177) 

400 fps (.22) 
10m Accuracy .85" ctc 
Weight 2.4 Ibs 
Length 11.3" 

excellent all -around performance without pumping or C02! Add or remove 
an optional scope, like the great new Beeman "Blue Ribbon" Model 20 scope, 
to the Hurricane in seconds- with only a screwdriver . 

No pumping, No C02, 
No valves! 

Send for 92-pg Adult Airgun 
Catalog/Guide, $1.50 or FREE 
w ith mention of code H G9Y . 
Add $1 for fast 1st class mailing 

HANDPICK 
YOUR GRIP 
Here at Mustang Grips you 
select from the beauty of fine 
hardwoods or the practicality of 
neoprene. No matter which material 
you choose, you always get the 
time-tested quality of Mustang cus
tom designs and beauty. Our newest 
models, the Rangefield line are made 
of neoprene and contain no steel plates. 
Eliminating the need for steel inserts 
gives you much better recoil absorbtion. 
The neoprene itself makes a non-slip sur
face for positive control and has just enough 

give to help conform to your hand . 

Write today for your FREE color 
brochure or call 1-800-854-8236 for the 
name of your nearest Mustang Dealer. 

~:£i*g~~ ... · ....... 'ti6. ... ·.;' .. · "".!. 'V]["~,~, ,,,!, t .\BVll ... '~ 
AND NEOPREt-IE. ~",. ~A.HEIM, 04. 92965 .. ' , 

Continued from page 8 

before the January 1981 deadline. 
Each range had to meet the check list of 

requirements, A city more or less centrally 
located, adequate airline service, ample, 
convenient accommodations and inher
ently good shooting conditions, (not 5,000 
feet altitude with 30 mph winds), were 
musts before you get to the actual range. 
One hundred targets were a requirement, 
not a promise. Computer equipment and 
people as Jackson had supplied, sufficient 
parking space and a firm commitment 
from a responsible agency were all neces
sary, After much work by Ness, and the 
LEA Committee chairman Harry Reeves, 
and a careful poll of each LEA Committee 
member, Des Moines was selected. With 
its five year contract for the matches, I 
think the entry will double during the time 
in Des Moines. Particularly, now that the 
service revolver is being re-introduced and 
with the growing popularity of the Dis
tinguished Match. 

I feel I had a small part in urging the 
shooters to take an interest in changing 
what they want changed with the NRA, so 
now I want to rest the service revolver sub
ject in this column until after the 1981 na
tionals. 

Next month- among other things , the 
match jury system compared to the NRA 
Official Match referee. Lucy 

REMINGTON 
RECALLS .38 AMMO 

Remington Arms Company, Inc., 
has found that the cases of a quantity 
of .38 Special cartridges, 
manufactured in July, 1980, may 
separate at the case cannelure with 
the result that a part of the case could 
lodge between the cylinder and the 
barrel of a revolver. This could 
damage the gun or cause it to 
malfunction. 

Accordingly, the Company is 
recalli:q.g those .38 Special cartridges 
which have the following identi
fication markings on the packages: 

Caliber: 38 Special 
Bullet: 158 grain lead hollow 

point +P 
Index No,: R38S12 (on outside of 

end flap) 
Lot Nos.: P28A and P29A 
Lot numbers are printed on the 

inside of the end flap on the package, 
Those who have purchased any .38 
Special ammunition since July, 1980, 
marked with these lot numbers, are 
tautioned not to use it, and to return 
any unused cartridges to: 

Remington Arms Company, Inc. 
Attention: J. H. Chisnall 

939 Barnum Avenue 
P.O. Box #1939 

Bridgeport, Conn., 06601 
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SPEAK 
our 
NO HUNTING 
WITH HANDGUNS 
I have enclosed the answer to two 
questions I asked of the Washington 
(state) Dept. of Game. One question was 
related to their confusing Big Game Map 
and directions. The other question asked 
when hunting with big bore handguns 
would be allowed. Many special interest 
groups such as black powder, bow & 
arrow, etc, have been allowed big game 
privileges. The following answer 
indicates to me that this official does not 
belong in game management. This guy 
should not be in charge of anything 
above a bird feeder. 

R. E. Vibbert 
Tacoma, Washington 

"Dear Mr. Vibbert : 
"Regarding'your postcard of 18 

December 1980, our game management 
unit map is only meant to give general 
boundaries and locations. I agree with 
you that its small size makes the 

THE FACTS 
REVEAL A 

CONCEALING 
STORY 

Smith & Wesson 
understands the 
way a shooter feels 
about leather. You 
can see it in the 
attention to detail, 
the perfect combi
nation of function, 
comfort and rugged 
good looks of each 
holster. Just check 
the facts on these 
outstanding 
models. [lliII 
You'll hardly know 
you're wearing 
our new Slimline 
(Model29L and 29). 
The Slimline stays 
snug, tight and 
out-of-sight, thanks 
to its rugged con
struction and wide 
concealed belt 

loops. Meticulously 
stitched and pre
cisely molded to 
fit the gun, the 
Slimline rides 
high in the 
"FBI" til t for 
maximum 
comfort and 
a smooth, fast 
draw. Model 
29Lis lined 
with suede, 
Model 29 is 
unlined. 
Both accom 
modate 2" 
to 4" small 
and medium 
frame revolvers. 
[lliII A unique 
and adjustable 
strap on our new 
ankle holster 

~ Smith&Wesson 
@ a BANGOR PUNTA Company 

background illegible. I also agree that 
some of our legal descriptions are 
difficult to follow; however, some are 
quite simple. Since you do not identify a 
particular unit, I cannot refer its mystery 
to the appropriate region for corrective 
action. 

"Hand guns are dangerous in most 
hands. We do not have pistol seasons 
because it would encourage "fast draw" 
artists to shoot themselves and their 
hunting partners. Also, the pistol was not 
designed as a hunting weapqn. It is used 
for law enforcement and self protection. 
Most pistols are extremely inaccurate, 
except at very close range. I am not 
familiar with the "spear chucker" season 
to which you refer, so I assume you are 
making an over-statement with a tinge of 
sarcasm:' 

L. D. Parsons, Manager 
Big Game Management Program 
State of Washington 

SCOPED .22 RUGER 
FUN TO SHOOT 
The article in the Marchi April issue on 
scoped handguns intrigued me. I had just 
constructed a .22 rim fire pistol with 
scope combination similar to the Ruger 
auto pictured. However, I used a TIC 
Contender base which makes a much 

(Model 28) keeps a 
back-up or under
cover gun tight and 
secure even while 
the wearer is run
ning. Which means 
there's no need for 
a hammer strap on 
revolver models . 
That makes for a 
fast, easy draw. 

The Model 28 is all 
synthetic and has a 
nigh padded lining 
to protect the leg 
from chafing. And 
it fits all 2" small 
frame revolvers 
(including S&W 
Model 36 Chiefs 

Special, Model 38 
Bodyguard® and 
automatics.) [lliII 
Shooters who pre
fer a shoulder hol
ster will appreciate 
the maximum con
cealment and com
fort of Smith & 
Wesson's Model 43. 
It's a fast draw, 
breakout spring 
tension design. 
With a soft, glove 
leather shoulder 
strap and an 
adjustable, elasti
cized nylon har
ness. An offset belt 
strap pulls the gun 

neater package. The pistol is a Ruger 
Standard auto, 6-inch barrel, with TIC 
Contender base (Leupold) and Leupold 
2x scope and rings. There are no 
problems with functioning and is it/un 
to use! 

Hope this helps someone. 
Michael Anderson 
Pennsylvania 

IHMSA MEMBERSHIP 
LOYAL & GROWING 
It is time to thank you once again for the 
support and coverage you have given to 
the IHMSA silhouette game. Bert 
Stringfellow's piece on our .22 silhouettes 
in the May I June issue is excellent. 

New members are pouring in at a rate 
now in excess of 700 per month, and we 
are stretched to the outer limits, 
physically and in every other way just to 
stay "even" with this influx. We passed 
18,000 this week, and still retain a 
renewal rate of 74 percent. We have 
nearly 3000 sanctioned match dates in 
the computer now, and I have no idea' 
where it is going. 

Let me again express my sincere 
appreciation for all your coverage of 
the sport. 

Elgin T. Gates 
President, IHMSA 

and holster tight 
against the body. 
There's a removable 
belt strap on the 
opposite side and a 
removable hammer 
strap. This holster 
is available fully 
lined as Model 45. 
Both handle 
small, medium 

and large frame 
revolvers with 
barrels to 61/2" 
and large 
frame 
automatics. 
[lliII Each 
S&Whol-
ster, belt 
and acces-
sory is 
crafted in 

and value. 
Smith & Wesson, 
Springfield, 
Massachusetts 01101. 



Tum Your Hobby Into a Profession 
Be a IIGUN PRO"-the Man Other Men 

Respect When·lt Comes to Guns. 
Careers to Choose' from: Counsel gun 
buyers in gun shop, sporting goods store, 
discount house. Work at shooting club or 
range. Or start your own business - sell' 
or repair guns. It's an exciting, satisfying 
life that pays you money - and it can be 
your life ... if you act now! 

As a "Gun Pro" trainee at North 
American WE SHOW YOU HOW TO APPLY 
FOR A FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE 

If you qualify otherwise, you may obtain a Federal 
. License to buy and sell guns, ammunition and 

accessories .. . while you are a student at North 
American . You can 'start making extra cash almost 
immediately ordering guns for others on a 
cost·plus basis. 

IN YOUR FIRST LESSON we reveal a 
ballistics secret that can increase 

your hunting accuracy dramatically 
Yo ur shoot ing fri ends will scarcely believe ~ h eir eyes when 
they see ho w your sho oting improves. It 's pa rt o f your 
tra in ing to become a gun pro. A simple, easy·t o~understand 
cha rt included in yo ur first lesson tell s you everything yO ll 
need to know , .. j ust o ne exa mple o f d ozens of inside tips 
revealed as you prog ress thro ugh this exciting co urse. 

Approved for Veterans • 
and Accredited by the I I 

National Home Study 
Council 

How to buy and sell guns . ;. 
customize, repair and accurize 
them ... fit and finish stocks 
. . . handloading ... scopes . • . 
ballistics •.. antique firearms 
black powder • • • importing 
guns • . • chokes • . . all you 
need to know to answer almost 
any question about guns, am
munition, shooting! 

Send for survey showing 
employment success of our 
graduates. Graduation from this 
course does not insure that you 
will get a job. To find out how 
our graduates have done, send 
lor our job place ment record. 

4500 Campus Dr., Newport Beach , CA 92660 

RUSH ME INFORMATI ON telling how I may become a 
GUN PRO. NO COST ... NO OBLIGATION. Check here 
fo r GI o r VA D . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NAME AGE __ I 

ADDRESS : 

CITY STATE ZIP I 
~------------~-----~~ 
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S"UErAS 
PHILIP C. BRIGGS 

BOLONEY, BULL AND BULLETS 

''1. Jhether you slice it or shovel it , 
VV there's a great amount of misinfor

mation passed around by silhouette 
shooters (and some gun writers) about bul
let selection for the damn ram. Knock
down effect , energy transfer, mudball 
analogies, FMJ's , light and fast versus 
heavy and slow, long bullets , fat bullets , 
match bullets, boat tails, round noses, all 
sorts of semi-scientific mumbo jumbo gets 
tossed around. 

Not that the physics of the process of a 
bullet toppling a target is that hard to de-. 
scribe ; or that good, solid experimental 

.357 is effective with both cast and 
fMJ bullets in the TIC Contender gun. 

data isn't available. It's just that the aver
age shooter, and some self-styled experts, 
aren't paying attention. Unless you're the 
shooter that has never rang a ram, you 
should be interested in learning how to as
semble that sure-fire load, so at the risk of 
boring the five or ten percent of you that 
have been paying attention, I'll review 
what's been learned these past few years . 

It wasn't too long after I started hand
gun silhouette shooting that I began to 
ponder the question of what it takes to 
slam a ram. Late in 1977 I conducted some 
limited experiments to confirm the conclu
sion I reached using my rusty education 
and dusty texts . The results of that en
deavor were reported in the March 1978 is
sue of the IHMSA publication , The 
Silhouette. 

Almost two years later William C. 
Davis, in an article in the January 1980 is
sue of The American Rifleman presented 
an excellent treatment of the subject (that 
means he came to the same conclusion I 
did) and presented the results to some de
finitive experiments conducted at Horn
ady's facilities by the late Ed Heers. 
. Nothing exotic in either article, though, 
as the physics were worked out by Newton 
some years ago. If you'll turn back to that 

tattered high school physics text and read 
the parts on work and energy, and impulse 
and momentum, you'll find that collision 
problems such as this are analyzed using 
the concepts of impulse and momentum 
and that Newton's law of conservation of 
momentum is used to de scribe the 
collision. 

Specifically, the momentum possessed 
by the moving object will be transferred t6 
the stationary object, in what is termed an 
inelastic collision (the bullet does not 
rebound). 

Momentum, rather than the commonly 
quantified kinetic energy, is therefore the 
property of the moving bullet that de
scribes its ability to knockdown a target. 
Any of the popular bullet manufacturers 
loading manuals list energy remaining at 
various ranges, but never momentum. Ex
pressed in units of pounds-seconds mo
mentum is the product of the bullet's mass 
and pushbutton wonder by mutiplying the , 
bullet weight (in grains) by its velocity (in 
fps) at the distance of interest and dividing 
by 225 , 400 to get the units straight. Or 
even quicker, divide the manual 's ind i
cated energy by one-half of the velocity at 
that same range . 

Once you calculate down-range mo
mentum for your favorite load you'll need 
to compare the value to some minimum 
level required for reliable knockdown to 
determine the loads suitability. That limit
ing value will vary with targets (bent , 
heavy, warped, sets), stands (soft, rough, 
wobbly, solid) and hit (high, low, center, 
end). My tests and observations indicate 
that about .6 pound-seconds is the limit
which is about what the usual .357 Mag 
load (158 grain soft point) fired from a 
eight inch revolver delivers at two hundred 
metres. If you or your friends are leaving 
too many rams standing on your range 
with such a pistol/load, then the limit for 
your range is obviously higher. You can 
observe what works and figure backwards 
into your local limit to allow selection of 
the best load for your conditions. 

The Hornady data shows that momen
tum transfer is not dependent on bullet 
construction. Ratio's of the bullet' s mo
mentum to that transferred to the target 
are statistically the same for bullets of the 
same weight of different construction 
(swaged; FMJ and SP), for different bullet 
weights for most calibers tested, and even 
for different striking velocities. The tests 
Continued on page 14 
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Introducing 
whole family of Remington firearms, 
ammunition, and components made 
to improve your odds in all metallic sil
houette events. 

Take the "XP-lOO" Silhouette center 
fire pistol. It's drilled and tapped for 
easy mounting of sights, has a 14%" 
barrel. and is chambered for an ideal 
BR Remington. We offer the universal for this one; 
with your reloading skills and 7mm bullets you've got the makings 
of a great silhouette shooting combination. 

Another good choice for the iron animals is our innovative 7mm-08 
Remington cartridge. This potent compact package is Ideal in 
short-action rifles. With a 140-grain bullet It optimizes downrange 
ballistics and retained energy, clear out to 500 meters. It's available 
in your chOice of a factolY load or as components. ' 

The 7mm-08 Rem. is chambered in our superaccurate, heavy
barreled Model 700 "Varmint Special:' This rifle has a specially 
selected stock to meet strict weight restrictions for metallic 
silhouette events. 

We didn't forget the growing sport of 22-cal. silhouette. With a 
matCh trigger, a rugged bolt with six locking lugs, double extractors, 
and a receiver drilled, tapped, and grooved for scope mounts, the 
accurate Model 541-S "Custom" Sporter is one strong competitor. 
And one of the best-looking 22s you can buy. 

For Information on silhouette rifle sports, write NRA. Silhouette 
Dept., 1600 Rhode Island Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
Silhouette-handgun sports literature is available through 
IHMSA P.O. Box 1609, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401. 

Learn more about Remington "Rambusters" silhouette products 
in our new full-line or components catalogs. See your dealer, or 
write Remington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. 06602. 

~mington® c{Q~Q~J> 

~~ 
Remington is a trademark registered In the US. Patent If' Trademark Office. Varmint Special XP· lOO. and Custom are trademarks of Remington Arms Company, Inc .. Bridgeport. Conn. 06602. 



BY AMERICA'S 
FOREMO'ST , 
AUTHORITY ON 
HANDLOADING 

NOW ... 
ONLV.6~95' 

REGULAR PRICE 
$10.00 

For the serious beginner 
or advanced expert this 
up-to-date reference 
provides more 
uthoritative information 

and more specific 
iQdividual loads than any 
other handloading book in 
print. Fully illustrated with 
an important section on 
reloading tools and " 
lengthy references and 
appendix. 

r-----------, 
HANDGUNNER 
BOOKS 
591 Camino de la Reina, 
San Diego , CA 92108 
Dept, 94-H9 

Please send copies of 
MODERN HANDLOADING. 
Enclosed is $ plus 
$1 .00 / copy for postage and 
handling. 

Name 
Address ________________ __ 
City __________________ __ 
State __________ Zip ______ _ 

L ~I:.r~~~ ~~~s~e~t:-I 
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do show that back splatter, even on hard
ened targets, will raise the transfer ratio to 
about 110%, and indicate that bullets that 
crater soft targets will transfer even more. 
(So light fast bullets that heavily crater soft 
steels provide better knockdown-but only 
in that situation.) 

. What the data shows is that the .357, AI, 
or A4 Mag shooter using FMJs or jacketed 
bullets is being needlessly extravagant. A 

nady bullets launched from modest sized 
cases, what happens down range. The ten
inch barrel data is representative of at
tainable performance from a Contender in 
7mmTCU or .30 Herrett, the 15 inch barrel 
data similarly represents the 7mmBR XP-
100. Muzzle velocities were calculated 
using the Powley Computer to provide 
some uniformity, as data taken from test 
firings would probably contain some in
equities due to one's inability to uniformly 

Table 1 

, Down Range Doin's 

Muzzle 200 Meter 200 Meter 
Hornady Velocity Velocity Mom~ntum 
Bullet Be (fps) (fps) (Ib-S) 

7mm 10" 15" 10" 15" 10" 15" 
120 gr SP .378 2320 2510 1870 2030 1.00 1.08 
139 SP .396 2180 2360 1780 1920 1.10 1.18 
162 BTSP .520 2040 2200 1730 1870 1.24 1.34 
30 cal 
130 gr SP .299 2160 
150 gr SP .358 2000 
1.65 gr BTSP .459 1940 

carefully selected bullet cast of an alloy 
hard enough to be accurate and resist lead
ing will do just as well on the target-and 
better in your pocketbook, 

It also shows that the shooter that can't 
find a FMJ for his unlimited needn't worry 
about giving something up, and that hunt
ing-type bullets aren't any more effective 
than thinly-jacketed match bullets. 

The tests do show that increase striking 
momentum will provide increased mo-

1630 .94 
1570 1.04 
1610 1.18 

judge pressures. The 200m data was com
puted using Ingalls tables. The velocities 
are representative of attainable values 
from top loads though, based on my tests 
of the 7mmBR as reported in the last issue 
of Handgunner , and Hornady's data for 
the .30 Herrett. What the table shows is 
simply that the heavy bullets arrive at two 
hundred meters with more momentum. 
Shape comes in here too as the heaviest 
bullets were slippery BT's, and their effi-

Table 2 

Recoil 

The force that bites the hand that feeds 
Muzzle Recoil Energy 

Bullet Velocity (fps) ff-Ibs 

7mm 10" 
120 gr SP 2320 
139 gr SP 2180 
162 grBTSP 2040 
30 cal 
130 gr SP 2160 
150 gr SP 2000 
165 gr BTSP 1940 

mentum transfer and hence, better 
chances to topple the targets. 

There's a growing body of popular opin
ion that for a given cartridge, the heavier 
bullets give better knockdown than light 
ones. The Hornady data does not show any 
higher momentum transfer ratio's for low 
and slow, but a little more physics (the bal
listics branch) does show that this is one bit 
of popular opinion that's correct. But it's 
not correct for the reasons usually given. 

Table 1 shows, for a selection of Hor-

15" 10" 15" 
2510 16.7 12.3 
2360 19.2 14.0 
2200 21.8 16.0 

17.1 
18.9 
20.1 

ciency provides the difference. (Note how 
the 7's shine). The gain in momentum is 
about twenty-five percent from light to 
heavy, and that's significant on any range. 
That gain doesn't come free though, as 
sI:lOwn in Table 2. Again the 10 inch data 
was computed for a Contender (standard 
barrel) and the 15 inch data for a XP-lOO. 

These top loads bite in the Contender, as 
the indicated recoil levels are as much or 
more than a typical A4 Mag revolver's six

Continued on page 16 
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PISTOLSMITHING 
AT IT'S 
FINEST 

SEND 
$2.00 
FOR 
FULL 
COLOR 
CATALOG 

T 
GUN INC. 

YOUR COMPLETE 
CUSTOM HANDGUN CENTER 
~iii BULLSEYE HANDGUN ACCESSORIES iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

NOW AVAILABLE- THE SAME TOOLING WE USE IN OUR SHOP 
BULLSEYE WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHT 
BLADES for Colt or Ruger (will not 
blur out) . $7.45 

SPRING KITS 
KIT #l-A Fits all new model Ruger Single 

Action Revolvers. Complete tune up. kit 
with new style Hammer spring to 
eliminate Hammer shock. Included Your 
choice of either (Hunting or Target Trigger 
Spring-you must specify) ...... $10.45 

KIT #1-AHS Fits all new model Ruger Single 
Action Revolvers. Hammer Spring 
on ly $4,00 

KIT #l-H Fits all new model Ruger Single 
Action Revolvers . Hunting Model reduces 
Trigger pull up to 45% $8.45 

KIT #1-T Fits all new model Ruger Sing le 
Action Revolvers. Target Model reduces 
Trigger pull up to 60% $8.45 

KIT #2 Fits all centerfire Colt Mark III 
Troopers & Lawman Rev. Reduces DA 
& SA trigger pull up to 45% $8.60 

KIT #3 Fits all centerfire Smith & Wesson 
J Frame Rev . Reduces DA & SA 
trigger pull up to 45 % 

KIT #4 Fits all Ruger Security· Six & 
Speed Six Rev. Reduces DA & SA 

$8.60 

trigger pull up to 45% $8.60 
KIT #5 Fits all Smith & Wesson K & N 

Frame Rev. Reduces DA & SA 
triqqer pull UP to 45% $11.50 

KIT #6 Fast Snap Hammer Spr,ing for 
TIC Contenders . Insures primer 
fire with,all primers $2 ,85 

KIT #6-A Fits Thompson Center Contender 
-Complete Tune Up KIt. Heavy duty 
Hammer & Safety spring . plus 40 % 
Lighter Trigger spring $9,45 

KIT #7 Fits all Colt Python & Older 
Style Troopers Rev Reduces DA & 
SA trigger pull up to 45 % $9.45 

KIT '#8 Browning HI·Power . Reduces 
trigger pull up to 45 % & Increases 
slide power 15% $13.50 

KIT #9 Fits all Colt Government Models . · 
Reduces trigger pull up to 45 % & 
increases slide power 15% $14 ,45 

KIT #9-A Fits all Colt Government 
Models/70 Series Hardballer & Crown 
City Arms-Target Kit. Reduces trigger 
pull up to 45% & reduces slide 
power for target loads $14 .45 

KIT #10 Fits all Colt Commanders Models 
Reduces trigger pull up to 45% & 
Increases slide power 15 % $14.45 

KIT #11 Fits all S&W Model 39 & 59 
Reduces DA & SA trigger pull up to 
45 % & Increases slide power 15% $13.50 

KIT #12 Fits all Dan Wesson centerfire 
revolvers Reduces trigge r pull 
up to 45 % $8.60 

BULLSEYE STONE KITS: Stones so different 
you have to use them to be lieve it. Complete· 
Iy stone out a handgun in less than 113 the 
time of a regular type stone . 

TRIAL SIZE. . $14.45 
MASTER GUNSMITH SIZE . $26.45 

BULLSEYE HEAOSPACE WASHERS for S&W, 
Ruger Sec·Six & Colt Python (2 sizes) to 
remove end . shake from cylinder to insure 
proper headspace 30'piece set $21.50 
BULLSEYE CRAIN LOCKING BALL KIT for 
use with S&W, & Ruger Sac·Six Rev . when 
instal ling custom barrels and not using front 
barrel lug, enough for 20 guns $19 ,45 
BULLSEYE DREMEL TOOL KIT:-Over 80 pcs . 
to he lp polish out the works in fine guns & 
Jewel the hammers & triggers, a must in a 
gunshop $24.50 
BULLSEYE POLISHING WHEELS : Used for 
crown ing and throating barre ls also very 
good for po lishing out frames where stones 
are to slow (6 pcs . kit) $19.50 
BULLSEYE LAPPING COMPOUND: A 900 
microl1 range lapping compound that will 
give a glass smooth finish to your work (2 
oz bottle) $13 .50 
BULLSEYE GUN POliSH: The finest you will 
ever use to help keep your guns beautifu l. 
Also the best glass polish for your shoot ing 
glasses and scope lens $5:50 
BULLSEYE GUN LUBE : The best you will 
ever use . 20z bottle $5.50 

_-----------NEW SIGHT SYSTEM::>-------------, 
HORIZON , The newest in rear Sights for RUGER 
handguns. Designed to get on target fast! .. .............. , .. . .. . ... .. ..... . ... . . ....... . . $7.45 

These sight blades will not fail you or blur out. 

FROM CUSTOM WORK TO TUNE UP KITS. __ WE SUPPLY THE VERY BEST 

TRAPPER GUN INC. 
18717 East Fourteen Mile Road 
Fraser, MI 48026 
Hours 9 till 5 Monday thru Friday 
Phone: (313) 792-0134 
VISA AND MASTER CARD WELCOME 
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Prices includes postage 
Michigan residents include 4% Sales Tax. 
Overseas postage add $10.00 (no stamps). 
All checks and money orders in U.S. FUNDS. 

ALL CHECKS HELD TWO WEEKS 
DEALERS INQUIRE ABOUT SPECIAL 
DEALERS' PRICES 
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MOOEL #4 "RANGER BELT"' 
A durable 1'14' wide leather belt with western· 
style billets. Hand finished top grain leather. 
Solid brass buckle, avai lable in chrome finish 
(s tandard on black belts) Available in sizes26" 
to 46" Plain and basket finish , black or tan. 

MOOEL #B7 "CARTRIDGE/GUN BELT" 
2'/, ' wide with 1';''' billets and polished 
"Gunfighter" buckle. 24 cartridge loops, each 
hand molded. Cartridge loops are centered to 
allow right and left hand use. Fully lined'and 
stitched. Available in sizes32" t046". Plain only, 
tan only, chrome "Gunfighter" buckle. 

MOOEL #B9 "FANCY STITCHEO BELT"' 
1'14' wide. One side is full grain leather, the other 
is silicone treated suede leather. Completely 
fancy stitched from end to end. Reversi ble. Solid 
brass buckle and keeper, finished in polished 
natural brass. Available in sizes 32" to 46". 
Tan only. 

A very simple holster that provides 
'c protection for your gun. 

Worn inside the waistband, 
it is comfortable and 
concealable. Worn cross 
draw or side drawn. 
Durable metal cl ip is nickel 
plated, securely grips the 
trousers belt. Leather is 
reversed so smooth side 
protects guns finish. For 
autos and revolvers. 

MOOEL #40 "PISTOL RUG" 

l '~ --r' 

iMOD:~ 
IhSPECJAL 
,AGENT" 
'PATENTED 
! Gun butt hangs 
!within easy reach 
; for a fast and 
natural draw. 
Conceals readily 
,and is more 

.Icomfortable than 
many shoulder 

. holsters. Deep 
: internal cylinder recessesjl"l 
and carbon wire spring 

; in holster front secure gun. 
belt slots for use on belt. Soft 

vii adjustable harness. Full grain leather 
. is tightly stitched and molded to 

your gun. For 2·3" revolvers. 

A high-ride 
holster for si 
action revolvers. 
Molded to fit your gun , this 
holster is cut from premium 
heavy cowhide. High-ride 
allows easy seating with 
long-barreled guns. Avail
able with silicone suede 
lining. For up t07 ';''' SA 
Plain tan only. 

Named after world champion Ray 
Chapman. Gun is carried at 
optimum angle, with full grip 
clearance for a speedy draw. Full 
leather lining and deep, metal
reinforced "sight channel." 
Companion 1'14' #89 suede lined 
belt , with one magazine pouch. 
New adjustable tension screw 
meets match regulations. For .45 
autos. Plain tan only. 

At Bianchi franchised dealers worldwide! . 

BIANcal 
@ 

100 Calle Cortez, Dept. AH-981 , Temecula, California' 92390 

Continued from page 14 

teen ftlpounds. Comparing the two tables 
you'll note the 7's deliver more on target 
for less in the hand, but the difference is 
small. Lower recoils can be obtained with 
less powder, but I'd stay around a momen
tum level of 1.0 pound-seconds just to 
make sure of kills when you need every 
target (but that's only if the load shoots 

. Both the 7x47mm and the 7mm BR pro
vide good knockdown on the dam ramI 
Included is the J J 5 gr. Speer hollow 
point;, the J 3 9 gr. Hornady Soft point 
and Speer's good old J60 gr. B. T.S.P' 

well, and you can handle the bite and bark 
without developing a flinch, or becoming 
fatigued). 

One last point before you go. A lot of 
people load pistol powders in the bottle 
neck pistol cartridges. That's a mistake, es
pecially when you switch to the heavy bul-

New to the game in loaded form is the 
Remington 7mm-08. Handloaders will 
take advantage of the Sierra J40 gr. 
SP; the Sierra J60 gr. BTSP; Sierra 
J68 gr. MKHP; the J75 gr. Sierra BT 
SP; and Hornady's J62 grain BTSP. 

lets. These cases are medium capacity rifle 
cartridges after all, and therefore you 
should load medium speed rifle. powders. 
Park that 4198, and switch to 3031, 748, 
4895, H322, H335, BL-C2, or even 4064 
and H380. You'll get maximum velocities 
with minimum pressures with a powder so 
slow that the case is full just as the load 

' shows pressure signs. You can do that with 
these powders. 

If you've been loading your 7mmTCU 
with 120's and 4198 you're doing things 
wrong. Switch to 162's and ..... 
4895. You'll do better. " 
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Not Eve~ 
La"" OHicer 
Qualifies In This 
Situation! ... 
Can You? 

Sharpen your instincts for survival and improve your shooting 
skills. Plus, increase your technical knowledge as national training 
experts and champion shooters such as John Pride, L.A.PD. Fire
arms Instructor and National Municipal Champion Shooter, and 
Chief Inspector Greg Sambor, Chief Firearms Instructor, Philadel
phia PD., teach you! 

Join the 15,000 member strong - POLICE MARKSMAN 
ASSOCIATION. In it's 5th year, P.M.A. is dedicated to officer 
survival through innovative and continuous training and knowl
edge of the law. 

The game is SURVIVAL on the streets. That's why we adhere to 
the principle that STREET SURVIVAL doesn't stop with depart
mental training - it's just the beginning! It's your life that is on the 
line every day on the streets - and it is your responsibility to stay in 
shape, As a P.M.A. member, you'll be kept up-to-date on essential 
tactics you need to perform more effectively in the line of duty 
while giving yourself maximum protection. Knowing how to react 
during armed encounters may even save your life. 

From becoming survival sensitive to improving your shooting 
skills, you'll get more out ofTHE POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIA" 
TION because we put more into it. Here is what you get when you 
join our group! 

GET THESE GREAT MEMBER BENEFITS 

Plus ... you'll receive these extra member benefits! 

• PMA Membership Card 
• Special Buying Service 
• Eligibility forPMA Competition Awards 
• PMA DeCal 
• National Marksman Matches 
• PMA Chapters 
• FREE Renewal 'Gear 

POLICE MARKSMAN MAGAZINE - With your P.M.A. member
ship you receive a year's subscription to POLICE MARKSMAN 
Magazine - our official association publication and a reading 
must for every officer. Exciting in-depth articles cover eqUipment, 
legal aspects, combat shooting, departmental training programs 
such as street survival simulation and much more, They'll teach you 
how to gain more confidence, improve your ability to react, and 
help you stay alive! 

Don't wait, join your friends. Fill in the coupon below and 
mail it along with your annual dues to Police Marksman, 305 
South Lawrence Street, Montgomery, AL 36104 . 

Join by Sept 30 
... and receive a PMA 

Fifth Anniversary Patch 
. , .absolutely FREE* 

POLICE 
MARKSMAN 

ASSOCIATION 

'With your prepaid mt;'mbership dues 

~-------------------------------------------------------, 
POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION 

~. AH -SO 

305 South Lawrence Street, Montgomery, AL 36104 

o Yesl Enroll me as a member of P.MA. as indicated below. If I am not completely satisfied I will 
notify you and you will refund the unused portion of my dues . 

o Full-Fledged Member: I yr. - S15 - Eligible for all PMA Benefits (open only to recognized law 
enforcement personnel). SIO is applied to PMA Magazine. 

02 yr. - S28.50 03 yr. - S42.50 0 Life Member - S225 
o Associate Member: 1 yr. - S10 (THE POLICE MARKSMAN Magazine only) Open to interested 

shooters. 

o Dues Enclosed 0 Bill Me Member No. _____ ____ _ __ 

o Charge my MC No. ___ __ _ o New Member 0 Renewing 
Exp. date _________ _ 

o Charge my VISA No. Name - - - -----------

Exp. date Street - - - ---- -------
Bank on which account is drawn: City ____ ________ _ _ 

State ___ _ ___ Zip ____ _ _ 
________________________________________________________ J 
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M§RimFire 
cartridges 
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COMPETING AND 
WINNING ALL 

OVER THE 
WORLD 

For almost 50 years the RWS 22 rim 
fire cartridge has been relied upon by 
competitors in world championships 
and Olympic Games shooting events. 

All RWS cartridges are designed to 
meet the special needs of the most 
demanding smallbore competitor. 

22 Long Rifle R 50 

A premium match cartridge 
designed especially for 
world-class competition. This 
international record setter is 
a perfect example of RWS 
unmatched quality control 
... from design to packaging. 

22 Long Rifle (Pistol Match) 

Offers the small bore pistol 
and revolver shooters the 
same quality and record-set
ting potential as the RWS 
small bore Rifle Match 
ammunition_ 

22 Long Rifle MATCH 
Tailored for the individual 
looking for a cartridge specif
ically tailored for serious 
practice and day-to-day com
petition. Ideal for running 
boar matches and silhouette 
shooting . 

22 Short R25 mt;a A highly specialized cartridge r 'tl for rapid-fire match pistols, 
.~ combining minimum recoil, 

positive feed and function 
with match-winning accuracy. 

the Competitive Advantage 

Dqnamit Nobel 

~.~ 
Oynamit Nobel of America Inc. 

105 Stonehurst Court 
Northvale, N.J. 07647 __ -, 

HAND10ADING 
DAN COTTERMAN 

HOW TO MAKE RELOADING DANGEROUS 
OR, THE 2.7 BULLSEYE SURPRISE 

Certain practices are inimicably set 
upon us by force of habit Conspic

uous among these practices is the use oflu
dicrously light charges of dense nitro
glycerine-based powders in voluminous 
_38 Special cases . This practice-become
habit- and I refer specifically to loading 
2.7 grains of Bullseye- constitutes an 
outright dangerous act 

I do not profess to be academically or 
occupationally credentialed as a chemist 
or physicist; neither, however, do I intend 
to feign humility by de-emphasizing the' 
value of my experience. The overpowering 
aspect of danger associated with the 2.7 
load has, by reason of its importance, been 

"Bullseye is an 
excellent propellant 

•• • provided it is . 
used properly" 

moved from the realm of academic conjec
ture to a point that demands abstention . 
Reports of exploded revolver cylinders 
and, in at least one instance, of personal in
jury most certainly support the foregoing 
as a matter of pure, indisputable fact 

There has not, to my knowledge, been a 
single account of a blow-up involving a 
Bullseye charge in an autoloader, ob
viously because autoloader cases and the 
Bullseye charges they utilize present a bet
ter proportionate balance between powder 
volume and the space available for proper 
combustion. I am not, therefore, advocat
ing the abandonment of Bullseye. It is an 
excellent, time-tested propellant
provided that it is used properly. 

The problem lies, not with the powder, 
but with its mis-application in a situation 
that tends to defeat its progressive-burning 
properties and cause it, instead, to act as an 
explosive. The problem, as it has been ex
plained -by countless savants, lurks in the 
enormous disproportion between the 
amount of room in the .38 Special hull and 
the quite small amount of space occupied 

by a 2.7 charge. This, they inform us re
peatedly, creates a situation wherein the 
burning rate of a small-flaked, dense 
powder can quicken drastically. It is 
significant, parenthetically, that no such 
explanation was offered before numerous 
blow-ups had occurred. 

Jeff Cooper, a respected authority 
among handgunners, detailed his reasons 
for withdrawing from the use of Bullseye 
in revolvers several years ago (See 
November/December, 1977, issue of 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER .) His experiences 
reinforced mine. I, too, abandoned its use 
as an economy target charge in the .38 Spe
cial or, for that matter, in any circumstance 
that brought about a serious disproportion 
between charge volume and combustion 
space. 

No problem is caused by quitting the 
dangerous misuse of Bullseye, save that of 
finding an accurate substitute. The loading 
of substantially larger quantities of Bulls
eye being beyond the limits of safety, I be
gan by loading quantities of Blue Dot 
charges behind standard l48-grain cast 
wadcutters. This slower burning powder 
can be loaded in charge weights ranging 
up to 6.5 grains with wadcutters and burn 
fairly well in six-inch barrels . Results, at 
least in my guns, were not entirely satisfac
tory because, although chamber pressures 
seemed nominal, accuracy was lacking. 

The substitution of Unique in S.O-grain 
charges proved somewhat more satisfac-

"one reader 
suggested tltat 

Unique I»e talcen oH 
tlte marlcet" 

tory. I had been using Unique as a target 
• charge for many years, so it was a matter of 
relying on it more heavily rather than one 
of actual first-time substitution. I've had 
bad reports on Unique's potential for ac
curate loading. An Illinois reader, for ex
ample , went so far as to suggest that 
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Unique be taken off the market. "Any 
writer that recommends Unique for a tar
get load is nuts ... " he stated. So be it. I 
must confess to obtaining good accuracy 
with Unique . It is, in fact , one of the most 
versatile of all propellants. . 

I turned also to further experimentation 
with Hodgdon's HP38, a propellant that 

"Spenel more on 
powcler ancl avoicl 

"'owingupa 
va'uall'e target 

revolver" 

might more accurately be called a spheroid 
than a spherical , since its shape is some
thing other than ball-like. The recom
mended light target load, 2.8 grains, puts 
us once again against the volumetric dis
proportions that are said to bring about 
the difficulty with Bullseye. However, 

HP38, being more difficult to ignite, is less 
susceptible to the acceleration of burning 
rate that is likely to attend the use of small 
charges of Bullseye in voluminous cases. 

Charges of HP38 have been varied in 
my experiments from 2 .8 to 3.5 grains 
(us ing regular small pistol primers) with 
target wadcutters. Best accuracy results 
have been experienced from the lighter 
range of charges. I have , for example, had 
quite good results with both 2.8 and 3.0-
grain 'charges while shooting o'ff-hand at 
25 yards. All this, by the way, with a cher
ished old K-38 Masterpiece with a six-inch 
barrel. 

It has not been as if Bullseye were the 
only sugar in the kitchen. I finally worked 
around to more than merely dabbling with 
Winchester-Western's spheroids, 231 and 
630, as propellants for target wadcutters. 
I've had my best loads using 630 in charges 
weighing from 6.4 to 6.7 grains. With 630, I 
can simply change the charge setting and 
go to heavier loads in the .357 Magnum, 
.45 ACp, or .44 Magnum. 

I've worked up to 3.5 grains of231. This 
powder, like HP38, provides a measure of 
economy. A 12-ounce tin ofHP38 yields 
1875 2.8-grain charges, while the larger 
one-pound quantity of231 provides about 
20003.5 grain charges. Of course, 2.7 
charges come more to the pound, as I am 
sure the penny-conscious among us are 
aware. However, it is appropriate for the 
dollar-conscious and safety-minded indi-

vidual to take stock of the, entire situation. 
It should be apparent to even the most ob
tuse hand loader that the preferred praCtice 
is to spend a couple of dollars more on 
powder in order to avoid the danger of 
blowing up a valuable revolver, or, worst 
yet, of injuring one's self or a bystander. 

The traditional 2.7-Bullseye charge , 

"rhe clanger can no 
'onger lie g'ossecl 
over lIy 'ayers of 
scientific jargon" 

swirling in space like snowflakes at the 
mercy of flame and thus ignited erratically, 
has too often resulted in disaster. The dan
ger no longer can be glossed over by layers 
of scientific jargon or shrugged off by state-

.ments of statistical --M-
rarity. ~ 

The place you'll find cases with 
the most Drass in the business. 

Remington brass cases with 5% more brasp for 
extra strength in head section -annealed 
neck section for longer reloading life-
primer IX>Cket dimension control-
led. to .<m5 inch to assure ' 
orer:Jse primer fit
hea:vierbridge and 





coprA1K 
MASSAD AYOOB 

MAGNA-TRIGGER SAFETY DEVICE 
BEnER THAN SNATCH-PROOF RIG 

A little over five years ago, a fella named 
.l\.. Joe Smith started advertising some
thing called a Magna-Trigger Safety in the 
police professional journals. As a working 
street cop who was into evaluating hard
ware, I thought, "Good Lord, another 
entry in the Gimmick of the Month Club, 
designed by somebody who's never done 
the job." Then sold only to cops, the 
Magna-Trigger was a conversion of an 
S&W revolver to fire only when held by an 
officer wearing a magnetic ring. 

International Association of Chiefs of 
Police gave Smith a $5,000 award for de
signing it, but I still wrote it off. Two things 
later brought it to my serious attention, 
simultaneously. 

One was a major test for a police profes
sional journal of so-called snatch proof 
holsters. The evaluation, which I headed, 
lasted for several months and involved 
both gun people and highly qualified mar
tial artists, who played the roles of the bad 
guys. Prior to the finals, two holsters had 
emerged as the most snatchproof. 

One was 'worn by a sixth-degree black 
belt in Aikido. He had just come off duty 
when we started, was still in uniform, and 
challenged me to get his loaded model 66 
S&W .357 out of his rig; he was going to 
stop me and rip my arm off. I managed to 
evade his trapping counterattack with a chi 
sao maneuver, tore the loaded gun out of 
his "snatch proof' rig, and said "bang" 
when the muzzle crossed his groin. 

Shortly thereafter, the roles were re
versed; I was the cop, wearing what I con
sidered the best police security holster on 
the market (hell, I wore it on the job), and 
Jim Arvanitis, founder of the Mu Tau 
fighting system, was the aggressor. He went 
for my gun and I didn' t even try to defend 
it, though I had taken the precaution of 
unloading it. As Jimmy went for my gun, I 
threw him against the wall with an arm bar 
across the throat (thinking I was finally 
going to win a sparring session with him 
after all these years), and the next thing I 
heard was "click, click". He had torn my 
empty 66 out of its "snatch proof holster;' 
put it to my neck, and pulled the trigger. 
And he's not even into guns. 

One lesson was that overconfidence 
kills, but another was that you can't trust 
any holster to release the gun only to you. 
One cop in five who's murdered, gets it 
with his own snatched gun or a brother of
ficer's. In 1978, Joe Smith tried to warn a 
police department of that. They scoffed at 

him because their men were trained in the 
martial arts. Less than a year later, a punk 
got a police gun out of its holster and two 
of their men were dead. 

My other concern, early in 1980, was 
that I had finally agreed a few years before 
to have a kid. I didn't want any, but myoid 
lady wanted litters, so we compromised on 
a single trial model. It meant no more 

Magna-Trigger device fits into grip. 

loaded guns laying all over the house 
cocked and locked. I figured that was cool; 
when the little rug rat got mobile, I re
placed my .45 with a Remington 870 fold
ing stock pump, equipped with Santiago 
Day-Night sights and extended mag, be
side the bed. The slide was pumped over 
an empty chamber and locked on safe. 
Wasn't no kid gonna figure out the slide re
lease, and then work the pump, and then 
find the safety button and pull the trigger. 

But shortly before Cathy turned 3, I re
alized I was kidding myself. She was going 
to be -as athletic a female as her mother, 
and just as cunningly bright. If she could 
carry a gallon of milk across the kitchen 
and back, and do an instinctively decent 
job of tuning the stereo, I figured it wasn't 
going to be long before she could function 
that pump gun. Every time she was in the 
master bedroom, after all, she had seen me 
nervously open it to check the chamber. 

This left me in a hellacious quandary. I 
hadn't slept more than three nights with
out a loaded gun in reach since I was 
twelve, and with two attempted house
breaks in the past few years, one by a cer
tified psycho with officially diagnosed 
homicidal fantasies, plus a couple of job
related death threats, I had,no intention of 
giving up the practice . But what about 
the kid? 

I went down the list of technological 
Continued on page 22 
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DeSigned to shield you from 
damaging sounds associated 
with the shooting sports. 

For Free Brochure Contact: 
Safety Direct, Inc . 
23 Snider Way 

Sparks, NV 8943t lilenDiD 

Make Your Own 
Custom 

Gun Leather 
for Less with 
Tandy Leather 

Now you can have the handsome, rug
ged gun leather you 've always wanted 
and admired , but that has, until now, 
been priced out of reach . [)esign your 
cases and holsters using our quali,ty 
leathers and patterns, or put together 
one of our easy-to-make leather kits. 

Shop the Store Near You. 
(See the Yellow Pages.) 

Or se nd for Tandy's FREE 100-page catalog 
full of leathers, kits and supplies. 
(Enclose 50<1: postage, handl ing) 

Est . 1919 

Dept. AH101 • P.O. Box 2934 
Fort Worth, Texas 76113 
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MONOGRlp® 
Made for: 

• S & W: SQUARE BUTT K FRAME 
• S & W: ROUND BUTT J FRAME 
• RUGER: SECURITY-SIX~ POLICE 

SERVICE-SIX,* SPEED-SIX' 
• (Post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above) 

MONOGRlp® features include: Unique, 
ONE-PIECE construction. Hogues famed 
orthopedic hand fit. Fully relieved for all speed 
loaders with positive case ejection 
• Compound, ambidextrous 
palm swells. Proportional 
finger grooves 
• Exclusive 
COBBLESTONE<tI 
non-slip, non-irritating 
stipple pattern • 
Strength and 
durability of 
reinforced 
Nylon -
No cheap 
plastics. 

$1895 Check or 
money order 

plus $2.00 postage 
handling (California 
residents add 6% 
sales tax). 

HOGUE 
COMBAT GRIPS 
P.O. Box 460 
Dept. HGR3 
Morro Bay, CA 93442 

.45 COMBAT SHOOTERS 
Ambidextrous Saletys ..... ........ $30.00 
Extended Ambidextrous Saletys ...... $36.00 
Extended Speed Saletys ........... $17.50 
NEW Trigger Guard Shoe - squares 
Trigger Guard .. . ... . ............ $14.95 
Extended Magazine Relem - $21.95 
drilled and tapped, complete ....... . 
Extended Slide Rele ... - Blue ...... . $16.50 
Extended Slide Rele ... - SS ........ $18.95 
NEW Long Dr Short Adjustable Trigger, 
Smooth Face (alumlnuml ... . ....... $12.50 
Wide Grip Saletys-Blue, speclly Gov'!. 
or Comm ....... .. .......... .. .. $17.95 
Combat Rubber Bm Pads-BHP also .... $ 1.50 
Combat Rubber Bm Pads-6 Pack .... $ 6.95 
Pachmayr Grips GM-45, GM-45C .. . . $13.00 
Combat Fixed Sights-Red Dot Front. .. $21.00 
NEW Recoil Spring Guide Ammbly . . . $1 B.5o 
Combat Shok-Bull, Gov't. Dr Comm .... $ 5.00 
NEW Pint-A-Lube, grease lor mault 
rilles ......... ... ............. $ 3.50 
Rogers Combat PPS Grips .......... $13.00 
Rogers EZ Loaders ...... . ........ $ 8.50 
Rogers Idaho Loaders .... .. ....... $ 4.50 

ALL BIANCHI PRODUCTS - 30% OFF-Retail 
Send Cashiers Check or Money Order 

COO'S Welcome - Add Sullicient Postage 

BATtHU SHOOTERS SUPPLIES 
P.O. Box 17591-A, Nashville, Tenn. 37217 

Phone (6151 331-0224 
We Stock RCBS Redfield Burris And Many 
Other Accessories At Greatly Reduced Prices 

Send $1.25 For Our 1981 Catalog. 
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possibilities , and when I was finished , I 
called Joe Smith in California. The follow
ing morning I shipped him a Smith & 
Wesson Combat Magnum on which Andy 
Cannon had already done a custom action. 

I got back the modified gun, three rings, 
and a set of special Pachmayr grips made 
for Joe with aluminum instead of steel re
inforcing the rubbery composition. Steel 

Device does not affect normal firing. 

causes a problem with the magnetic rings, 
through factory wood stocks by S&W give 
no hassle. If you've got custom wood grips 
on your gun, you may have to experiment 
with grinding down the inside washers 
around the holding screw. I'd rather not 
mess with it. You ain't gonna beat Pach
mayr's anyway, for function. 

Joe can only do his conversion on dou
ble action Smith & Wesson revolvers, but 
he can handle all frame sizes. What he 
does is cut out the front of the grip strap 
and insert his "module". Exactly how that 
module . works is something I'd rather not 
commit to print. This magazine is read by 
about 130,000 people who are into doing 
some of their own modifications, and try
ing to duplicate it without Joe's unique 
knowledge could not only ruin a costly 
gun, but could get somebody killed in an 
ultimate use situation. 

I've got enough debits on my karma 
already. 

Let's just talk about how it works. I 

eler take your ring size, and mail that info 
to Joe when you order the work. 

Is it going to turn away by itself? It 
doesn' t look that way. I tried some rasslin ' 
and sparring, and it stayed with the flat, . 
magnet-loaded side in where it should be. 
My rings, however, fit well. The good news 
is that with the flat bottom Joe designed 
into it , they ain't gonna move as much as a 
dress ring, which is concentrically round 
all the way, inside .' Joe deliberately left his 
fiat inside as well, to keep it from turning . 

It can turn, however, if your hands are 
very wet. Not just "soapy shower" wet, but 
as if you'd been in a rainstorm. Perspira
tion didn ' t allow them to turn that much in 
my tests, but cold water saturation allowed 
it. 

I used to be in the jewelry business . I 
took the ring to one of the top people in the 
trade . He told me, " It's ugly, but your mag
net's not going to fall off." This would have 
been comforting if Joe hadn't said, "While 
the magnet will last for a hundred years, 
the epoxy bonding won't." He is very care
ful about warning users not to twist the 
ring around when trying to take it off, nor 
letting someone with bigger fingers try it. If 
the epoxy bond that holds the vital magnet 
in there worries him, it worries me. 

The gun module itself does not present 
any problems. You can slide it right out of 
the frame for cleaning, and after a hun-

"ltey man, sumthin's 
wrong witlt this .357 
cause it won't sltoot" 

haven' t tried it on an N frame, but on a K dred fast rounds of Federal's hot , primo 
frame Smith, your best bet is either his spe- 158-grain Semi-J acketed Soft Point .357 
cial non-steel Pachmayrs or factory target Magnum ammo, I detected no loosening 
grips, and then you want the ring on your and no handling difficulties. The fit of the 
middle finger. Standard stocks that come module to the front of the frame isn' t glass
only to the edge of the grip frame mayor smooth in terms of mating surfaces, but on 
may not need a ring that fits your third fin- my test gun wouldn't cause any problems 
ger; you'll have to determine that by trial even with standard stocks. 
and error. On a wee J frame , it'll have to go So far, there 've been two "saves" with 
on your ring finger. Magna-Triggers that I know of. I none 

The ring itself is not super-ideal. It' s case , a kid got his ha nds on a security 
ugly, but I can live with that. I don' t care if guard's model 10, and couldn't make it go 
it makes me look more like a banded duck off. The gun was finally removed from his 
than a male model for Gentlemen's Quar- precocious fingers by a guy who's very 
terly, 'cause I'm into function. My first con- grateful to Joe. In another encounter, two 
cern was whether it would slip around on officers in a department that had Joe mod
your hand to the point where the magnet . ify all issue guns got caught off guard, and 
that lets the gun fire would no longer work. disarmed . The bad guy left them alive, 

If it rotates much off of the fiat inside of booked to Florida, and there went into a 
your finger, my tests show that no, it ain't gunshop and said, "Hey, man, sumthin's 
gonna work. The good news is that it prob- wrong with this .357 cause it won't shoot." 
ably won' t slip that bad . Have a local jew- Cot/tit/lied 011 page 24 
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The Col~ that. made history 
are still hemg made. . 

Colt Walker 
and Baby Dragoon 

© Colt Industries Operating Corp 1981 

These are the guns that changed the world forever in 
the mid-1800's . The authentic Colt black powder 
revolvers, built to original speCifications. 

All are richly color case hardened and blued, just as 
they were then. All have the authentic Colt markings. 
Even their serial numbers are continuations of the first 
models. 

When modern concepts of personal weaponry were 
first being formed, the name Colt set the standard for 
quality that still stands today. The real Colts, for those 
who appreciate the difference. At your dealer now. 

Because only Colt makes a Colt. 

1851 and 1861 Navy 

1862 Pocket Navy 
and Pocket Police 

the authentic Colt 
BLi\CKPOWDER 
ser1es 

"Beware of counterfeits and patent infringements ." 
Important product and service literature 
accompany every Colt sale; be sure to ask for your: 
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OUR BLUE lS 
THE BASlC POLlCY 

et automatics designed 
small caliber. pock. back-UP or oH-

I rotectlOn. as d 
for persona p f r fishermen an 
duty police arn:s or 0 de of ordnance 

American ma 
campers. I' ble and easy to clean . 
steel. Rugged . re la . 
. t' thumb safeties. Fast ac Ion 

THE STAiNLESS Gl"ES YOU 
A RiDER AGAlNST RUST 
AND CORROSlON 

, t dependable arms are 
The same lightwelgh . t el finish for those 

, t inless s e 
available With sad e against moisture. 
whO want that extra e g 

.22 and .25 caliber 
models available 
with Blue. Stainless 
or Nickel finish. All 

with 6-round , 
magazine capacity. 
Extra magazines 
available, 

Continued from page 22 
He left it, and the gunsmith realized in
stantly when he took the grips off that this 
wasn't that guy's gun. He called the heat, 
and when the hood went to pick it up, the 
gendarmes met him with their own .357s. 
Case closed. 

For street cops? I can see it, but I won't 
endorse it 100 percent. In wet weather, the 
rings could maybe get moved around 
enough that the officer couldn't make his 
gun go off, especially after a tussle, though 
it doesn't seem too likely under other cir
cumstances. 

But there are a lot of dead cops in the 
ground who would buy Magna-Triggers if 
you could let 'em come back to life. 

The only way somebody who isn't wear
ing the special ring can make a gun go off 
when so modified, is if the officer has 
cocked the hammer before it was taken 
away from him, or if the bad guy is so 
strong he can turn the gun on the police
man while it's still in the cop's hand. I 
don't know of that ever happening, and I 
don't see it as a concern with trained peo
ple. Your best bet would be to drop the 
now-harmless gun and let the sucker who's 
trying to murder you grab for it, while you 
kick his face in. 

For me right now, and for the most of 
the readers of this magazine, I think the 
greatest advantage of the Magna-Trigger 
lies in the ability to keep a loaded revolver 
instantly available to grownups in a house
hold where kids are running around. 

A kid who is bright enough and has the 
time to unscrew the grips, could probably 
figure out how to bypass Joe's system with 
a paper clip. But if your kid is that smart, 
you've already taught him about guns and 
he'll be smart enough not to have an "acci
dental" with it anyway. Hell , there are 
grown-up cops carrying guns with Magna
Trigger safeties who don' t know how they 
work, and don't care; they only know that 
they do work. 

I used to say that you can't child-proof 
your guns, you can only gun-proof your 
children, with common sense practices and 
safety education in the home. Joe Smith's 
Magna-Trigger is the closest thing I've seen 
to child proofing your guns, and it's the sys
tem I now use. The Combat Magnum Joe 
modified for me is now locked to my bed
stead in a "snatch resistant" holster; my 
wife and I put the rings on before we go to 
bed, and in the morning, the rings go in the 
jewelry box and the gun goes into a high 
closet shelf next to that still-ready 870. 

Joe is thinking about selling franchises 
to gunsmiths and furnishing them with his 
patented modules. In was in that business, 
I'd grab for it. There are a lot of people out 
there who think it is more than worth it to 
have a gun nobody can make go off but 
them. 

If you're interested , write to Joe 
Smith, Magna-Trigger Safety, 10090 
N. Blaney, # 6, Cupertino, ...... 
CA 95014. ~ 
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COM8Ar COURSE 
JERRY USHER 

THESE STEEL TARGETS REACT 
WHEN BULLET HITS OFF CENTER 

T here is nothing new about using steel 
targets for pistol shooting. Arizona 

and California practical pistol shooters 
have used steel for years, both in practice 
and matches. I have used steel for training 
purposes for over fifteen years. When I re
ceived this assignment, I expected some
thing totally new and revolutionary. As it 
turns out, this target is not really new at all, 

standard and most magnum loads. We 
tested hot .357 magnum loads out of a six 
inch Python on the smoothest of the two 
plates. The resulting indentations are easy 
to locate, but were very slight. One of the 
targets was covered with strike marks and 
Fred estimates overlOOO rounds have hit it. 
There were no dents and no signs of the 
"dishing" that usually results with steel 

Smith's new steel silhouette (human) target will pivot when shots hit off 
center, making the target an excellent training aid for police shooters. 

but it is a very real improvement over simi
lar attempts at the same thing. 

Using steel targets has certain definite 
advantages and disadvantages. Any suc
cessful steel target system will have to ex
pand the advantages and eliminate most of 
the disadvantages of the existing systems. 

Shooting on steel is a tremendous time 
saver and greatly increases shooting enjoy
ment due to hearing the hits. Immediate 
reinforcement of correct technique is valu
able in learning. Many of us feel that 
working on steel is the best way to get that 
important balance between speed and 
accuracy. 

There are problems with steel, however. 
It's difficult to tell a good hit from a poor 
one. Improper use can cause splatter, steel 
is heavy and expensive and easily ruined 
by little men with big guns when targets 
are left unguarded on the range. 

The target system patented by Fred 
Smith has incorporated the advantages of 
existing steel targets and eliminated most 
of the disadvantages. Fred has used a 
stressed steel alloy that :vill stand up to all 

targets. The combination of hard steel and 
the stressed shape of the target works . 
However, the target will not stop penetrat
ing rifle rounds nor repeated use of rifled 
slugs. And don't expect these targets to re
main in good shape if you leave them 
where the "ammo testers" can find them. 

One of the best features of Fred's targets 
is the ease in which the whole set up comes 
apart for carrying in a normal auto trunk. 
The heaviest parris 70 pounds and is rea
sonably easy to handle. There are no fas
teners to lose and it is virtually impossible 
to assemble incorrectly. The elastic devices 
are common bungie cords available in 
most sports stores. Neither lead nor steel
jacketed rounds will ricochet back from 
the targets. This design is one of the safest I 
have seen. Only a fool, however, will ever 
shoot on steel without wearing glasses. 

Beyond the handiness or strength of the 
target, its real value is that it allows the 
shooter to "read" hits. Off-center hits 
cause the target to turn toward the hit (and 
return). Even a thrown one inch diameter 

. Continued on page 73 
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IMPORTANT 
MESSAGE 

TO 
38 

SPECIAL 
SHOOTERS. 

, We have recently learned that a 
quantity of our 38 Special car
tridges, manufactured in July 
1980, may separate at the case 
cannelure which could cause 
part of the case to lodge 
between the cylinder and the 
barrel of a revolver. This could 
damage the gun or cause a mal
function. While the possibility 
of a personal injury is unlikely, 
any obstruction iIi a gun barrel 
should be considered poten
tially dangerous. 

The ammunition is being re
called at our expense. 

To determine whether you 
have any of the cartridges in 
question, please look for these 
markings on the package: 

CALmER: 38 Special 
BULLET: 158 grain lead hollow 

point + P 
INDEX NUMBER: R38S12 

(on outside of end flap) 
LOT NUMBERS: P28A and 

P29A (on inside of end flap) 
If you have cartridges in boxes 

so marked, do not use them; 
please return them to us for .a 
prompt. no-charge replacement. 
Send the ammunition <;:.0.0. via 
United Parcel Service (UPS) to: 

Remington Arms Co., Inc. 
Attention: 

Mr. J. H. Chisnall . 
939 Barnum Avenue 
P.O. Box 1939 
Bridgeport, CT 06601 

Remington is a trademark registered in 
the U.S. Patent 8f' Trademark Offices by 
Remington Arms Company, Inc. 
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SIITH · File 
South Africans like Dave Sheer, 
prohibited from importing 
arms, turn to their own 
ingenuity-the result: a 12-shot" 
.45 Aep with proven reliability 
By A I J. Venter 

.45 



WHEN YOU ASK South African engineer, 
Dave Sheer, why he's building guns from 
chunks of hardened steel, he looks you 
squarely in the eye and quotes United 
Nations Resolution 148, which effectively 
imposed an arms embargo on his country 
several years ago. 

He also knows that, while Resolution 
148 prohibits the sale of weapons to South 
Africa, there is nothing in the decree which 
says he cannot take the best qualities in
herent in the firearms of the world and 
incorporate them within a design of his 
own. Already he has built two prototypes 
for a revolutionary new pistol in .45 ACP 
caliber. 

The difference with. Sheer's gun , is that 
instead of carrying a magazine which 
holds seven cartridges, his innovation car
ries a dozen shells in staggered rows-plus 
one in the chamber. 

"Lucky twelve;' he calls it, and then 
goes on: "In the kind of hostilities
extended guerrilla warfare and urban 
terrorism-we're likely to find ourselves in 
Southern Africa, you need a volume of 
fire. This gun of mine gives it!" 

Sheer, a gunsmith of considerable pro
fessional note, customized and maintained 
several guns u~ed by members of the South 
African team that took world honors dur
ing the 1979 International Combat Shoot 
in this country. 

You have to take a close look at Sheer's 

hand-finished cannon to appreciate what 
he has achieved. He started nine months 
ago shaping a slide and frame out of 4140 
steel, the standard molychrome steel used 
by many brands of the American firearms 
industry. He used strip steel for the smaller 
parts. His first prototype off the work
bench was completely fabricated in this 
way and, where necessary, argon welded. 

"I had to do it like that because if 
something did not work or function prop
erly, 1 could machine it off and start again;' 
he told me with self-sufficient candor. 

That was late last year and almost 
$10,000 ago. Now both guns are complete 
and when he fires them at a demonstration 
range you can see what he means by 
firepower: He can let off a clip containing a 
dozen rounds in seconds-and place most 
of them onto a man-sized target seven or 
eight meters away. 

Work has been hard. Sheer reckons that 
he spent about 120 hours fashioning the 
frame out of a solid block of metal. All this 
time loss has been reflected in his business; 
every moment spent on the prototypes 
meant that he could not-get on with the 
regular gunsmithing work. 

Why a gun based on the .45 automatic 
Colt pistol? Why not something similar to 
the Browning Hi-Power in 9mm caliber, 
especially since South Africa produces its 
own 9mm ammunition? All .45 ammo 
available locally is imported from the 

United States. 
Sheer was quick to answer : "Because 

the .45 is still the world's best defensive 
caliber. There is nothing to beat it in hand
held weapons. 

Even the barrel is an original Colt .45 
ACP product. Only this one has been 
substantially built up around the muzzle to 
allow for the larger sized frame. 

Yet, the gun produced in Sheer's garage 
workshop on the outskirts of Johan
nesburg's northern suburbs is about 7 
ounces lighter than the original. Also, 
there are fewer parts in Sheer's gun; about 
30 compared to more than 40 in the origi
nal Colt. 

Where does he intend going from here? 
Sheer is not sure. He has proved that his 
gun works well. It has had several thou
sand rounds through it without hang-ups. 
Also, he gave it to Springbok shootist, Dale 
Guthrie, to test and he put several hundred 
rounds through the pistol without a single 
malfunction. Guthrie came 11th in the 
World Combat Shooting Championships. 

Now he's looking for someone to back 
him to show that South Africa can build a 
pistol that works well. 

Since completing the ,45, Sheer has built 
another prototype, same gun, same size, 
which shoots 9mm Parabellum ammuni
tion . The magazine holds 20 cartridges 
plus one up. It works like a ~ 
charm. ~ 

Dave Sheer .45 auto shown 
completed, disassemble4i, in 
block form and with dies for 
the magazine cut and ready. 
Prototype was carved out of 
a single block of metal, and 
based on Colt. Sheer gun has 
fewer parts than the Colt ver
sion and 12-shot firepower. 
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BUY RIGHT WITH 
FRANZIIE 

Send $2 check or money ·orGJer 
~ for Illustrated 32-page catalog 

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for 
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional , Conversion, and Target styles. Four 
lustrous colors, 

*~~,c.. SPORTS, INC., PO Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068 

~CROWN 
CITY 
ARMS 

7he Oldest and Largest .45 Auto Accessory Specialist$ 
with the Widest Selectioll at the Lowest Price,s! 

Colt AmbldexterOUI Safety 

P. O. Box 1126. Dept. AH 
Cortland, N. Y. 13045 

List $46.29 Special $32 50 
Extended Ambldexterous Safety 
Lis t $52.50 Special $37 50 

Commander Hammer 
List $1 4 .40 

24 Hr . " Live Order Phone": 607 1753·0194 

TWX: 

Wide Combat Grip Safety 
(GM or Commander) 
Li st $25 .94 Special $19.95 

Specia l 511 .50 Parts Distributor & Warranty Station 

Colt Checkered 
M ainsp r ing H ous ing 

Famous Colt-Elliason Rear Sight 
Assembly 

List $23. 94 Spec ial $16.95 

Colt Accurized Barrel & Bushing Kit 
MK IV, Gold Cup, 9mm or .38 Super 
Li st $51 .38 Spec ial $45. 95 List $39.30 Specia l $3 1. 50 

Colt Government .45 Barrel 
Li st $40. 25 Special $28.95 

Colt Premium Grips 
Birdseye Map le w / Medallion 
List $14 .95 Spec ial $8.50 

Colt Commander Barrel 
.45 Li st $40.85 Special $28. 95 
9mm List $45. 50 Special $36 .50 
.38 Super List $45 .55 Specia l $36 .50 

Colt Magazines 
.45 Blue 
List $ 16.70 
.45 Nickel 
list $18.20 

Authorized Distributor of Complete Colt line - 20% Off list ! 

Crow n Deluxe Magazine with Removable 
Floor Plate (eit'ler ste el or stainless) 
List $17.50 Specia l $11.75 

Spec ial $13.50 

Specia l $1 4.50 

9mm Blue 
List $20.20 
.38 Super 
List $18.20 
.22 Conversion 
List $32.30 
AR ·15 15·rds ] 
List $13.50 
AR·15 [20 ·,ds[ 
List $ 14 .00 

Crown Extended Safety 
l ist $19 .95 
Stainless list $24.95 

Special $16.25 

Specia l $14.50 

Special $25.75 

Spec ia l S10.95 

Special S11.25 

Special S12.95 
Specia l S14.95 

Crown Sta inless Magazine with conve x 
follower 
list $12 .00 SpeCial S8.50 

Crown Competitive Magazine Base Pad 
G.. ~wn Extended Slide Stop ~ ~[:~\ 19.95 Special $12.95 list $1 .99 Specia l $1.50 Stainless li st $24.95 Specia l $14.95 

Crown Extended Magazine Catch ~ 
list $27.50 Special SI8.95~. Crown long Adjustable Tri gge r 

list $9 .95 Special S6.95 
Roger s Shock Buff 
List $2.50 Specia l $1.50ea. 
Roge rs E·Z l oade r 
List $7.50 SpeCial S5.95 

Crown Recoil Buffe r 
IGM or Commande r! 
List S14 .95 Special $10.95 

~ Factory 
Outlet 

td~ 
, -----;-:-:-;--D Crown Muzz le Brake 
~I listS24,95 Special S18.50 

~ 
Crown Recoi l Spr ing Guid e Assembl y 
list $24 .95 SpeCial $19 .95 

Bingha m Battl e Comba t Pi sto l Sights Crown City Patch _ Ori gi na l! Colorful! 
Special $1.25 

~ ......... 
GM·45 Comba t Grips 
GM·45 Combat Grips 

w I Colt Meda llion 
Mainspring Housing 

(Speci fy flat or arched) 
S & W "K" Frame Grips 
Colt "I" Frame Grips 
Ruger Sec. Six , 

Service Six , etc. Grips 
Convex SS Follower 

list $15.00 Spec ial S9 ,95 

Author ized Distributor 

list 
17.50 

21.00 

9.75 
12.75 
12.75 

12.75 
2.50 

Specia l 
12.50 

14 ,95 

6 .95. 
8.95 
8.95 

8.95 
1.95 

Authorized Distributor of Complete Pachmavr line - 25% Off 
li st! 

Crown Squ are Trigge r 
Guard Shoe 
list $19 95 SpeCial $14 .95 

Wolff Extra Power Reco il Spring IGM or 
Commander 
list $5 .00 

Millett MK I Fi xed Sights 
list $27 .95 

Special S4 00 

Millett Adjustab le Sig ht Ina mac hining to 
sl ide l 
list S5695 

Halloc k's .45 Auto Handbook (The best 
.45 Book - A Must !-I ---
Lis l $1195 SpeCial $8 .95 

• -VISA 

TO ORDER: Send Money Order or Cash ier's Check on ly, o r complete MC/ VISA information. Company 
and perso na l checks clear. Add sh ipping: 51.7 5 for f irst item, 50 cents for each addit iona l, 53.50 maximum. 
Alaska / Hawaii dou ble sh ippi ng amounts. NY State residents add 7% Sales Tax. FFL requ ired fo . frame and 
gun o rders. P,rices are subject to change without notice. Pr ices in effect at time of shlppeng pi evad . - Send SASE and S 1.00 for current literature, price lists. order form and Pe!sonal DIscount La bel. 

Catalog of .45 parts 
from Crown City Arms 
Crown City Arms of Cortland, N.Y. 
announces its 1981 line of accessories and 
parts for the .45 Automatic pistol, and a 
expansion of its line to include some 
Browning Hi-Power and AR/CAR-15 
parts and accessories. 

Crown City is one of the East's Colt 
warranty stations and is an authorized 
Colt parts distributor, as well as an 
authorized Pachmayr distributor and a 
newly appointed Ruger parts distributor. 

Although most of Crown City's gun 
production for 1981 has been allocated, 
much of it for export (such as the 
stainless steel "Condor" pictured above), 
Crown City's emphasis for 1981 will be 
on its role as .45 auto accessory 
specialists with a wide selection at the 
low prices. Crown City has increased its 

inventory of .45 parts and accessories to 
be one of the most complete and largest 
in the nation, including a wide line of 
magazines, extended safeties, 
ambidexterous safeties, extended slide 
stops, and wide combat grip safeties. 

Crown City supplies leading 
distributors abroad and major mail-orde 
firm in the U.S. You are welcome to 
order Crown's frames and accessories 
from the many distributors or directly 
from the factory. 

For further information send a 
stamped return business-size envelope 
and $1.00 and you will receive a copy of 
the complete 1981 liter-ature and prices, 
as well as an order form with a Personal 
Discount Label. Crown City Arms, Box 
1126, Cortland, NY 13045; 
(607)753-0194. 
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IS YOUR 
LIFE 
SAFE? 

Now you can join the champions, M ickey Fowler and 
Mike Dalton, in the latest. most improved techniques 
in the arts of self defense, competi tion, or just those 
who must carry a pisto l daily. Classes are now fo rming 
with the personal supervision of Mickey and Mike at 
their new fac ility in So. Cal. These international experts 
will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, with the 
mental condition ing to attain pin-poi nt accuracy and 
fu lf ill your personal goals! . 
Send $1 00 Postage and Handlmg For Full Descriptive Brochure To 
Interna tional Shootfsts Inc . P.O Box 5254 . MIssion Hills, CA 91345 

• INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC. 

LEFT HANDERS! 
Now-the Swenson 
Ambidextrous 
Safety. 
Patent No. 
3492748. 

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup, 
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and 

1911 Al govt. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00 
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage 
slightly higher. Installation instructions included. 

RIGHT HANDERS! 
Swenson Extended Speed 

Safety for all above 
models: 
$25.00 plus $1.50 
postage & handling. 
6% Calif. Sales Tax 
for Calif. Residents. 
Overseas slightly 
higher postage. 
Complete installation 
instructions included. 

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP 
Post Office Box 606 
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028 
Phone: (7l,4) 728-5319 

STEVE HERREn 
1981 

OUTSTANDING 
AMERICAN 

HANDGUNNER 

Steve Herrett, stockmaker, handgun 
hunter, cartridge designer and 

conservationist was selected 1981's 
Outstanding American Handgunner 
during ceremonies held in conjunction 
with the N RA Annual Meetings on 
May I, 1981. The presentation was 
made by J. D. Jones, Chairman of 
the Foundation. 

Herrett was selected from among 
the Ten Nominees by vote of past 
winners of the award and one vote 
each from a key man in each of the 
companies participating in the .event. 
Past winners of the award, beginning 
in 1973 are Elmer Keith , Col. Charles 
Askins, William B. Ruger, Bill Jordan , 
Harlon Carter, Skeeter Skeleton, Lee 
E. Jurras and Warren Center. 

The purpose of the Awards Program 
is to give recognition to those 
individuals who have made major 
contributions to and achievements in 
the sport of handgunning. For 
information regarding the Foundation 
write: OAHAF, P.O. Box 45-70, 
Bloomingdale, OH 43910. 
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Fec1er.81 offers law enforcement 
agencies .38 Special ammuni
tion with top accuracy and reli
ability. Like our "38E" above
.38 Special with 125 grain 
jacketed hollow pOint bullet. Or 
our record-setting "38A" Match 
cartridge with 148 grain lead 
wadcutter bullet. We've got 
seven other .38 Special 
cartridges, plus eighteen 
handgun loads in nine other 
calibers. All are made with 
Federal precision to meet your 
service, target shooting and 
training requirements. Write 
today for a copy of our Law 
Enforcement Catalog. 

FEDERAl,; 
CARTRID6E 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402 

---------------------------
SEND FOR FREE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT,CATALOG 

Federal Cartridge, 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 Dept AH 
Gentlemen: Please send me: 
o Your 1981 Law Enforcement Catalog 

Name __________________________ __ 

Title· __________________________ _ 

Agency' ________________________ _ 

Address ________________________ _ 

City _____________ State __ Zip __ _ 
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THE procedure preferred by 
knowledgable shooters to Reduce 

Muzzle Lift and Recoil. 

PISTOL 

Mag-Na-Port Arms has 20 years experi
ence with EDM technology, and 10's of 
1000's of satisfied customers will attest to 
our expertise. 
There's only one, genuine Mag-Na-Port 
process, and it's available only from the 
Mag-Na-Port locations listed below. 
Mag-na-Port (313) 469-6727 
Mag-na-Port of Canada (204)633-7018 

Send for FREE literature today. 

~~~~ 
ARMS. INC. U.8A ARMS. INC. CANADA 

30016 South River Road 1861 Burrows Avenue 
Mt. Clemens. Michigan 48045 Winnipeg. Manitoba R2X 2V6 
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DUNK-KIT 
A NEW CONCEPT IN 
GUN CLEANING!! 

• Dunk-Kit , the fast , easy way to clean and 
protect your guns is used and endorsed by 
gunsmiths, pistol shooters and police. 

• Dunk-Kit cleans. oils, and displaces mois
ture all in one easy operation . 

.Dunk-Kit comes in a large 3;' gallon pail, is 
reusable , and should last for years . 

• Dunk-Kit is also ideal for cleaning and 
protecting small parts , reels , cycle chains or 
almost anything! 

For your Dunk-Kit , send $12.95 plus $3.00 
for postage and handling to: 

Larson Industries,lnc. 
P.O. Box 393 
Fremont, Ne. 68025 

~ no C. O.D.·s. Send street address for 
U.P.S. del ivery. Dealer inquir ies invited . 

HANDGUN lEArHER 
MASSAD F. AYOOB 

OUT OF THAT ANKLE HOLSTER: 
THE LIFE-SAYING FAST DRAW 

I used to think that anybody who wore a 
gun in an ankle holster was either 

working Vice, or had James Bond fan
tasies. In 1975, my good friend Dick Mar
ple, a police equipment rep, wheedled me 
into trying out a new ankle rig he was 
thinking of selling. As a favor, I did so. 

F or the first day, I felt like a fool, and a 
gimpy one at that. By the second day, I was 
getting used to it. By the end of the week I 
told him he wasn't getting his sample back. 
I still have it, and wear it frequently. I've 
become an ankle holster convert. 

The ankle holster seems like a ridiculous 
idea. It is slow. From a standing position, it 
is awkward. And the idea of walking 
around with a pound or more 'of metal 
srrapped to your leg is likely to turn you 
off. Until you try it. 

To become adept with the ankle holster 
is to develop a whole new set of reflexes, 
and to learn a radically different mode of 
drawing one's firearm . You should realize 
up front that no matter how much you 
practice, the very best you'll be able to do 
is equal or slightly beat an average rookie 
cop, you with the ankle holster and him 
with a service sc'abbard and conventional 
safety strap. At worst, it will take you two 
or three seconds to get it out, ifnot longer. 

That's not nearly as quick as clearing a 
good carrying rig on your belt or even 
under your arm. On the other hand, it's 
better than flOt having a gun at all. Con
venience and visual concealment for a 
small gun are what the ankle rig really 
offers, and you pay for that with slow 
access. In the years I've been carrying one, 
I've learned a few ways to improve on that 
trade. 

First, plan on a two-hand draw: the left 
to haul the pants leg up, the right to go for 
the gun. You can draw standing faster than 
you think, but the secret is to do it quick. 
The longer it takes you, the more likely 
you are to lose your balance. It is often 
easier to drop into a kneeling position as 
you draw. You should also practice draw
ing while on your belly, on your back, and 
while seated behind a steering wheel or in 
a chair. These are all situations where the 
ankle rig may actually be better than a belt 
holster for quick access. 

The ankle holster is the most personal 
selection in all of gunleather, since it wraps 
around bne of your limbs. What's comfort-' 
able for me may be agonizing for you, and 
vIce versa. 

First off, where do you pack the ankle 

rig? I'm assuming in this article that the 
reader is right handed, so southpaws can 
simply reverse the techniques. The inside 
of the right ankle is awkward. You're 
pulling the right pant leg up with your left 
hand, and it ruins your balance. Outside 
the right ankle? Nope; while you'd think a 
flex of the right leg would pull the cuff up 
over the gun, it won't. You'll be fumbling 
for the gun butt through your slacks mate
rial at least once out of three tries, if not all 
three. On the inside of the left ankle is the 
logical place. You can reach it with your 
left hand about as easy as that fist can close 
over the gun on your right hip, and it's the 
best for a strong hand draw. It also con
c.eals best, since all ankle holsters have a 
forward tilt. 

What gun to strap to your ankle? I go 
with small frame snub revolvers, either 
Colt or S&W .38s loaded hot, or the 
discontinued Security Industries .357 soon 
to be resurrected by Mossberg. Ankle hol
sters and trouser pockets are the only 
places where you'll appreciate the weight
saving of an aluminum-frame gun, but I 
prefer stainless steel since it better resists 
the perspiration a leg gun will be subjected 
to. Double action .380 autos are nice, but 
you sacrifice power and you don' t really 
need their flatter silhouettes under any
thing but the tightest pants, which won't 
slide up smoothly over the holster anyway. 

Thumb-breaks are what you're stuck 
with. Nobody makes a nonbulky ankle rig 
that can hold the gun without a buttoned 
strap when you run. A pity; I wish some
body would come up with a way you could 
draw the gun snaplessly and silently, since 
so many ankle holster wearers count on 
sneaking the gun out unobtrusively when 
danger begins to threaten, rather than ~ . 
making a speed draw. 

Like I said, a smooth draw mandates the 
use of the left hand to pull the left trouser 
leg up, even if you're wearing bell botto~ 
slacks (which, of course, conceal the ankle 
holster much better than anything else). 
This means that when you sense danger 
coming, your left hand should stray to the 
front of your thigh and unobtrusively take 
hold of the material. 

Here are some of the techniques 
practice: 

. GAYLORD STANDING DRAW 
Left hand goes to pant leg, pulling it 

upward. As shooter raises left knee, torso 
tilts forward. This is both to ensure con-
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tinued balance under stress, and to give 
gunhand quicker access to weapon. As the 
gun begins to clear, torso goes more for
ward, and left foot begins to move down 
into "advancing crouch" position. The gun 
comes up in a one-hand hold on target, 
with left hand partially outstretched for 
better balance. As the left foot slams down, 
the left hand is free to reach up and 
support the gun, and is near enough to it to 
do so handily. 

KNEELING, ADVANCING 
To execute the kneeling position properly 

with an ankle holster, the left foot has to be 
forward. If there is room enough between 
you and your antagonists, or if you are 
moving ahead with bodily momentum, 
you should slide your left foot forward as 
your left hand pulls the trouser leg up. 
Start pulling material before you flex your 
knee. As your right hand goes for the gun, 
your torso tilts forward and your right 
knee drops toward the ground. Your gun 
will be up on target one-handed almost as 
soon as you hit kneeling position, and your 
left hand will be in a position to take 
supportive hold. 

KNEELING, RETREATING 
Same as above, but you set the left leg 

forward by stepping back with the right 
leg. As you move, the left hand again pulls 
the trouser leg up, while the right goes for 
the piece. You'll wind up sitting on your 
right foot, with your torso more erect than 
in the previous position. It's not as quick to 
move out of, but it's more stable and more 
accurate. You'll find that the two-hand 
hold comes more quickly in this position 
than in any other mode of drawing from 
an ankle holster. 

This position should be practiced for 
two reasons: you may be in too close to 
your assailant to step forward or raise your 
leg, and if the other guy gets the first shot 
off, your natural "body alarm reaction" is 

Left top: Left foot slides forward 
as left hand hikes up pants leg to 
clear gun. Do fills IJefore you bend 
knee as drawing lIand moves down 
or you can fail to get cuff up over 
gun in time. Rig..,: rllis standing 
draw variation for close quarters, 
like in a parking lot I:tefween cars, 
is called Gaylord Standing Draw. 
As shooter raises left knee, torso 
tilts forward for better balance. 
Foot slams down after gun is drawn. 
Above: wilen blows or bullets put 
you on your back, ankle holster may 
be file fastest way to get at your 
firearm. rllis is one to practice. 
Note laslling out wiHt foot to keep 
attacker away until gun is drawn. 

going to throw you b'ackward anyway. 
Once you move backward into this posi
tion and fire your ankle-holstered gun, 
your body will probably no longer have 
anything to be alarmed about. 

PRONE POSITION 
Whether you hit the ground to shoot or 

because you've been dumped by your as
sailant's first strike, your legs are no longer 
supporting your body weight, and the gun 
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will come up to meet your hand much 
more readily. 

SUPINE POSITION 
If you're being attacked via bludgeons, 

knives, or multiple assailants, your best bet 
is to roll a bit onto your left side, using your 
shoulders and hips ; as the left leg flexes up 
toward the reaching gun hand, your right 
leg lashes out and up to move assailants 
away. 

SlnlNG POSITION 
Whether it's a barstool or driver's 

bucket, you'll find sitti ng position 
extremely handy for an ankle draw. You 
won't be ab~e to pull your pant leg up, 
since the fabric will be drawn too tight over 
your knee, so make sure that you hiked up 
your trousers when you sat down. 

'CONSUMER HINTS' 
Small butt guns work better for this kind 

of carry. I prefer a small grip, like the 
round butt J-frame Smith or the Colt 
Agent, for ankle wear. Tyler-T grip adapt
ers will make up much of the difference in 
"shootability." 

Bobbed hammers will reduce chances of 
the gun snagging on your sock or pants 
cuff. Trouble is, few such holsters (other 
than Bianci) will hold a spu rless gun in 
place. 

Always pull your sock up over the 
holster! It will increase your bill at the 

men's shop, but it will retluce the likeli
hood of the gun being spotted. The top of 
the sock should go over the trigger guard, 
but not over the hammer, where it can 
snag. 

The ankle holster is more popular th an 
ever, because in the last decade pistol 
packers learned how convenient it can be, 
and how easy it is to get used to one. But 
they do require practice to make them 
come close to speed, and gunfighting 
folklore to the contrary, sometimes speed 
is what you need ...... 
to stay alive. , 
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Escapades of a Pistol Team 
During the Thirties) 
the Los Angeles Police 
Department had a 
pistol team-and what 
a team it was! 

By Lee E. Echols 

Oliver Wendel Holmes once wrote, 
" Boston State-house is the hub of the 

solar system." It would have been difficult 
to make the old Los Angeles Police Pistol 
Team buy that. They thought the hub of 
the solar system was the newly-built Los 
Angeles City Hall, which, in the thirties, 
towered above everything else in the city 
and was the place from which they 
operated. 

And the Los Angeles cops thought the 
very core of the hub was their team of ten
ring-hitting, shenanigan puliing, three-gun 
pistol shooters, brought together by Chief 
of Police James E. Davis. 

For he was the catalyst. He was the far
seeing man who set up a graded pay scale 
for every man on the department to try for 
and he paid as much as sixteen dollars a 
month for master-shooters and down to 
four dollars a month for those who . fired 
marksman scores. 

Nowadays, that master-shooter emolu
ment wouldn't be enough to tip a waitress 
in a high class restaurant, but back during 
the Great Depression, it helped buy drink
ing material and food and made things a 
little easier on a gang of cops who, along 
with their shooting proclivities, had to get 
out among the burglars, muggers, mur
derers and bank robbers to earn their regu
lar pay. 

Along with the pay incentive, Chief 
Davis also called on the immense movie 
colony in Hollywood to assist him in build~ 
ing one of the finest academies and pistol 
ranges in the United States and they did it 
with fake rocks, water falls , and restful lit
tie parks with barbecue facilities and 
plenty of shade for the women folk of the 
army of western shooters who attended the 
great matches held there at least once a 
month. 

The Los Angeles Police, like the U.S. 
Marines, could field four or five teams at 
any given occasion, anyone of which 
might beat the livin' be-jesus out of you if 
you weren't careful. They might even do it 
if you were careful. 

And along with it, they certainly had 
their share of fun . There was big, rough, 
Mark Wheeler who had swum the channel 
from Catalina Island to the mainland. He 
had hands on him like first-baseman's 
mitts and he was quick and nimble as an 
otter. Before a pistol tournament began, 
we would sidle up to one of the top shoo-

The L.A. team after succe~sful shoots in Tampa and Havana 
showed by their trophies that they had the talent to win 
matches. The smiles came later. 

ters from another team and engage him in 
a little game he called " Hot Hand". The 
way it would work, Mark would allow the 
other shooter to hold one of his hands out; 
Mark would then place his hand on it and 
have the man place his other hand on top 
of Mark's. Then the fall-guy, or gudgeon, 
would try to pull his bottom hand out, re
move the top one quickly, aI).d lambaste 
Mark's hand before Mark could extricate 
it. 

As quick as Mark was , the prospect 
never could do it , and then it would be 
Marks' turn. He could get his top hand out 
of the way, bring his bottom hand around 
and smack the man's pistol hand such a 
crashing blow with his ten-pound paw as 
to almost break every bone in it, obviating 
any chance he'd have of even entering the 
tournament, let alone winning any of the 
matches. 

Then they had another little sporting 
gentleman, Walter Stark. They'd acquired 
him from the Navy and he was a ring-tail
tooter with all three guns. He lacked about 
a half an inch of being tall enough to pass 
muster as a Los Angeles Police Officer, but 
that was alleviated quite easily when they 
put him in a pair of elevated shoes just 
prior to his physical examination. This put 
him up there with the rest of them and 
gave him a couple of inches to spare. 

Walter 's stock in trade was bringing a 
few hen eggs out to the range on opening 
day. He'd get in a very serious conversa
tion with a shooter and surreptitiously slip 
a hen egg in one of his front pockets. Then, 
just as the man's relay was being called to 
the line, Big-Hands Wheeler would walk 
by and whack the egg a resounding blow 
with one of his huge paws. By the time the 
shooter would be on the line with his para
phernalia assembled, the egg would be 
running down the inside of his leg and if 
you've never tried shooting under a hand
icap like that, you should try it sometime. I 
have, and found it totally unexhilarating. 

Lieutenant Joe Dircks and Sergeant Al 
Strand had a little Jim Dandy of their own. 
It seems that the maintenance crew at the 
facility never quite quit pouring concrete 
sidewalks which wound around through 
the park complex and Joe and Al would re
move the "fresh concrete" signs from them 

. and steer a shooter into them, up to his 
knees in slurpy concrete before he realized 
what was happening. 

But when it came time for the Los 
Angeles Police to get up on the line and 
shoot, they did so with a great deal of de-



An L.A. team to reckon with; Left to right: "Fuzzy" Farrant, Basil Starkey, Emmett Jones and Walter Stark. 

termination. They were case-hardened had a way of getting a small amount of 
and unemotional and their two top men "edgereeno" on the other shooters by tak-
during the thirties were Emmett Jones and ing the No. I firing position. Now, the fifty-
Jacob Engbrecht. With the m on th e line yard line was numbered from east to west, 
with almost any other pair from a group of while the twenty-five yard range was num
fifteen or twenty in a four-man team bered from west to east. This meant that 
match, trying to beat them was sort of like when Rodney Pease was through firing his 
trying to pitch alfalfa hay with a sledge fifty-yard string and was moving up to 
hammer. timed and rapid fire at twenty-five yards, 

They had a shooter who was a traffic of- he only had to carry his equipment a short 
ficer called " Killer" Kane and he'd get up distance while his competitors had to go 
on the line in an individual center-fire much further, and as any shooter knows, 
match, with a .45 Army singl~-action Colt when you're packing a big gun box full of 
revolver. He 'd have the damnable thing ammo and pi stols , it soon gets about as 
loaded with black -powder bullets, and heavy as 'a bucket of hog livers, which , of 
when he eased one of them off, it would course, makes your heart start pumping 
sound like one of Braxton Bragg's wheel- like a Borger, Texas, oil well . 
guns in the Seminole Wars. And the smoke The Los Angeles cops saw through this 
from it would zoom out about ten feet and immediately and, as everyone finished fir-
then billow off to each side, completely ing at fifty yards, Al Strand talked very 
covering the area where two or three shoo- earnestly to Rodney Pease back of the fir-
ters on either side of him were trying to ing line about a pistol Rodney had for sale. 
take aim. And while he was doing it, Emmett Jones 

Down south of Los Angeles, the San nailed Rodney's gun box to the firing line 
Diego Police had constructed another ex- bench with four huge nails, bending them 
cellent range and it was run by a police- over and bradding them stoutly under-
man named Rodney Pease, who was also neath the bench. 
one of their top shooters. The fifty-yard fir- Al kept talking about the gun to Rodney 
ing line was about twenty-five yards west until the range master called everyone to 
of the twenty-five yatd line, and Rodney the twenty-five yard line. Pease hurried up 
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to his gun box, grabbed on to it and started 
running toward his position on the twenty
five yard line. He got almost three steps be
fore he realized all he was doing was pull
ing his arm out of its socket. 

And those playful fellows didn' t draw 
the line at putting the sting on one another 
either. They were always putting on shoot
ing exhibitions all over town on the rub
ber-chicken and bill-board-paste-gravy 
circuit, as it is whimsically called and Chief 
Davis was always watching'them to see to 
it that none of them were doing any pro
miscuous imbibing. Mark Wheeler had a 
phony spotting scope which he'd carry 
along, with a few dollops of 7-Up, sluiced 
with some sort of alcoholic drinkable in it, 
and as one of their trick shots involved his 
shooting a piece of chalk out of the right 
hand of another of their funsters, "Pop" 
Ward , he'd sneak himself a small potion of 
it in order to steady his hand . He must 
have gone a bit too far with it however, at 
an exhibition they were putting on for a 
Rotary Club downtown instead of hitting 
the chalk, he took off Ward's middle finger 
a t the first notch. 

"He was no sort of sport about it at all;' 
Wheeler said la ter. " The way he cried 

Continued 011 pUKe 70 
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Attention! 
(COMBAT 

. SHOOTERS 
Now you can purchase the 

accessories you need in one 
convenient place. We offer: 

Kings Extended Safeties 
Ambidextrous Safeties 
Extended Slide Release 
Recoil Buffers 
Wilson Shok-Buff 
Ext. Mag Release 
Micro Sights (melted 
& Blued) 

King-Tappan Sights 
MMC-Bar Cross Sights 
Mellett Fixed Sight 
Beavertail Grip Safeties 
Long Match Trigger (with 
backlash adj.) 

Wolff 18112 Spr. Kit 
MK IV Recoil Spring 
Magazines (Colt) Blue 
Laka SS Mags 
Mag Pads 
Pachmayr Grips (combat) 
Pachmayr Mainspring 

18.50 
34.50 
19.50 
9.95 
5.50 

15.00 

34.00 
29.00 
26.50 
26.00 
16.00 

10-45 
4.50 
1-50 

14.00 
15.00 

. 1-00 
18_50 

Housings (flat) 10_50 
Colt Commander Hammers 14-<)() 
MK IV Barrel and Bushing 44_50 
Dwyer Group Gripper Gov't 22_95 
Com 27.95 

Banchi Chapman Hi-Ride 
Holsters 

IPSC Hat Pins 
35.95 
7.50 

We have considerable experience 
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions . We are here to stay, and we 
take pride in doing first class work 
at reasonable prices - inquire at the 
address below for particulars . 

We are pleased to be associated 
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co_ as an 
authorized Warranty Repair Sta
tion, and we carry a wide variety of 
Colt Parts. 

We offer a complete money back 
guarantee -- if you are not 100% 
satisfied , your money will be cheer
fully refunded. 

Forward correct remittance in 
cash, check or M.O. along 

with 10% or $2.50 postage to: 

SJIH[(Q)(()lISr 
SUPPLY 

6225th 
Belle Fourche, SD 57717 

C.O .D. 's Welcome 
or call your Visa and Mastercharge 

orders to 
(605) 892-2822 

CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH PROFILE 
Fred Schmidt 
Jim Weller 

I 've seen a lot of PPC revolver conver
sions in the past few years, and 

while all were nice and most shot good 
to ,excellent, it got to the point where 
someone would show me his gun and I 
would automatically reply that it was 
indeed a nice piece of work. However, 
while my mouth was forming those 
words, my brain was silently thinking, 
"Ho-hum, another heavy barrelled re
volver: ' Yes, I thought I had seen just 
about everything there was to see along 
those lines, until the subject of this test 
came along. 

The test guns in question come from 
Fred's Gun Shop, 5904 Signal Hill Rd. , 
Mechanicsville, Va. 23111. I was first at
tracted to Fred's idea of a short-cylin
der PPC gun after reading about it in 
the AMERICAN HANDGUNER list 
of custom pistolsmiths. I phoned Fred, 
and he agreed to ship me a gun for test
ing. As a matter of fact , Fred sent me 
not one, but two of his creations. One 
was serial #000 and was the original 
prototype of this innovative idea, while 
the other was one of the finest looking 
creations of this type that I've ever laid 
eyes on . This one carried serial #002 
and sported the traditional Bo-Mar rib, 
full-length underlug, wide combat trig
ger polished smooth, bobbed hammer, 
and a bea utiful beaded blue finish 
which is absolutely glare proof. The ac
tion pulled at about six pounds and had 
plenty of snap in the hammer. This isn't 
one of those that's so light that it runs 
away with you, but is just right. 

However, what makes this gun so dif
ferent is the length of the cylinder, 
which is just long enough to contain a 
.38 wadcutter, and nothing else. If you 
try to put other than a 

load in this gun, you won't be able to 
close the cylinder. The cylinder gap in 
these guns is so slight, that you can 
barely see daylight no matter what an
gle you hold it at. In fact , the bullet, on 
firing, will be in the case and the barrel 
at the same time. There isn't any wide 
forcing cone for the slug to beat itself 
around in bef<;>re moving into the rifl
ing. The result of this is a gun that deliv
ers X-ring accuracy without leadinf{ up! 

I found the part about the leading a 
little hard to swallow, so I went to the 
range with some of my home hand
loads which are notorious leaders in my 
own match Colt, and proceeded to fire 
200 rounds through the original pro
totype gun. This particular piece, inci
dentally, had over 1400 rounds through 
it without any cleaning whatsoever. 
After firing the two hundred rounds, 
there was absolutely no trace ofleading 
anywhere. I fired some Precision 
Ammo reloads for group at 50 yds., and 
managed a perfect score on Match 3 of 
the NRA Police Course. Not all X's, but 
a 240 nevertheless, something I'd never 
done with my current rig. 

I certainly have to rate the work by 
Fred Schmidt, AAA PLUS. I showed it 
to all the shooters at the last match I 
went to and they went ape over it , 
which is something I certainly can't say 
for any other PPC gun I've ever seen. 
The price of the conversion pictured is 
$288. Along with that, you get your 
choice of either 4" or 6" underlug 
which is machined individually for 
each gun. The conversion cost, by the 
way, is on the customer supplied gun. If 
you're looking for a worthwhile invest
ment for either PPC or NMSS matches, 

u should defini Fred a line. 
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~OLDCUP 
Here's the answer to 

survival when ammunition 
is limited. 

By Karl Bosselmann 

READINESS AND ADAPTABILITY are two of the basic re

quirements for the serious handgunner, most par

ticularly if he travels a great deal. Depending upon locales 

(domestic and internation~l) , existing ammunition supplies, 

purpose(s), and/or laws, the multicaliber defense weapon is 

a preferential one indeed. 

The obvious choice is certainly a fine , high-quality auto

matic pistol, and the best is the ingeniously designed and 
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ultra-reliable 1911 Colt .45 Automatic, es
pecially convincing after examination of 
its excellent service record, consideration 
of parts availability, and , of course, its rela
tive ease of repair. As in current produc
tion th e 1911 Colt ·Government Mod el is 
supplied in three (rimless) centerfire 
defense-category calibers: 

9mm Luger (Parabellum): the world's 
most popular service auto cartridge. Its de
fense perform ance is not highly impressive 
as the round is on the weak side in 'stop
ping' power. However, being armed with a 
weapon of this caliber is certainly fa r bet
ter than not being armed at all. 

.38 Super: virtually a rimless .357 Mag
num in perfo rmance when prop e rl y 
lo aded. It is di stinctly ignored in the 
United States , but very popular in La tin 

CUP 
American countries )Vhere it is illegal for 
civilians to possess weapons of military 
caliber. 

.45 ACP: the great one! In some global 
areas, ammunition is difficult if not impos
sible to obtain-it is not unheard of to pay 
over $2.00 (U.S.) per cartridge due to scar
city and demand. 

As produced in the Government Model 
se ries pistol, the same frame is used for all 
th e above calibers- th e variance being 
only a substitute of ejectors (the one for the 
.45 ACP is the smallest (due to the large 
diamete r of the cartridge) , the .38 Super 
part is wider, and the one for the 9mm is 
also wider but much longer). The primary 
differences in the guns of the various cali
bers a re found in the slide assembly, and 
most especially the various dimensions of 
the breech face section . 

What fo ll ows is a breakdown of th e 
work involved to convert the Gove rnm ent 
Model pistol to a three-cali ber unit. On the 
government model, purchase a new pistol 
in .45 Auto caliber. (One cannot be certain 

PARTS LISTING COMPARISON 

PART 
BARREL LINK 
BARREL LINK PIN 
EJECTOR 
EXTRACTOR ':' 
FIRING PIN 
FIRING PIN SPRING 
FIRING PIN STOP 
MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY ':«:' 
MAGAZINE CATCH 
RECOIL SPRING ':' ':' ':' 
RECOIL SPRING GUIDE 
RECOIL SPRING PLUG 
SLIDE STOP 

9mm 
50143 
50144 
51044 
50217 
50218 
50186 
50219 
51032 
50155 
50204 
50205 
50206 
50277 

.38 SUPER 
SAME 
SAME 
50215 
SAME 
SAME 
SAME 
SAME 
50225 
SAME 
SAME 
SAME 
SAME 
SAME 

" -Factory production Govt. Model and Gold Cup parts are currently the same. 

.45 ACP 
SAME 
SAME 
50169 
50184 
50185 
SAME 
SAME 
53355 
SAME 
SAME 
SAME 
SAME 
50195 

"" -Difference between the 9mm and .38 Super magazine assemblies is a shim staked in the rear of the 
former so as to compensate for the shorter 9mm cartridge. 

·"-Despite identical parts ca talog listing, the same Colt 's 16 lb. spring is used in guns in t,'Ie above 
calibers. However, the springs are shortened for the Gold Cups and the 9mm and .38 Super Govt. 
Models as well- only the Government Model in .45 ACP utilizes the un shortened factory spring. 

Author 's Note: Series '70 (coltet) barrel bushings are not in terchangeable- factory tolerances vary a great 
deal, and each has to be fi tted to the individual barrel. 
MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY"" 
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of the extent of adversities encountered by 
a used weapon). Purchase a ll parts neces
sa ry to assemble a complete.38 Super slide 
asse mbl y: barrel asse mbl y comp lete
barrel , bushing, link , and pin su pplied as a 
unit from Colt - firing pin , firing pin 
spring, and retainer, extractor, rear sight, 
and sl id e stop- front sight in stalled by 
factory in slide. A 9mm caliber slide can
not be used as is because the breech face is 

, cut too small for th e larger .38 Super case 
rim . Purchase 9mm barrel assembly com-



plete (supplied as a unit from Colt). Pur
chase 9mm-.38 Super slide stop. Fit barrels 
to slide. Fit barrels and slide to frame. 
Check extractor thoroughly and fit if nec
essary. Purchase, and check for fit , a 9mm 
ejector. Purchase, and check for 'fit , a .38 
Super ejector. C heck and cut recoil 
springes) to length. Check and cut firing 
pin spring to length if necessary. Buy mini
mum three magazi nes for each caliber. 

I chose the Gold Cup pistol and ac
cessory parts for this project from the 

standpoint of numerous personal prefer
ences, not the least being aesthetics. 

On the Gold Cup: Purchase new pistol 
in .45 Auto caliber. (The .38 Special cali
ber slide should not be advocated as this 
part does not possess barrel locking lug re
cesses). Purchase separate .45 Auto slide 
only (not complete). Purchase .38 Super 
caliber firing pin, firing pin spring and re
tainer, and rear sight complete (front sight 
installed by factory in slide). Purchase 
9mm barrel assembly complete' (supplied 

as a unit from Colt). Purchase .38 Super 
barrel assembly complete (supplied as a 
unit from Colt). Purchase a 9mm-.38 
Super slide stop. Silver solder shims into 
place at sides of breech face to achieve 
proper dimensions for the .38 Super car
tridge case rim. Dimensions will be 
slightly larger than those required for the 
9mm rim, but the larger tolerance will not 
cause functioning problems when firing 
the 9mm ammunition. 

Continued 011 page 53 

Author's 3-caliber job has seen its share of use and keeps on clicking. 
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ACCURATEETOUGH! 
With some unique 
factory features such as 
modular trigger group, 
Power Control to reduce 
muzzle flip, and inter-
. changeable barrels, this 
new firearm rates high in 
out-of-the-box 
performance. 

By David Bradshaw 

Trigger and sear attach to 
trigger guard and may be 

cycled out of gun. 
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T he Dan Wesson Arms .44 Mag
num revolver is upon us. Inter
nally, it is a new firearm. 

Unique among revolvers, it has a modular 
trigger group that permits cycling of the 
trigger/ hammer out of the firearm. 

The M44 shares an advantage of 
Ruger's Super Blackhawk and Redhawk: 
it was preceded in conception by the .44 
Magnum cartridge. In other words, the 
gun was designed around the cartridge. 
The .44 Magnum , unlike every other 
handgun cartridge, was designed as a de
fense a'gainst big game. The qualities by 
which a .44 Magnum must be weighed are, 
therefore, reliability and performance. 

Fortunately, we have a game that will try 
the stamina and accuracy of powerful 
handguns. Competition in IHMSA (Inter
national Handgun Metallic Silhouette As
sociation) matches tends to eliminate guns 
that don't perform. Handgun Silhouette 
exposes a firearm to quantities of near-to
maximum charged ammunition while, at 
the same time, always placing accuracy 
first. 

Silhouetters and hunters will be quick to 
identify these features: 
(a) Big strong cylinder, secured fore and 

aft. 
(b) Heavy, solid-type frame with thick 

barrel socket and careful heat treat
ment. 

W~ 
(fWfffi_ 

1. 

(c) Modular trigger assembly that allows 
trigger /hammer to be cycled outside 
gun. 

(d) Single action may be tuned down to 
2 lbs. , while preserv ing full DA re
liability. Fast lock time. 

(e) Heavy (VH) barrels 4,6,8 and 10 inch. 
Lighter (V) shrouds also available. 

(f) Rear sight has back-drafted slide and 
12 clicks per revolution elevation ad
justment. 6-clicks per rev. windage. 

, (g) Adjustable trigger stop. 
(h) Interchangeable stocks. 
(i) Lowest recoil of any .44 Magnum. 
U) Outstanding accuracy. . 

Handling characteristics differ from 
those of other DA revolvers. Initial SA 
cocking is stiff. DA pull begins to lift the 
hammer at 6 lbs. and stacks to IO V2 lbs. be
fore break. Two pounds of that pressure is 
consumed rotating the cylinder. Failure to 
fully release the trigger after firing will pre
vent DA cycling; the bolt does not reacti-

vate until the trigger has returned to bat
tery. 

I mention this because DA starting pres
sure is light. In cold weather, particularly, 
the shooter may feel the trigger has re
turned , when '/.i-inch of rebound still re
mains. 

Some hand gunners will shrug, "DA on a 
.44 Mag- who cares? You don' t harvest 
venison DA. You don't shoot silhouettes 
DA!" Which is true. For the most part. 
Nevertheless, when a piece has self-cock
ing capability it should work. Double ac
tion mechanisms are considerably more 
involved then single actions. It makes no 
sense to entertain the complexity of DA if 
the pull is rough as a cob. 

DA stroke on the M44 is deceptively 
smooth and easy on first try. Out-of-the
box I found it superior to the 29/629. It 
soon becomes apparent that a progressive 
effort is required to trigger-cock the M44. 

3. 

1. Shortened rebound spring lightens trigger let-off. 
2. Holes for Power control are bored into grooves. 
3. Accurate loads, L to R: 240 gr. Sierra, 21 gr./2400; 240 gr. Hornady, 23 
gr.l296; 220 gr. Sierra, 25gr/296 (all with CCI 350 primers). 
4. Proper way to install trigger module. 

4. Bore axis, measured to middle of 
thumbknuckle, is higher on the DWA than 
either 29/629 or Redhawk. Despite the 
high bore axis, the M44 wins my prize for 
having the least felt recoil and ,muzzle 

hip of any .44 Magnum revolver. 
Barrels are thick and tensioned within a 

heavy shroud that, in Vent Heavy con fig
ration, sports a full length solid under

rib. (Shroud for the 10 inch VH silhouette 
barrel is not full length solid-prototypes 

rought the gun to 4 oz. over the 4lb. limit 
n IHMSA Production guns.) Barrel as

semblies are available in 4, 6, 8 and 10 inch. 
Silhouetters will select either '8 or 10 inch, 
depending on which the individual can 
better hold. Sight radius with the 10 inch is 
an advantageous 12.5 inches, and any 

iven load will hit the 200 metre rams 
harder when fired from the longer barrel. 

Continued on page 40 
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BEAUTIFUL CONTROL 
(for Coli .45 auto and identica l frames) 

You will sotve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply IOstalling a pair of 
Bullshooters ' Fingergroove Grips on your .45 auto. 

Your scores will improve automatically as the f,ngergrooves insure proper hand placement and 
totally eliminate shifting of the weapon especially dur ing rap id fire . 

These features , combined with the natural point ing and handling characteristics give the advantage 
you need in hunting or compet itive shooting. 

SUPERIOR CO,NTROL OOESN 'T HAVE TO BE UGLY. 
Now you can have beautiful control In Cocobolo. Zebrawood, Rosewood. or other unusual exotic 
woods. like the exhibition grade Bocote Illustrated above. Ouality engineered. finely finished. your 
new Bullshooters ' Fingergroove Grips will give you positive, beautiful conllOl. 

Retail Price 
Walnut ., ... .. . ...... . . . . .. . . .. • . . ..... . . . ..... ... ....... $24.95 
Standard Grade Exotics ... . .. .... . ......... . ... , .. . .. . .... ' .S35.00 
Exhibition Grade Exotics . .. ......... , . . ...... . ... . .......... $50,00 
For more information and complete list of exotic woods, send S.A.S .E . 
Dealers write for discount information on all Sullshooters ' products 

BUllSHOOTERS' SUPPLY 
Dept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446 

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924 
Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E. W.B. Corp. 

Copyright , 1980, SEWS CORP. 

HUNTER 
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FLAP HOLSTER 

........ Series 4100, Tan or black, 
right or left hand, available in sizes 
to fit most single action handguns 

The Hunter Corp. Dept. AH·981 
A Division of Crockett & Kelly, Inc. 
3300 West 71 st Avenue; Box 467 
Westminster, Colorado 80030 
See your dealer today or send $2.00 for our new 1981 catalog. 
Name _ _______________________ _ 

Address _______ _ _______________ __ 

City ____________________ _ 

State _ ______________ _ _ Zip _____ _ L _____________________________ ~ 

DAN WESSON .44 

Continued from page 39 

Front sights are interchangeable and of
fered in red, yellow and white ramp. Pat
ridge blades of various heights are in the 
works. The ramp sights are rounded on 
top- rathe'r hostile to a clean sight picture. 

The rear sight utilizes a fiat , back-draf
ted slide - the type preferred by 
competitive shootists. The rear sight on my 
gun, when screwed down, does not bottom 
against the frame. Instead, it compresses 
the sight springs fiat , rendering impossible 
the establishment of a positive zero. This 
condition is unacceptable. Happily, Dan 
Wesson Arms is on the case, and the cure 
may be in production at this reading. 

Front sights measure .125 inch wide. 
Rear sight notch is .130 inch wide by ,075 
inch deep. IHMSA Silhouette experience 
tells us that the inherent accutacy of the 
M44 will better be served by finer sights. A 
Patridge front sight.lOO inch wide, compli
mented by a rear notch .080 inch wide by 
.080 inch deep, would dramatically am
plify the gun's iron punching competitive
ness. Again, DWA is on the case. 

The cylinder resembles, in principle at 
least, Colt's Python. Rotation is clockwise. 
Bolt notches are offset- preserving critical 
chamber wall thickness ahead of the case 
head. The hand rotates the cylinder into 
battery and locks it against spin at the mo
ment of fire. 

A thumblatch locks the crane into the 
frame. A spring-loaded ball in the stand
ing breech engages a detent in the extrac
tor to secure the cylinder at the rear. The 
extractor is keyed so well that it cannot 
possibly twist in the cylinder. The cham
bers are not counterbored, There is ample 
recoil surface on the extractor to resist bat
tering. Mass, length and width of the cylin
der is greater than that of any revolver ex
cept the Redhawk. Definitely made for Sil
houette Country. 

The gain bolt protrudes through its slot 
in the frame at an angle , leaning to the 
right. Stop notches are oblique. Hence, the 
bolt engages the notches more deeply to 
the outside than on the inside. On my gun 
(with trigger forward),it is possible to ro
tate the cylinder counter-clockwise by 
hand. I trust this is a correctable fault. In
deed. 

The cylinder is strong, cases eject freely, 
even those that have been subjected to 
many full-power reloadings. 

A combination tool and .006 inch shim 
accompany each M44, The combination 
tool has 3 hex head wrenches to (I) adjust 
rear sight (2) replace front sight, and (3) ar
rest mainspring. A spanner wrench is used 
to remove and install the barrel nut. The 
.b06 inch shim is necessary for adjusting 
barrell cylinder gap. 

A muzzle brake- called Power Control
has been il1corporated in the Model 44 
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barrel assemblies. Eight holes are drilled 
radially into the 8 respective rifling 
grooves of the barrel, .780 inch back of the 
muzzle. Since the barrel is enclosed in the 
DWA shroud, the shroud has a counter
bore, one-inch long, milled inside it to 
channel gas emitting from the holes about 
the muzzle . The gas then exits through 
ports on either side of the ventilated rib. In 
shooting both braked and un braked bar
rels of the same length it is apparent that 
PC helps snub muzzle whip. 

Shooters are cautioned against firing 
lead bullets through Power Control bar
rels, lest the barrel nut become soldered to 
the barrel. 

I had pain ted sil very, bronze- based 
Anti-Seeze lubricant (available from truck 
and tractoc dealers), on the barrel threads 
before ever firing a shot: Good thing. After 
350 jacketed silhouette loads the barrel nut 
came off easily enough. The shroud, 
however, had to be dri ven off using a 
length of bar solder seated behind the ejec
tor shroud and slugged soundly with a 
leather mallet. Jacket fouling had to be re
moved from the outside of the barrel with 
a wire wheel. 

Silhouetters will not subscribe to the PC 
barrel, rather they will choose the optional 
plain barrels. Silhouetters do not like 
doing things that alter the zero on a 
straight shooting piece. Removing the bar
rel may or may not change the point of im
pact. One thing is certain- you don't want 
to find out during a match! 

For the gun's inaugural exposure to 
competition I brought it to an IHMSA 
match in Goliad, Texas. Were it not for the 
fact that I had to learn the sight settings as I 
went along, Jerry Moran's record for a 6 
inch barrel (shot with a Python) might 
have fallen. Shooting from Creedmoor, 
30x40 critters bit the dust. According to in
dividuals with spotting scopes, the last 5 
rams (200 metres) were hit behind the 
shoulder in an area about 8 inches in diam
eter. 

When it comes to 150 and 200 metres, 6 
inch barrels are usually found wanting. No 
matter. The DWA possesses a very sober
ing muzzle heft. Add to it (when tuned) the 
lightest SA break of any DA revolver, and 
we have the marriage of PPC steadiness 
and silhouette power. 

Barrels are available in any combination 
of heavy (VH), standard (V), Power Con
trol and unbraked. Go for the VH shrouds 
and pass on the Power Control barrels. 
Lightly lube 'contacting lockwork surfaces 
with molybdenum disulphide, especially 
the ratchet and the cylinder-bearing sur
face of the crane. Turn the trigger stop 
around so that it may be adjusted without 
stripping the gun. Dry fire it all you like 
(check to be sure it is unloaded first). 

Try these silhouette loads: (I) Sierra 240 
JHC; 21 gr.12400; CC1350; S&W, Win., or 
Federal case. (2) Sierra 220 Silhouette; 25 
gr.1296; CCI 350; S&W, Win., Fed. case. 
(3) Hornady 240 FMJ; 23 gr.1296; CCI 

, Continued 011 page 53 

« IQH INIItD® NE\N aiANCm 

GRIPS 
Patented. 
Other Patents 
Pending. 

"LIGHTNING"'" 
Grips for Revolvers 
Model #650 S&W Chief SpL, 
M36, M60 
Model #655 S&W "K" M1 9, 
M10 Round 
• Shrouded Hammer. Finger 
Grooves . Molded Rubber 
Construction . Speed Loader 
Clearance . Single Action 
Capability . Flat Compact 
Design' Hand Filling Shape 
• Checkered Palm Swells 

$22.95 ea. plus $1 .00 postage & handling. 
CA Res. add 6~/, Sales Tax. 

Grips for Autos 
Model #660 Colt "Government" 
.45 Auto; Colt "Commander." 
• Flat Compact Design ' Deep Finger 
Grooves . Hand Filling Shape ' Left 
Panel Specially "Dished" for Quick 
Magazine Button Release 

$23.95 ea. plus $1.00 postage & handling. 
CA Res. add 6% Sales Tax. 

REDUCES RECOIL. IMPROVES ACCURACY 

:~~y for Full AtB;a,:~7Bl1icii 
Color Catalog "',.... @7lilW ~ ~ 
(sendS1 .00) . . ® ~~)1.i\)ilIjlllY~~TM 

100 Calle Cortez , Dept. AH · 981, Temecula, California 92390 

For the first time Lubrl-Bond Solid Film Gun 
Lubricant is available to the general public. 
Lubri-Bond Gun Lubricant contains molyb
denum disulfide in a paint-like binder and 
meets military specificattons MIL-L-23398 and 
MIL-L-46147. It is used on high speed rapid fire 
guns (large and small caliber), aircraft, tanks 
and spacecraft, to mention a few. It is a perma
nent lubricant and once applied should last the 
life of the gun, depending upon its use. Lubri
Bond Gun Lubricant will inhibit corrosion and 
provide a super smooth mechanical 

desired, the entire gun can be coated , which 
will provide exceptional corrosion protection. 
Parts coated with Lubri-Bond Gun Lubricant 
will be grey in color. The Gun Lubricant Kit 
comes with two 3 oz. aerosol containers. One 
of the aerosols contains a degreaser which is 
used as a pre-treatment before applying the 
gun lubricant. The other aerosol can contains 
the gun lubricant. Electrofilm also offers a 
service whereby you send us your gun and we 
will parkerize the entire gun (with the exception 

action on all moving parts . Dust and 
dirt will not stick to coated surfaces 
as it does when using oil or grease. 
All moving parts should Qe coated .If I I~~~I 

of the bore) and put on a topcoat of 
heat cured Lubri -Bond Solid Film Gun 
Lubricant. Dealer inquiries invited. 

ELECTROFILM, INC. (805)257·2240 

7116 Laurel Cyn . Blvd .• No. Hollywood, CA 91605 / 27727 Ave. Scott· Valencia. CA 91355' (213) 875-1000 
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CALIBER 

BECOMES REALITY 
BUT WHERE DOES IT FIT IN? 
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EVER WONDERED WHY there are no .375 
caliber pistols? I have; and my books on 
both domestic and foreign cartridges do 
not list any .375 caliber cartridges for 
handguns. I cannot find any reason for this 
"caliber gap" as there certainly isn't a 
"gap" to be found in any other bore diam
eters. I think it particularly strange though, 
as the .375 bore has been both popular and 
delivered excellent performance world
wide in rifles. 

After having developed the .375 JDJ- a 
.444 Marlin necked down with a 25 0 shoul
der and one caliber neck length for use in 
the TIC, I became interested in putting 
together a wheelgun in .375 and had a cou
ple ideas of what I thought might work 
reasonable well when Dale Kelling en
tered the picture. Dale had no interest in 
the TIC, or XP conversions. He had, 
instead, a burning desire for 
a .375 wheelgun on 
an S&W "N" 

Top, left: Inside of case must 
be reamed to allow bullet 
seating. Top, right: The 375 
DAK fills the gap between 
.357 (left) and .41 and .44 
Magnums (right). Max 
loaded .375 DAK at 1430 fps 
recoils mildly. 

frame. He had already ordered the cylin
der sizing and chamber reamers. 

After filling me in on what he was doing 
and offering me the opportunity to use the 
gun when he had completed it, I decided 
to wait and see how Dale's conversion 
turned out. 

Six months late a box bearing the 
.375 DAK, dies, cases, and a custom 
bullet mould from N EI (2516 Wyoming 
Street, EI Paso, Texas 79903 (915) 532-
8344) arrived. NEI manufactures the most 
extensive line of bullet molds in the coun
try and will make custom 
molds to your 
specifications. My 
dealings with 
the company, 
as well as 

their molds, have been quite satisfactory. 
In the letter that accompanied the gun, 

Dale mentioned a couple minor problems 
with the gunlammo combination he had 
encountered. 

The .375 DAK is a derivative of the 
basic .30-30 case. Cases can be made from 
.30-30, .25-35 , .32 Special, or .375 
Winchester. It is necessary to stlOrten the 
case to 1.280 inches, and to inside neck 
ream to provide adequate and straight 
walled seating space for the bullet. With
out inside reaming the case is quite thick 
and becomes thicker near the base. Seating 
a bullet without inside neck reaming re
sults in the bullet base jamming into the 
case walls. This causes a multitude of 
problems from excessive, erratic pressures, 
leading, inaccuracy, cylinder rotation 

failures and failures to chamber. I used a 
modified Forster tool to inside ream 
the cases. 

In addition, the .30-30 case family 
is set up for rifle primer. Large rifle 
primers and large pistol primers are 

the same diameter, not length. You 
cannot use a large rifle primer in a 

case such as a .44 Magnum without deep
ening the primer pocket. Conversely, you 
can use pistol primers in rifle cases. The re
sult is that the face of the primer sits 

Continued 011 page 56 
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ACCORDING TO A 

recen t survey 
conducted by the Police Activities Division 
of the National Rifle Association, 92 per
cent of those police officers "permitted" to 
carry off-duty handguns will opt for a re
volver. Obviously, most of these will be .38 
Specials in the snubby class. Interestingly 
the survey indicates that 20 percent are re
quired to carry only revolvers off-duty. 
One agency with such a requirement is the 
huge New York City Police Department 
where it is reasoned that by limiting the 
police to revolvers it can be assumed that 
any dude racing down the street with an 

"The highest 
quality.38 
snubby I have 
yet come 
across ... " 

autoloader is probably the enemy. I worry 
about this kind of thinking but, then again, 
New York is another world. I am even 
more concerned about the 16 percent of 
U.S. police departments who forbid their 
officers from carrying any firearms 
off-duty. 

I would guess that a very large percen
tage of civili ans contemplating the pur
chase of a handgun for legitimate defense, 
will mimic the arms of the police, real or 
TV image, in the belief that all officers are 
intelligently armed by their respective ad
ministrations. My own preference for 
larger caliber guns notwithstanding, I'll 
certainly be among the first to admit that 
the snubby revolver has its place , es
pecially among those with only moderate 
training and little real exposure to constant 
danger. I'll even go a little further and say 
that a highly skilled shootist, using prop
erly selected or handloadeQ .ammunition , 

COlllilllled 011 page 58 





Whether you're a cop, an MP, a dick, or a guard, you'll 
do a lot worse than by heeding the guidelines herein 

Guidelines for 
Police Officer's 
Use of his Sideann 
By Bradley 1. Steiner 

A HANDGUN IS AN instrument of 
finality. Once, long ago, when this 

Nation had a sharper distinction drawn 
in its consciousness concerning who the 
"good guys" and "bad guys" were, this 
statement was standard instruction for 
the Elite of law enforcement 
professionals- the men of the FBI: 

"Do not draw your gun unless your 
life, the life of a fellow Agent, or the 
life of an innocent bystander is 
endangered; but if you must shoot, 
shoot to kill!" 

Today, many are .fond of re-phrasing 
that to read: "Shoot to stop". "Kill," is 
too tough a word to swallow today. 
Besides, technically speaking, when an 
officer of the law does shoot, he does so 
to stop the felon. I do not think , 
however, that the cause of righteousness 
is served by attempting to evade the fact 
that shooting to stop more often than not 
means killing. After all, if a criminal 
must be stopped because his action is 
threatening innocent life, then it matters 
little if he is killed when we stop him. 

The terribly serious problem for the 
police officer is not whether he ought to 
go "all out" with his sidearm, when it 
becomes necessary to employ it; for I am 
sure that no one advocates (with a 
straight face) shooting the gun out of a 
criminal ' s hand. What the officer 
requires, once his academy training has 
done its job in making him technically 

Left: An fBI Special Agent 
demonstrates the Bureau's current 
"point-shooting" position. Note that 
the agent directs his fire toward the 
vital body-center. Agent's non
shooting arm guards the chest area, 
providing a degree of protection for 
the heart. When an fBI agent shoots, 
he shoots to kim 

AIJove: Training in the Practical Pistol 
Course at the fBI Academy provides 
officers with the technical know-how 
required to employ their weapons in 
a gunfight. fBI Guidelines make it 
clear that the officer fires with but a 
single intention: To stop the felon
dead! 

capable with his weapon, is a realistic, 
sane and just set of guidelines for the 
proper use of that weapon. 

The following guidelines, For The 
Officer' s Use of His Service Weapon , 
reflect above all a reverence for innocent 
life , and an effort to see to it that the 
police officer will not hesitate or delay 
when called upon by circumstance to use 
his sidearm in its defense: . 

Guidelines 
l. Just as it is imperative that a law 
enforcement or investigative officer never 
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bring his weapon into action for less 
than adequate cause, so it is equally 
imperative that the officer's weapon be 
unhesitatingly brought into immediate 
action when his life, the life of a fellow 
officer, or the life of a civilian is clearly 
endangered by a violent perpetrator. 
2. An officer's weapon should remain 
holstered until he is fully prepared to use 
it. He should be "fully prepared" when 
and if the presence of a potentially lethal 
threat is anticipated. If such a threat is 
anticipated , the weapon should be drawn 
and ready. (No quick-draw ability beats 
an ' already drawn and readied gun. The 
police officer owes it to the community 
he is sworn to protect, as well as to his 
family and himself, to be as ready as it is 
humanly possible to be, when the threat 
of possible gun play is present.) 
3. The service weapon must never be 
used as a threat or as a bluff. Its 
presence in the hand of the officer means 
that the officer is unhesitantly prepared 
to fire, if necessary. (Violent types can 
"smell" hesitation and doubt. In an 
almost mystical way a crimiQal will feel 
when an officer is bluffing or when an 
officer has no intention of using his 
weapon . By the same token , a criminal 
can sense when an officer means 
business. This can' t be faked ; and it 
shouldn't be tried- the sidearm is there 
for when shooting is called for.) 
4. When it is necessary to fire , the officer 
fires decisively- for an instant stop. It is 
not relevant if the criminal is killed once 
the situation is desperate enough to call 
for stopping him by shooting him. 
Shooting to "warn" or to "wound" is out. 
The officer fires his initial burst into the 
center of mass- anywhere from stomach 
to sternum. 

(Obviously, in the case of a perpetrator 
(.'r}///;lIutd Oil pa!!/ 62 
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This is Bill Wilson's "Competition Grade" 
Combat .45. It starts out as a MK IV 
Colt, and gets the following work: Trigger 
job; bobbed hammer; tightened slide; 
funneled magazine well; polished feed 
ramp and throated barrel; polished and 
adjusted extractor; and Metaloyed 
frame. 

The accessories on the gun include: 
Swenson ambidextrous safety; National 
Match long trigger; Dwyer Group 
Gripper; heavy duty recoil spring; 
Pachmayr Signature grips and 
mainspring housing; two magazines with 
pads. 

For the lucky winner of our Giveaway, 

) 

<I) 

there is no cost or obligation. If you don't 
win, Bill said that the price at time of 
shipment was $768, and the 
approximate waiting time about 20 
weeks. 

We have featured Bill Wilson and some 
of his guns in past issues of AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER, and we are proud to offer 
our readers a chance to win a fme 
example of this craftsman's artistry. 

If you are interested in Bill's work, $I 
will get you an illustrated brochure 
featuring all of his custom work and a 
whole raft of .45 accessories. Write to: 
Wilson's Gun Shop, Route 3, Box 211-D, 
Berryville, AR 72616. 

() 
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TO .BTU COBTBST: Use a postcard, 
follow sample: include name, address, 
HOM-S/ O, local dealer name 8e address. 
Mail before October 1, 1981. Send to: 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Box 16025, 
San Diego, CA 92116. 
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It's still a good cartridge 
PRO ... By Massad Ayoob 

I 
am not an apologist for the .38 Special. 
When I was a cop, I almost always car
ried either a .45 ACP or a .357 Mag
num, occasionally packing a.41. Today, 
I still normally carry either a .357 Mag
num revolver or a .45 auto, each with 

state-of-the-art anti-personnel ammo. I 
wouldn't do that if! thought the .38 had all 
the potency I might need. But I've paid my 
dues in learning to handle powerful guns 
under com bat circumstances. 

I spend a lot of time with cops and their 
firearms instructors. And when you get into 
a big agency, you find that the average cop 
isn't going to fire his gun in practice when 
he isn't assigned and/or paid to. And that 
guy isn't going to be able to handle a power
ful, hard-kicking gun with speed, accuracy, 
and control when he has to fire through the 
narrow corridor of a "fire lane" surrounded 
by innocent bystanders under the stress of 
facing an armed, homicidal criminal. 

Controlling a .357 in rapid, combat fire 
requires a considerable familiarity with the 
gun , a degree of confidence, and 
knowledge of isometric firing holds . 
Pachmayr-type grips don't hurt, either. If 
the agency doesn't guarantee th'\,t the 

50 

officer has all or most of these advantages, 
the high-powered handgun's life-protect
ing power won't work, because its projec
tiles won't be applied at fast enough or ac
curate enough a rate. 

"A hit with a .38 is better than a miss with 
a .357." Paul Weston, who retired from 
NYPD as a deputy inspector and who has 

written numerous, excellent police training 
manuals, feels that for the average guy, four 
accurate .357 hits can be fired in the same 
time frame that six such hits could be deliv
ered with the .38. In a world where the of
ficer increasingly faces multiple 
opponents, there is something to be said for 
this. Continued on page 52 
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WHYARE 

USING 
THE.38? 

Why not something better? 
CON ... By Evan P. Marshall 

T
he 158 grain round nose lead .38 
Special has been totally inadequate 
for its intended purpose. It can 
safely be said that more officers 
have lost their lives by depending 
on this load than by the combined 

efforts of all the militant anti-police orga
nizations. There are , of course, reams of 
horror stories about the failures of this 
round. I've personally seen them bounce 
off a person's head when fired from a four 
inch barrel! 

There have been a number of attempts 
to upgrade this caliber. Super Vel was the 
first to offer high performance, expanding 
bullet loads. These loads did increase the 
.38 Special's stopping power, but they are 
not the universal panacea many have 
claimed they are . The origianl hollow to blow on belt buckles or expand and stop 
point loads were considerably hotter than before incapacitation. 
those commercially available today. I have More recently, we've seen the develop-
not found a current offering in high ment of + P+ loads for the traditional po-
performance .38 Special that matches the lice round . While many think this ap-
chronograph figures of the earlier versions. proach is the greatest thi,ng since sliced 
Another problem is that because of the .38 bread, I can't agree. First, pressure testing 
Special's relatively low velocity, the bullets of some lots have shown psi figures 
are generally too fragile to ensure expan- substantially above authorized levels. Sec-
sion. Because of this, 'they've been known 'ondly, these loads do not really produce 
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that big an increase over + P loads. Third, 
these loads are meant to be fired in .357 
Magnum revolvers, and several depart
ments using them in medium frame .38 re
volvers have found severe wear problems. 

The biggest problem with the .38 Special 
is that most departments issue it with the 
158 grain round nose lead load . While 
there has been a trend toward hollow 

Continued on page 52 
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PRo ... 
Consider the NYPD experience. Their 

two top weapons men-Lt. Frank McGee 
and Lt. Tom McTernan- have brought 
tactical combat training up to what may be 
state of the art. By tactical, I'm talking 
cover, movement, "being where you can 
shoot him but he can't shoot you." They 
both defend the .38 as issue in their depart
ment; the present load is a standard
velocity, 158-grain, Keith-style lead 
semi-wadcutter. They say their experi
ments show that the average cop isn't even 
competent with + P .38 ammo. 

Do I buy that? For others, not 
necessarily. For them, yes. NYPD budget 
constraints are notorious; a few years ago, 
layoffs, coupled with attrition brought their 
number from 33,000 to only 22,000 cops to 
protect a city of eight million. Those cops 
get in-service firearms training for only two 
days a year. Given that time, neither Evan 
Marshall, nor I, nor anyone else, could 
teach control of a high-powered handgun, 
especially when half that time is devoted to 
tactics instead of combat shooting. 

The record of the 158-grain service load 
in NYPD, quite frankly, stinks, .and that's 
flat-nose and round-nose. But relatively 
few NYPD officers tell me they'd rather 
have .357s, .45s, or IS-shot 9mm's; instead, 

CON ... 
points in some areas of the country, it is not 
as yet that widespread. Furthermore, hol
low points are often selected on a cost basis 
rather than a performance basis. One de
partment I'm familiar with switched from 
the high velocity version of the 158 grain 
round nose lead load to a 158 grain jack
eted hollow point offering. A month after 
switching, they decided to chronograph it 
and found that the new load averaged fifty 
to sixty feet per second lower than the old 
load! 

S2 

they tell me they think the .38 is right for 
their job, but they'd rather have harder hit
ting ammo. Interesting thing, though: in 
1979, New York cops fired 853 rounds of .38 
ammo at perpetrators, and in those 
gunfights, the cops won by eleven to one. 

Why? First, the good tactics developed 
and taught by McGee and McTernan. The 
cops were behind cover or otherwise bul
letproof, and they were able to control their 
.38s in rapid combat fire. That outpointed a 
lot of punks with high-powered handguns 
and sawed-off shotguns who didn' t know 
how to shoot straight, or how to take care of 

Another point against the high perform
ance .38 Special loads, is that they're rarely 
used by departments for qualification. 
They are expensive, have heavy muzzle 
flash and blast, and qualifying with light 
target loads does little to prepare the 
officer for a lethal confrontation in the 
street. 

Lastly, these + P loads produce in
creased pressure on .38 Special revolvers. 
Continued use with these loads will accel
erate wear and increase repair costs. With 

themselves in a gun duel. 
I know New York cops who got shot after 

they had nailed a bad guy pretty good with 
one or more of their impotent 158-grain sol
ids. There's a few more who weren't alive 
for me to interview. Sgt. Johnson died with 
a knife in his heart, when nine roundnose 
.38 slugs failed to stop the Bowery punk 
who charged him. The hero cop Bilodeau 
put a .38 Keith bullet into his opponent's 
K5 zone; the killer shot him dead, and was 
arrested later when he walked into the hos
pital by himself. 

Continued 011 page 64 

a large department this can be a significant 
part of the armory budget. 

The obvious question, then is if the .38 
Special should be replaced , what should 
take its place? Well, there are several 
logical choices. As a long time advocate of 
the Al Magnum, I can only wonder how 
such a superb law enforcement cartridge 
can be routinely ignored. 

Another alternative is the .357 Magnum. 
I'm sure Massad will make much of its stiff 
recoil and muzzle blast, but it should be 
pointed out that he managed to qualify his 
entire department with the 4" Model 66 
with Remington .357 Magnum 125 grain 
hollow points. In case you've never fired 
this load , its muzzle blast is something to 
behold. 

While I like the AI, A5ACP, and .357 (in 
that order) for law enforcement purposes, 
I'm not so naive as to believe that depart
ments will rush out to convert to these cali
bers. In fact, recently I've seen a trend 
away from the .357 by departments that 
were issuing it. Three requested that I rec
ommend a + P .38 Special load to replace 
the Magnum ammo they've been using. 

What then is left as a moderate recoil, 
small bore weapon, that's available in both 
revolver and semiautomatic pistol? Why 
the 9mm, of course . When the introduc-

Continued 011 page 66 
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THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER 
SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

$9.75 
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from 
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in 
e ither 38-41-44-45 cal. Bra •• cloth patches (Pk. 10) 
$1.90. Order direct or from your dealer. Check or 
Money Order. or Money Order . 

..-<t'b- GUN SPECIALTIES INC. 
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Sox 31 

"STAINLESS STEEL" FINISH 
Accompl ished with hard chrome plating. 

looks like stainless-wears like stainless-hard as stainless 
Revolvers $59; Pistols $67: 

Long guns $73 and up 

PARKERIZING-BlUiNG-NICKEl-GOlD !l8KI 

SP£ClAUZING IN .45 ACCURIZING. 
SIGHT ALTERATIONS. TRIGGER ADJUSTMENTS 

GENERAL GUN SMITHING 
Send .ell-edd ... aed, 

.temped envelope for price list. 

"ACCURATE" PLATING & WEAPONRY 
1937 Calumel S1. No. 22 
Clearwaler. Florida 33515 

Wholesale-(813) 733-0923-Retail 

~ 
WALLE'r-HOLS'I'EIl 

\ for Hi·Standard Derringer 
Look s l ike ~ W~lIct 00 (he Outside 

\ 

Packs a 2-Shot Punch Inside! 
ONLY $17.1'5 POSTPAID 

I , od 

):BE~:O'~G~~~~' ~,~~'I'EII 
. and o ther Large ·Framt Autos 

For info, send S.A.S.E. 

Thick Durable Leather 
ONLY U.PS POSTPAID 
(CoM r e ~ ode l1 u , ~dd 6 C\- tall ) 

S'I'EYE HE.IGSO. 
2049 Kerwood Ave. # 3, Los Angeles, CA 90025 

IF YOU HAVE A 
RUGER SECURITY SIX 

WE HAVE A 
VENT RIB 
FOR IT! $1695 

PLUS $1.00 
POSTAGE, HANDLING 

A great new look 
for your favorite DA 4" or 6" Install it yourself in 
minutes. No machining. Available, too, for all Ruger 
Blackhawks and the 6';' Super Single Six. 

~-L. AL L _ Box 2496 
rtn4f-~ HARTFORD CT 06101 

Finest media available to be used with 
VIBRA-TEK Case Cleaners or Tumblers. 

Genuine finely ground black walnut shells impreg
nated with iron oxide for a perfect bond to insure no 

--~ residue. Does not stick in 
, flash hole or scratch. 5 

Ibs. $13.65 prepaid. MO, 
check , COD, Master 
Charge, Visa. Hayden
Holmes Company, 1844 
Arroya Rd., Colorado 
Springs, Colorado 80906. 

Continued from page 41 
350; S&W, Win., Fed. case. (4) Federal 240 
JHC-the only factory ammunition I've 
found accurate enough for Silhouette. 

Try these deer loads: (1) Hornady or 
Speer 200 JHP; 25.5 gr.l296; CCI 350; 
S&W, Win., Fed. case. (2) Hornady 240 
JHP; 23 gr.l296; CCI 350; S&W, Win., 
Fed. case. 

I should emphasize that the M44 I am 
using is-except for cutting 2 coils off the 
trigger rebound spring and filing the full 
cock dog on the trigger for a 2 lb. break
an out-of-the-box production handgun. 

How shall we rate the Model 44? 
Tough. Tough enough for bear. Tough 

enough for silhouette. Damn accurate. It is 
not perfect. Nothing is. Nature is consider
ably in advance of science on that point. 

Value of the arm may be expressed thus: 
I will be carrying the Dan Wesson .44 to 
the IHMSA 1981lntemational Champion-
ships. Suggested retail: ...... 
$348.50-$377.50 ~ 

GOLD CUP 

Continued from page 3 7 

.Should one prefer, heliarc weld can be 
built-up on each side instead of using the 
silver soldered shims-added metal must 
then be shaped to proper dimensions . 
Deepen and widen ejector slot-use firing 
pin stop for guide. Fit barrels to slide. Fit 
barrels and slide to frame. Purchase and fit 
9mm-.38 Super extractor. Purchase and fit 
9mm ejector. Purchase and fit .38 Super 
ejector. Drill, tap, then permanently install 
a bushing in forward section of firing pin 
hole. Ream to proper dimensions for uti
lization of the 9mm-.38 Super firing pin. 
This firing pin and firing pin hole require
ment is smaller than the corresponding for 
the .45 ACP. This work is necessary as the 
9mm and .38 Super cartridges operate at 
much higher pressures than does the .45 
Automatic. Primer flow into the firing pin 
hole as well as pierced primers sometimes 
are the results if this is not done. 

Check and cut recoil spring(s) to length. 
Check and cut firing pin spring to length if 
necessary. Buy minimum three magazines 
for each caliber. The above Work to pro
duce this three-caliber Gold Cup was 
time-consuming, and should not be at
tempted by a novice nor a gunsmith un
familiar with this -type weapon. 

I believe this defense unit to be a very 
worthy and most efficient product, and 
heartily recommend such a creation to 
any?~e who e~e.n ~emotely ~ 
enVISiOns ment III It. ~ 

for the full firearms picture, 
read GUNS Magaz)ne' 

Subscription card 
on page 77 of this issue. 
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IPSC-45 AUTOS-COMBAT 
Full Range of Combat Modif ications 

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING 
TRIGGER WORK 

50-Round Tesl Fire & Ransom Target on Accuracy Work 
Improved Rel iability 

BROWN CUSTOM, INC. 
88! a Rocky Ridge Road Long SASE 
Ind ianapolis. IN 46217 For Brochure & Prices 

COMBAT SHOOTERS 

~
DETo.NIC$ 
~. . CruRlNG ORP. 
·2500 Seattle iTower 
Se,1tIe" Washlngton 
206) 624-9090 

High strengt ,heat-treated 
Stainless Steel. 

DEALERS! 

IF YOU DON'T HAVE 
THIS FUNNY BOOK 
ABOUT THE PISTOL 
SHOOTERS 
YOU'RE MISSIN 
OUT ON THI 

. .45 Nat'l Trophy Winner 1941 
Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640 

Maple Dr., Unit 68, Chula Vista, CA 
92011 . CA buyers add 6% sales tax. 

_ ... ,_IIiiI •• GHT 
A fully adjustable rear sight 
that requires no alteration to 

older five-screw S&W 
and UN" frame revolvers. 

adapts to current 
models and many others 
using one tapped hole in 
frame. s ... ,r 

CA Res. Add Tax At&e ~ 
Factory Orders Postpaid 
...... ~,,_,GI DEVELOPMENT 

5lZ YOLO AVE., DEPT. AH 
CA 95965 
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Connecticut troopers not only carry guns 
off duty (their own choice, " within rea
son,") they get to use a plain state
furnished car on their own time, too. 

Wisconsin State Patrol 's standard 
issue is again the 4" 66, this time in bright 
finish . Department load is 125-grain 
softnose .357 ammunition. Spare loads 
are carried in dump pouches. They don ' t 
have to carry a gun on their own time, 
but backup guns are allowed with the 
captain's permission. 

Michigan State Police issues an assort
ment of fixed-sight, 4" Smiths and Colts in 
.38 Spl., but this is one of the very few state 
police agencies that allow a trooper to 
carry the gun of his choice, provided that it 

low bid for the police equipment. At one 
time-we're told by the Highway 
Patrolman's Association- armor-piercing 
.357 ammo was standard issue. Predicta
bly, they say, it didn' t work out well in fire
fights, and was replaced with .357 hollow
points. 

Iowa State Patrol , in about six years, 
went from Model 10 .38s to Model 13 .357s 
to the present Model 66 S&W. A special 
round nose, 125-grain softpoint .357 round 
is issued . The guns are carried in awkward 
crossdraw holsters, and the troopers' asso
ciation is presently suing the state over 
this; even left-handed troops must wear 
the right-handed holster, which is also true 
for Michigan troopers. 

holsters are actually carried almost half the 
time as Jordan recommends, that is, with 
the strap off the hammer. . 

M assach usetts State Polic·e's Jordan 
holsters for decades held 4" Model IO 
S&W's with flat-nosed 158-grain ammo. 
After a recent shooting with this load, in 
which a suspect took nine rounds and still 
shot a trooper (and survived himself), the 
Union says the troops are getting 66's with 
hollowpoints. Replacing the Ch ief Spe
cials they were previously issued for off 
duty, we're told , will be a special run of 
round-butt, 3" S&W's model 65's in .357 
with the same load. 

Florida Highway Patrol , traditiona lly 
Continued 011 page 72 

By Massad Ayoob 

STATE 
TROOPER 

_ ...... -,-. SIDEARM 
~ Here's what the state troopers are carrying, 

from a survey rece~tly conducted by our 
Troopers Lewis and Clark 
pose with C.W. McCall. Flap 
holsters are not liked by 
most Iowa State Troopers. 

roving pOlice rep~rter 

The troopers can carry backup guns 
chambers the department ammo. In this provided that they chamber the issue .357 
case, I'm told , it's flat-nose 158-grain .38. cartridge, a bone of contention among 
This conflicts with reports I'd heard that many veteran troops who would rather 
Michigan had their own .38 + P + hot have something more compact and hide-
load . able. 

The gun is carried in a crossdraw flap At Illinois State Police: S&W 9mm 
holster, Unique among major agencies, Model 39 enters its 14th year here as stan
MSP also issues a snub .38 (Smith & dard, to be replaced by July with the new 
Wesson Bodyguard or Colt with hammer 439 series. After a dramatic, but arguable, 
shroud), that must be carried in the right failure with \I5 -gr. hoUowpoints, issue load 
front pants pocket, which is suitably rein- is now Winchester's 95-gr. JSP. Carrying of 
forced on all issue uniform trousers . As the 9mm. off duty is encouraged, but .357's 
might be expected, nobody seems to try to and .38s·are allowed for this or for backup, 
disarm Michigan troopers and get away after passing the qualification course. Duty 
with it. holster is a Safariland forward tilt thumb-

At Utah State Highway Patrol, heavy break. 
frame S&W .357s are standard, in Border Indiana State Police carri~s 4" 66's in 
Patrol holsters. You get a deluxe Model 27 Jordan holsters, with 158-gr. softnose .357 
or a spartan Model 28 Highway Patrol- loads in drop pouches. A wide variety of 
man, depending what year you were issued backup and off-d uty hardware is allowed. 
your gun and what year-what company got One of the few agencies where Jordan 
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Swivel holsters with safety 
straps are popular with 
highway officers. 
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STEEL EJECTOR HOUSING ASSY. 
Replacements for 

Blackhawk and Super Blackhawk 

Revolvers Only-$1 ggs 
Specify Model and Caliber 

Send Check or Money Order to: 

EAGLE ARMS CORP. 
P.O. Box 27564 • Tucson, AZ 85726 • (602) 623-6123 

Custom 
Pistols 

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 
Highest quality workmanship by 
a champion competitor. We are 
quoting 1 to 3 months delivery 
time. 

For more information and gun specifications: 
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203 
Roland, Arkansas 72135 (501) 868-9767 or (501) 868-9787 

Roy's }P)ancake®,the 

most }P)ractical holster 

for Combat shooting .. 
fiiIIIf"~ and we've been making it 

Send $1 
For Our NEW 

1981 Catalog #9 

Dept. AH P.O. Box G 
MagnOlia, Arkansas 71753 
501-234-1599 

for years! 

Put the best leathe~ on your side . .. wear ours!!! 

.375 OAK 

Continued from page 43 

deeper in the primer pocket and ignition 
problems occur with short firing pins. With 
pins long enough for ignition , the primer 
gets a running start at the bolt face, stand
ing breech or recoil plate, depending on 
the action type and usua ll y gives exces
sively flattened and erratic appearing pri
mers with perfectly good loads. I do not 
believe a hell of a lot can be told with cer
tainty by primer examination particularly 
in pistols. The .375's action had been light
ened and wasn't strong enough to light the 
fire with the tougher rifle primers. CCI 

"The "ullet c'ose'y 
resem"'es severa' 
Lee "ullet designs" 

Mags Large Pistol were used exclusively 
and were ignited uniformly by the S&W's 
normal, long firing pin. 

Bullets were cast from a variety of met
als using a Lyman bottom pour Mould 
Master XX and the NEI mould . Bullets 
cast of a tin base babbit, although very 
hard weighed only 164 grains. Those cast 
with a linotype-like mix weighed 185 
grains. Design of the bullet closely resem
bles several of the Lee designs for pistol 
cartridges. 

The gun started out as a "N" Frame 
S&W. Kelling had Redmans Gunshop 
(3015 S. Ill., Caldwell, ID 83605) rebore a 
six inch .38-44 barrel to .375 groove diame
ter. I'm not sure of its twist rate . Kelling 
obtained custom cylinder sizing and cham- ~. 
bering reamers from Clymer Mfg. (14241 
Will Mile Road, Oak Park, MI 48237) . 
Kelling did the rechambering, action 
work, and fitting. 

As the .375's case capacity to bore diam- . 
eter relationship is similar to that of the 
Magnums I limited load development to 
WW-296, WW-680 and Hercules 2400. 

Although the strong .375 Win cases 
measure an average of .414 inches just 
ahead of the rim and fired cases measure 
about .405-.406 O.D. at the case mouth ; 
the slight taper should give sticking prob
lems earlier than the same case with 

. straight walls. I decided to use the ability to 
eject six cases simultaneously with on ly 
minor sticking with dirty chambers on ex
traction as practical maximum loads. 
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SWAGED LEAD 
PISTOL BULLETS 

The Alberts 
offering 

consists of 
TWENTY designs from 

.32 to .45 PLUS a pair of belted 
conicals for black powder 

shooters. The depth of the 
Alberts line demonstrates our 

genuine interest in providing 
exactly the bullet you want. Pre
lubed for fast. clean reloading. 
and constantly checked against 

stringent manufacturing stand
ards. you can be confident when 

buying Alberts. 
Swaged lead bullets are our only 

product - they have to excel. 
Cost? Absolutely competitive - and 

Alberts prices have remained constant 
since 1979! 

Send 50¢ for 4 page brochure, and 4 
pages of Loading Data. 

I THE ALBERTS CORPORAfION 
12-8 Commerce Road. Fairfield, NJ 07006 

All Caliber Pistol 
Cleaning Kit 

Complete care for your finest 
pistols . Duraluminum clean
ing rod , phosphor bronze 
brushes , silicone cloth, nylon 
cleaning tips , wool mops , 
patches, Gunslick, oil, solvent 
and expert cleaning instruc
tions . Deluxe kits for shotguns 
and rifles also available. 

See your dealer 
or write 

laboratories, Inc. 
P.O. Box 39-HG , ORalaska, WI 54650 

Starting out with WW-296 as it is an 
easy powder to work with and usually 
gives maximum performance in straight 
wall pistol cases I found it operated as 
usual , giving excellent results when loaded 
properly and poor when treated poorly. 
For example, 16.0 grs. ofWW-296 with the 
164 gr. bullet averaged 1343 fp s with an ex
treme spread of 267 fps. 17.0 gr. averaged 
1449 fps with a spread of 78 fps. This isn't 
bad for a revolver but it isn' t good either. 
17 .0-WW-296-185 gr. lino bullet averaged 
1437 fps with an extreme spread of only 33 
fps. This is excellent performance from a 
revolver. It's also a good example of how 
and how not to use 296. I cringe when I see 

"When you reduce 
loadings, velocity and 

uniformity simply 
goes to pot" 

Winchester's recommended 044 Magnum 
load of 24.0-296-240 reduced to 20 grains 
or so. Velocity and uniformity simply goes 
to pot. 

WW-680 does some fant a stic things 
when properly applied but the 185 grain 
bullet just wasn 't heavy enough for excel
lence in the .375 OAK. Powder capacity 
peaked at about 19.0 grains of680 for 1333 
fps with an extreme spread of 41 fp s. Good, 
useful performance but not great. 680 
would probably be the best powder for the 
220 Hornady jacketed bullet but I couldn' t 
use it as the Forster inside reaming tool 
didn't ream deeply enough to allow its use. 
I figure it would do about 1100 fp s but it 
was simply too much trouble to further 
modify the cases. 

2400 peaked at 15.0 grains under the 185 
grain bullet for 1322 fps and an extreme 
spread of 41 fps . 

The loaded cartridges fills the cylinder 
to its mouth quite nicely. It would be possi
ble to add another 15-20 grains weight to 
the bullet nose by going to another design 
and not further reduce power capacity. 

As it is, the .375 OAK is a nice, light, ac
curate little gun that ballistically falls right 
in between the .357 and Al Magnums. Its 
trajectory and penetration is very similar 
to the Magnums in rpolvers when bullets 
of similar shape and construction are com
pared. Its maxim urn energy level of 850 ft. 
Ibs. also is logically where it should be- in 
between the .357 and 41. 

As in- loading for the OAK, shooting it 
didn't give any surprises. Recoil is more 
like a heavily loaded .357 th'an a heavily 
loaded .41. Muzzle blast isn't- at least 
doesn 't seem- as sharp as a .357's and not 
as heavy as a AI 's. 

In the field I found it a pleasant plinker, 
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THE MOST 
POWERFUL 
AIR PISTOL IN 
ITS CLASS 

Power and accu racy. Not usua lly 
found together in an ai r pisto l - u nt il 
now. The BSA Scorpion ch arges to 
full power w ith a sing le cocking 
stroke. N o " pumping" o r CO, va ri 
ables. The u n ique power seal gives 
you an identica l release of ai r p res
sure for every sho t. You ge t t he sa m e 
si zz ling ve locity and sa m e st ra ight 
trajector y. Accuracy is phen om enal. 

See w hat innova t ive des ig n does 
f o r air pistol balli st ics. Try a Scor pion 
at your Gun Shop . 

Wan t m o r e detail s? W r ite u s. 

DiVision of Gene ral Sporting Goods Corp., 
fio« 30~06 . 798 C ascadi lLl Street, Ithaca, New Yo rk 14850 

Walther 
P-38 PI STOL 

by Major George Nonte 

A complete volume on the famo us 
P-38. A ll facets are covered, from the 
history, development , variations and 
technical dope, to all the p.r~ctical fi eld 
use and mai n tenance techniques, right 
on through to complete rebuilding', re
pair and convers ion in stallat ion . PLUS 
a full section on ot her contemporary 
double-actio n military autos such as 
the S&W M39 and M59 , Colt M71, 
H&K P9S , the VP70 f ull -auto double
action pistol, the S IG-Sauer P220 and 
the Seecamp M1911 comversion . 
Book No. 127. . . . . . . . .$4.95 ------lit DESERT PUBLICATIONS 
'V Dept . AH Cornv i lle, AZ 8632 5 

I have enclosed $ __ . Please rush me 

__ copy (s) of, 

Walther P-38 Pistol 
NAMf ______________________ __ 

ADD'" SS ____________________ _ 

C lf y _________ Sf A rr _ _ l'I>' ___ _ • 
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.45 SHOOTERS 

L:=J ~ 
D.B.P ENGINEERING'S 

MUZZLE BRAKE FOR .45 AUTO BBlS. 
• COMPUTER DESIGNED W/3 -LONGITUDINAL 
TEAR-DROP VENTS FOR IMPROVED ACTION 
• DRASTICALt:.Y REDUCES MUZZLE LlFT-,
FASTER RECOVERY FROM RECOIL 
~GUNSMITH INSTALLED ON BBL. (PERM) 
.NORMAL TAKE-DOWN 

31.50 + 1.00 HANDLING AND POSTAGE 
LA. RESIDENTS ADD 6% TAX 

ff3 q 
D.B.P. ENGINEERING 

FUll lENGTH CAPTIVE RECOil SPRING 
SYSTEM FOR GOV MOD. IGOlD CUP, 

COMM. AND lONG SLIDES 

• IMPROVES FUNCTIONAL RELIABILITY 
• REDUCES TOROUE 
• FASTER RECOVERY FROM RECOIL 
• IMPROVES HANDLING 
• NO MODIFICATIONS REOUIRED 

GOY. MOD.lGOLD CUP · 28.50 
COMM. AND LONG SLIDES' 33.50 
LA. RESIDENTS ADD 6% TAX 
1.00 HANDLING AND POSTAGE 

D.B.P Engil/eeril/g 7821 Wi llow SI. 
N.O. ,Lq. 70118 

If you're ' planning t.o move, 
please let us know at least eight 
weeks before changing your 
address. Fill-in the following in
formation to insure uninter
rupted service. For subscrip
tion to: 

(Publication) 

1. Present address 
Attach address label from a recent 
issue or print your name and ad
dress exactly as shown on the 
label plus your 1.0. number which 

. appears directly above your name 
on the label. 

Name __________________ __ 

~A Address 

...., City State _ _ Zip __ a 1.0. number 

• ~ 2 . Fill in new add"" 

Name __________________ __ a New Address 

• City __ State __ Zip __ 

.a Mail this form to: 
PUBLISHERS' 

~ 4i DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
..., 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 209 

San Diego. CA 92108 
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its overall performance identical to that of 
the magnums. It's generally somewhat 
more muzzle light than now favored due to 
the slim 38-44 barrel contour but it's pleas
ant to shoot and accurate. 

After fooling around with it for awhile I 
settled on the 17.0-296-185 load for a stand
ard. In popping a few Silhouette targets it 
visibly appeared to hit slightly harder than 
158 grain .357 loads and not as had as 200-
210 grain .357 loads. The usual water can, 
wood, mud and ice shooting was just fun 
with no startling revelations. 

It's a nice little cartridge but unfor
tunately it doesn't do anything the .357 or 
.41 can ' t do except make .375 diameter 
holes. 

From 'a cost standpoint, I doubt if a 
gunsmith could do the conversion for less 
than $250-$300. Most would be consider
ably higher. "N" frame Smiths, Ruger Sin
gle Action .357s and Mossberg .357s could 
be used for the conversion. 

In essence, the .375 DAK isn't needed; 
but it is nice. Kind of fits into the same cat
egory as the .41 Mag in that respect.· 
Frankly, it's interesting enough that I'd like 
to own one and maybe if! can scrounge up 
another .357 and borrow Dale's reamers, 
and I get enough time and ambition to put 
it together there will be .... 
two; not one .375 DAK. ~ 

CHARTER STAINLESS 

Continued from page 45 

can turn a quality snubby into a formida
ble defensive weapon. The key is in the 
combination of skill ~ proper ammo, and 
"quality". 

The highest quality .38 Special snubby I 
have yet to come across is the new Charter 
Arms Undercover in stainless steel, their 
Model 7382. Over the years I have owned, 
or been issued, every major brand small 
.38 including Charter's own early Under
cover which hit the market in 1965 in blue 
steel. None have ever even come close to 
comparing with the test Model 7382 re
cently supplied by Charter for evaluation. 

The gun , when it arrived, showed no 
outward signs of having been specially se
lected or smoothed up. There were no tell
tail score marks on the cylinder, an indica
tor that shows up almost immediately 
when a gun has been used. Actually there 
was an obvious silver solder spill from the 
process of fixing the front sights to the bar
rel. Although an aesthetically minor 
blemish, it was proof to me that no one had 
hand selected this gun. The point is impor
tant, as you will come to appreciate. 

The Stainless Steel Undercover is a five 
shot .38 Special with an advertised barrel 
length of two inches. For some unex
plained reason my barrel measured out at 
a shade less than one and seven eighths 

COlltillued 011 page 60 

High Quality Contemporary 
Styled Inline Action 

Muzzle Loaders 

Literature 51.00 * 
10-Ring rifles and pistols are consistently 
state, national and international 
competition 1st place winners. 

j@=>jJmTi 'jJ~TJJ~~!JiI) ~i1Ti .. 

O 1449 Blue Crest Lane 
A) San Antonio, Texas 78232 

1-512-494-3063 

ATTENTION: HUNTERS 
& 

SILHOUETTE SHOOTERS 

IT'S 
PROVEN 

, .... It 
T I C Bur.'o 

IT'S 
ADJUSTABLE 

-20-30"ACCU- - TlGtiHNS BARREl 
~~~.'MPROVE- '" . .&'[rSHl~G-./" TOFRAMELOCK-lJP. 

-20-30'10 INCREACE IN ~- - - ~:~~~Ri?N-
CASE LIFE. IT'S ALSO POSfTtoN. 

- EASY TO INSTALl- COMI:S WITH 
ALL NKESSARY TOOLS. 

-GUARANTEED FOR 5 YEARS. 

ORDER DIRECT CARONE RESEARCH 
$14.95 DANSVILLE.N.Y.14437 

COMPLETE PHONE 716·335·3636 

MAGNIFICENT 
BRASS 

PAPERWEIGHT 
Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster 

ORDER TODAY! 
$8.50 ea . 
Postpaid 

Aluminum paperweight $4.50 ea. 
Postpaid 

For novelty paperweight use only. 
Not intended for any other use. 

N'ot available to California reSidents. 
Send check or M.O. to, 

BEST 
SPORTS SUPPLIER 

P.O. Box 492, Dept. 25 
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042 
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CODlpare Prices at T .D. Shooters Supply 

Break Free - 3 .17 oz . 
- $2.25 

Gun Muffler 
- $7.95 

f 
e + 
\ 

(e) Si", Second Revolver 
Reloader by HKS. - Avail · 

able for S&W, M36, K, N, 
41,44, Colt MK \II , Python, 

All Models $4.50 ea. 

(f) Dade Rapid Revolver Reloader - Ava ilable 
for: M36, uK," "N," .41, .44, MK 111 , Python, Det. Spl. , 
Ruger Sec. Six, N, .4 1, .44, (All Models a re now $4.50) 

Dade 72 Shot Plate - Available for: S&W K, 
Colt, Ruger, UN" $12.75. Dade 96 - $ 14.25. 

RENO 
WINNER (Leather 

$45.00 

(To Handle F utt 
Length Under Rib) 

$45.00 

WINNER (Plastic) 
$26.50 

22-30-32 
38-45 

CALIBER 

.22- .30-.32-

.38-.45 cal. 
only $3.95 

each 

Gun Smoke 
Carbide Sight 

Smoker - $8.50 

Carbide 
2.lb. Can 
$3.50 

Texas Instruments 
Shooter's 
Stopwatch 
$16.95 

""'hnn~D.·" Stopwatch - $39.95 

tooov 
Lewis Lead Remover - Available in .38, .41 
Mag. , .44 Mag., and .45 Cal. $7.95 
Replacement rubber tips - .38 Cal. only 
$2.85. 
Brass Cloth Patches - all calibe rs - pkg. of 
10 $1.99. 

I 

NRA B-27 targets 
- $23.00 per 100 

B-27C Repair 
centers - $5.00 per 
100 - sold in Qty. of 

100 or more 

Dade Rapid Revolver Reloader Cases -
Available in: Plain w/ snaps or Velcro $1l.25. 
Basket Weave w/Snap or Velcro $12.75. 

Roger's Combat Grip -
Wood Grain Finish - $14.95 

Black Finish - $9.95 
*Specify Model 

PPC Holster - Accommodates most heavy 
barrel revolvers such as Power, Davis, etc. 
Only $32.95 

We carry a complete supply of 
fishing tackle and hunting supplies. 

* Send payment with order * We prepay order of $25.00 or more{In Continental US) 
* Manufacturer guarantees all merchandise * Send $2.50 for smaller orders. 

8",I"ERlC"D w. 
send number and expo date 
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Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403 
205/759-5385 
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BRASS 
.45 ACP-9mm-.38-.357 

.44SPL-.223-.308 

WE HAVE IT! 
Call For Quantity Prices 

(512) 858-4441 
. THE BRASS WORKS 

P.o. Box 315 
Dripping Springs, TX 78620 

Du rab le light weight cast a lu minu m for Co lt , S & W 
and many orher modern pistols, rif les and shotgun s~ 
POLISHED or 8LACK $3.75; GOLD FINISH $4.00 
ORDE R DIRECT OR AT YOUR fAVOR ITE DEALER. Send 
make & mode l of gun . No C.O. D.'s p lea se . Add $1.00 
for Shipping Charges. Full y Guara nteed . Genuine 
Stag- Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. lee Looders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Kn ives - Hand· 
made Holsters &. Belts. leather & Clo .. ino. 

- Dealer Inquiries Welcome -
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST. 

1326 W. Britton Rd .• Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114 
Coli toll Iree 800·654·8415 Ouhide Oklohomo 

PRESENTATION / 
COMPAC. GRIPS 
for Small Frame Revolvm. 
Improves accuracy Fi lls your 
hand . Absorbs recoi l Pro· 
vides "Grip Security" in any kind 
of weather or combat si tuaton. 
Models for S&W 'T frame Colt 
"0" frame and all Chartel Arms 
revolvers . Shaped for Speed Load · 
ers. At your dealers or write us 

1110 SOUTH GRANO AVENUE. LOS ANGElES. CALIf. 90015 

S NICSK' 
The Snick Stage V 
Holster System: 
A Break Front 
Holster of Space 
Age Plastic 
Developed and 
Tested in Combat 
Competition and 
Daily Wear, 
Superb in Both 
Applications 
Send $1 for catalog or order and specify Model for 
45 Gov't or Commander or P-35 Browning or Medi
um Frame Revolver. $28 plus $1.50 postage and 
insurance. Magazine carriers - vertical or horizontal. 
45ACP $10 . 9mm $12 each . Calif. Res. add 6% tax. 
Send a street address if possible for UPS delivery. 
No left hand models. 

SNICK PRODUCTS, Dept. A 
3212 Gulf St. , Bakersfield, Calif. 93308 

Continued from page 58 

inches. It weighs a scant 16 ounces and 
measures six and a quarter inches overalL 
Sights are ramp front and fixed square 
notch rear. The checkered walnut grips 
make a pleasing contrast to the silky stain
less steel finish. I found the sights just the 
right size and dimensions for quick, accu
rate pick up on the target although I would 
have preferred, even on a snubby, red front 
sight inserts. 

Initial dry firing, both double and single 
action, proved the gun to have an almost 
unbelievable smooth action right out of 
the box. I have paid over $100 to have new 
S&W K frame actions worked over to a 

"Sing'e action trigger 
pull was 2Y2 pounds. 

witltout talce-up" 

degree of smoothness equal to this gun and 
I have never, no matter how much work 
was done, seen a J frame that could come 
close to it. Single action trigger pull was 21/2 
pounds with no take-up whatsoever. Dou
ble action was smooth all the way through 
and brought an uncontrollable smile to my 
face every time I tried it. Here was a gun 
responding with pure class! 

Grabbing a half dozen bags of Hodgdon 
commercial reloads, my wife and I headed 
out to our ranch where I maintain several 
ranges for different courses of fire. The 
Hodgdon reloads were about nine years 
old and were a mixed case brand lot of 
once, or more, fired brass. The loading was 
2.8 grains of Bullseye behind a 148 grain 
wadcutter. Primers were listed as HO,dgdon 
brand and were of brass coloration . We 
dumped out all the reloads and sorted the 
cases by brand in an attempt to wring out 
maximum accuracy. Had I not been overly 
anxious to try this new Charter Arms Un
dercover, I would have taken the time to 
reload some of my own with meticulous at
tention to uniformity of components, 

Sitting down at the 25-yard bench, a dis
tance far in excess of the average police 
shoot-out, I more or less rapidly squeezed 
out a five shot cylinder full to determine 
point on impact in relation to point of aim. 
This is always a worry with a new fixed 
sight gun. As it was, I delivered a 31;4 inch 
group surrounding the one-inch square 
black paster I had used for point of aim. 
N ext, settling down for a serious try at 
group, I slowly squeezed off my second 
five shots at a different paster. I must have 

NUMRICH 
ARMS CORPORATION 

WORLD GUIDE TO 
GUN PARTS 

NEW 

MODERN 

MILITARY. ANTIQUE 

NUMRICH ARMS. the 
world 's largest supplier 
of gun pa rts o ffers new 
fo r Catalog NO. 9 
cove ring a 100 milli on 
parts inven tory wit h in
fo rmat ion never befo re 
in print. 

u.s. PRICE $2.95 FOREIGN $3.95 

P.O. BOX AH, WEST HURLEY, N.Y. 12491 
PHONE (914) 679-2417 TELEX 145 331 

THEY CAN'T STEAL IT ••• 
IF THEY CAN'T FIND IT. 

These books ore Brand New. Titles Will Vary. When the 
Cover is dosed, you can 't tell these from on ordinary 
book . Inside openings are lined with Red Velvet-like 
Materiel. 

OPENING WIDE HEIGHT • POSTPAID 

SENIOR 5V," 8'/, " $ 16.99 

STANDARD 5 " 8" $14 .99 

• POSTPAID IN 48 STATES. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. 

ROGCHILO, INC., P.O. BOX 1336F, DEPT. AH 
CLARKSBURG, WV 26301 
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MAKER OF CUSTOM 
LEATHEH PRODUCTS FOR THE 
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER 

#455 

Many new 
products for both 
autos and revolvers. 
Send $1 for new '81 Catalog. 

G WM DAVIS 
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006 

UNI-VEST 
BY GARTH 

Designed for Law Enforcement & 
Sporting Use 

\~! --.The most pract ica l 

I t' . ' comfortoble way to 
• . '{. corry a gun. Uni·Vest 

fits revolvers or auto
matics with 2" to 6V,' 
barrels in three spe· 
c iol ly designed holster 
pockets. Uni·Vest also 
has a two magaz ine 
pocket which opens to 
accommodate loose 
a mm o. Heavyweight 

. / blue denim Sizes 
cify right or left handed. $5.00 

deposit on COD·s. Stomped envelope brings 
!tterotur;'. $39.95 

. GARTH CO. 
OeptAH, P,O. Box 14354 

Tampo, Florida 33690 L-___ -----' ___________ _ 

PACK A .38 
THIS UNIOUE, LIMITED EDITION 

T-SHIRT WAS DESIGNED JUST FOR YOU 
A t last' A shirt for us You'// feel comfortable 
gu n lovers . Wear this and look fantastic 
top quatity T·Shirt en I"I'!!_'"'!"I!!I' 
hanced with our full col 
or print of a Colt .38 
Special "packed into 
your belt " 
• Expertly silk-sc reened 
• Will not fade, crack or 

peel 

• Hanes top quality 50 1 
50 Poly/ Colton 

• A un ique, one-ol-a
kind design 

• Full color. blue steel 
walnut grips, chrome 
trim 

• Great for clubs 
• light blue shirt . sharp 

navy blue trim 
• Our trusted. money-

back guarantee 

PRINTED T-SHIRT 
small . med .. 
large . extra large 

$5.95 ~~a ~~~9rs t 
OROER 2 OR MORE 
And We Pay Postage Cat.l.g only-$1.oo p.llpold 
SPECI FY QTY AND SIZE WHEN ORDERING 

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS CO. 
P.O. BOX 8411 H-9. CORAL SPRINGS. FL 33065 

really looked pretty silly checking this next 
target as I was leaping in the air when I 
found the group was inside the paster and 
measured 3,4 of an inch! I very prudently 
quit for the time being and handed the gun 
to my spouse , and chief shooting buddy. 
She shot off a few bags of ammo with 
groups from several two-inchers, on up to 
41,4 inches. 

We next tried double action shooting 
from seven yards, on back to 15 yards, with 
uniformly excellent results. Every shot of 
the 200 fired at a silhouette were in the cen
ter mass area, with a few in the head when 
we got bored with the lack of challenge. All 
this latter shooting was done from ranges 
of 25 yards down to seven yards in a modi
fied ppe. 

It was decided to try the next to impossi
ble, considering we were using a snubby of 
less than two-inch barrel length . As a fun 
target, we have an old five gallon cylinder
shaped tank suspended from a tree on 
"yonder hillside". The distance is some
where between 80 and 100 yards at an ele
vation of about 45 degrees. Aiming at the 
neck of the tank, to compensate for the low 

"If you have any 
a.jlity, a fine gun can 
only enhance results" 

powered reloads as well as provide a finer 
point of aim, we were both able to ring a 
resounding "gong" with better than half 
our shots. The tank, incidentally, presents 
a target of roughly human chest size. To be 
perfectly honest, we returned home in ex
ceptionally good moods. The shooting 'of 
the day was considerably better than our 
average performance and proves that if 
you have any ability to begin with, a fine 
gun can only enhance the final results. 

I guess, in the hundred or so 'articles I 
have penned th us far about combat arms, I 
have developed a reputation of being quite 
critical. Bearing that in mind, I give an A + 
to Charter Arms of Stratford, Connecticut. 

For an off-duty, back-up, or civilian 
carry gun, all that remains is matching a 
proper combat load to the Model 7382. I 
intend to cover this fully in a future article 
but will make a few preliminary sugges
tions for those of you wishing to experi
ment with your own reloads. The 146 grain 
Hydra-Shok bullet, as manufactured by 
The Alberts Corporation, P.O. Box 157 , 
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417, is a devastating 
projectile, even when fired in a very short 
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,.. .. ,. 
THE COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL . . ......... $6.30 
AR·15 . M·16ANOM-16A1 (5 56mmR'fles) ........... $8.70 
INGRAM MAC·10 ....... $550. M1 CARBINE $8.75 
The most comprehensive. best il lustrated manuals for the use . 
maintenance and repair of these effective weapons . 
Money order or cred it card onlyo in store or by mailocatalog $1 .00 

SURVIVAL BOOKS (213) 763-0804 
Dept. AH • 11106 Magnolia Blvd . • North Hollywood. CA 91601 

-

JOHN 
SPILBORGHS 

P.O. BOX 40529 
SANTA BARBARA 

CA. 93/03 

SPECIALIZING IN 

6-.45 LONG SLIDE 

RELIABILITY 
ACCURACY 
QUALITY 

BELLS 
CUSTOM SHOP 

Specialists in 
Combat & Competition 

Handguns 

Send S.A.S.E. 
for complete 
price list. 

BELLS CUSTOM SHOP 
DAVE NORIN-Pistol Smith 
3313 MANNHEIM ROAD 
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131 

(312) 678-1900 
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II GUTRIDGE, INC. 
2143 Gettler Street, D~.r, 1 ........ 48311 - (218) 885-8817 

NEW QUICKLINE@! COMBAT SIGHT 

For Colt Government and commander 
As Quick as pointing your finger 

COLT 45ACCURIZING 

CUSTOM PPC REVOLVER 

II 

II Complete Gunsmithing Service II 
Send 30¢ in stamps for information and prices 

LEAD BUILD-UP 

*WIPE AWAY™ 
GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT 

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD. BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD-UP 
ON HANDGUNS, RiFlES & SHOTGUNS 

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH, 
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG·LASTING 

... I can vouch for It really working. Just oneor 
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel . 
disappears ... .• 

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor) 
American Handgunner 

Magazine 
... For removing leading & carbon build-up 

WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked 
with to date. · 

-BobZwirz 
Eastern Editorial Director 
Gun World And Annuals 

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders Is no longer a task . Simply cut a 1/2·x l / 2" 
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal· 
lber. A little scrubbing and the lead Is gone. Follow this 
with a clean gun patch and that part Is done. . 

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the 
lead away. 
3. Ughtly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY 
followed by a clean cloth and the JOb Is f inished. 
With the WIPE AWAY, It Is no longer a messy and time 
consuming Job to clean a handgun . 

Look for it at your Local Dealer, or send 54.95 & 1.00 P & H to: 
BELL TOWN DISTRIBUTORS - P.O.BOX444 ,BEDFORD HILLS ,N.Y. 10507 (203)348-0911 

ONEOFAKIND 

-Browning -Colt 
-Remington -Weatherby 

Authorized warranty repair 

- Colt parts distributor 

At Cylinder & Slide every gun we build is "one of a 
kind". That's the way we do things, no "assembly· 
line" packages, but one man, working on one gun at 
a time. That means you get exactly what you want, 

and even though we have to work harder and longer, delivery times are 
very reasonable. 

Send for our price lists, look them over, and drop us a line with your 
questions or suggestions on your special work, and we'll quote you a 
price and an approximate delivery time. 

Please send $1 for our illustrated price lists 

CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
P.O. BOX 937 
FREMONT, NEBR. 68025 
Ph: (402)721'4277 
PLEASE! no calls after 12:00nooo C.ST. 

barreled revolver. The trick is in using a 
very fast burning powder, such as Bullseye, 
yet at a modest velocity for assured con
tn1llability. The Alberts people will send 
loading data for the asking and this data, 
when using specialty bullets, is an abso
lute must. 

We began this article with some facts 
gleaned from the recent NRA survey. I 
think this survey also hit on the reason so 
many of my fellow officers perform poorly 
with their off-duty pieces. The survey 
shows that considerably less than half our 
policemen are required to qualify with 
their off-duty guns! Maybe the pure 
shooting pleasure offered by Charter Arms 
new stainless Undercover will re- ~ 
verse the trend. ~ 

GUIDELINES 

Continued/rom page 47 

who is armed with a weapon other than a 
firearm, and who faces the officer but does 
not move to attack, a "warning" is in order . 
However, the officer must be mentally con
ditioned to realize that if the mere pre
sence of his sidearm leveled at the per
petrator does not cause the criminal to 
drop his weapon, it will probably be neces
sary to shoot.) 
5. The officer must not fire his weapon to 
summon assistance when there is no im
mediate danger to the officer. 
6. The officer must not fire his weapon 
from or at a moving vehicle unless occu
pants are firing at the officer, or using other 
deadly force. 

What is probably the most important 
factor in conditioning the officer to be 
effective in a combat situation, is making 
him positively aware that the taking of a 
human life may indeed be required during 
the course of carrying out his duties-and 
when and if it is, he'd damn well better act 
fast! This is the most difficult of things to 
teach a normal person, because all of us, to 
the precise extent that we are truly human, 
wince at the thought of terminating an in
dividual's existence. Too often, that costs 
decent lives. 

No good cop "wants" to kill. But unless 
the fact that this is precisely what he is 
training to be able to do-if it is necessary 
to do it-when he is on the training range, 
he is being sold out by his training 
program. 

When I am instructing an officer I never 
fail to hammer home this crucial point: 
The armed criminal has two basic advan
tages: (I) He has initiated the action, and 
you, the officer, are a reactor; (2) He has 
already made up his mind to shoot you . 
There is simply no way that such an advan
tage can be offset except by a ruthlessly
effi'cient mental set that triggers the officer 
into instantaneous and lethally-directed 
counteraction. 

Continued on page 64 
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FIREARMS INSTRUCftON 

Training for 
Security Officers By Jerry Usher 

Starting with 
California legislation) 
new laws are 
mandating badly 
needed training 
requirements for the 
security industry 

SEVERAL YEARS AGO when I was teaching 
law enforcement classes at the College Of 
The Desert I had two long-time security 
officers bring their guns in to me . One 
wanted me to show him how to unload his 
gun. It was a S&W Model 10 that had been 
loaded when assigned to him and he didn't 
know how to unload it. The gun and ammo 
were in sad shape. The other officer 
handed me a super clean revolver and 
asked me how to clean out the "ridges" in 
each cylinder. He was surprised to learn 
that they belonged there. 

Until recently the security industry has 
been sadly neglected. California has been 
attempting to remedy this as the potential 

danger and liability of minimum wage, un
trained guards carrying a loaded gun is 
enormous. To the credit of The Bureau Of 
Consumer Affairs , which controls the 
security industry, there have been some 
major changes. 

Until July 1981, the firearms training in 
California was inadequate and the en
forcement was even worse. A 70-year-old 
arthritic with trifocals and determination 
could qualify on the 15 yd. slow fire course 
after just a few hours of instruction. Only 
the better schools would also spend the 
time to teach the decision-making process. 
The biggest problem in getting qualified 
was the application process which took 
from two to four months before the 
firearms card was returned. Many 
companies si mply did not wait and worked 
their people illegally. I estimate that 10 to 
20 percent of applicants that came to us 
from other agencies had worked illegally 
for these agencies. One company near us 
"arms" th eir people with replica or deacti
vated guns rather th an getting their em
ployees qualified. 

The new program and qualifi ca tion 
course is something else a nd was de-

COlltinued 011 page 73 

Weak hand firing, draw 
while. in motion, and 
stepping right while 2-hand 
firing. All are part of the 
security oHicers course at Westec. 



SMITH & WESSON and RUGER 
MOST MODELS 
IN STOCK 

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous 
discounts. We also offer many speCials on Ruger, Colt, 
Remington, S&W, SAKO, TIC, Winchester, Armalite, 
Hardballer, Back-Up, Leupold, Weaver, Bushnell , Etc. 
Please send us $1 .00 in stamps or change to cover 
shipping and handling on our large illustrated list. Your ' 
dollar is refundable on first order over $100.00. 442AH Miller Valley Road Dept. AH 

Prescott, Arizona 86301 
Telephone: 1-602-44§-9650 

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT 
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES. 

FRP-300-3 Right Hand 
Rifle Silhouette Stock, Monte 

" Sierra Grande " Rifle , 
.300 Win. Mag , FRP-200-2 Classic Stock 

Performance is accuracy with H-S Precision 
"Fiberthane" stocks and Atkinson Match Grade 
barrels (our only grade), Durable, stable and 
lightweight stocks and stainless steel barrels, a 
winning combination in the field or on the range, 

All 21 models of "Fiberthane" stocks are primed 
and ready to finish; no voids or seam lines to patch. 
The new FRP-1000 series do not require bedding. All 
hardware is included with the FRP-1000-1 to turn 
your XP-100 into a competitive, unlimited silhouette 
pistol in minutes. 

1980 National Champions using H-S Precision 
(Atkinson) Barrels : Ferris Pindell - NBRSA Heavy 
Varmint Grand Aggregate; Allie Huber - IBS 
Sporter, Heavy Varmint and Three Gun Grand 
Aggregate; Roger Gower-IBS Hunter Class Grand 
Aggregate; Earl Heinz - NRA High Power Rifle 
Silhouett.e. 

"Champions know winning is a combination of skill and 
superior equipment." 

Write for complete catalog, $2; refundable on first 
purchase. 

H·S PRECISION, INC. 
P.o. Box 512 112 N. Summit 

Prescott, Arizona 86302 
(602) 445·0607 

Effective guidelines for the police use of 
deadly force are hardly compatible with 
the bleeding heart ideas of the critics, who 
scream to high heaven whenever a mur
derer is shot. Such negative public outcry 
can indeed be disheartening to the profes
sional officer. But law enforcement is not a 
profession that can be dominated by emo
tion . And the thinking citizens will grate
fully accept a strong and able department 
policy, which is , after all, benefiting 
primarily themselves. For it is they whom 
the officers serve. 

When it becomes a choice- a choice 
made necessary by the violent criminal 
himself, by virtue of his own heinous 
actions- between that violent perpetrator's 
welfare, or the welfare of his victim (be he 
a fellow officer, oneself, or an innocent ci
vilian) , then it is incumbent upon the 
sworn peace officer to choose in favor of 
the victim, every time- without .... 
hesitation . ." 

.3S-PRO 

Continued from paKe 52 

An NYPD weapons expert once told 
me, "Mas, you've got your act together in 
every respect except for this bull about 
Magic Bullets:' Forgive me, my friend, but 
I believe in those magic bullets. I under
stand what you're teaching your non-gun
oriented cops, and if I were you, I'd issue 
.38 Special ammo, too . But some things 
that are happening on the street with other 
law enforcement agencies make me think 
that there might be better .38 loads. 

I've done a lot of research on what really 
happens in gunfights. I am utterly 
convinced of two things. First, any solid, 
non-hollowpoint bullet of.357 diameter, in a 
.38 Special or a Magnum loading, is an inef
ficient manstopper. 

Secondly,for the average cop, .38 Special 
recoil is about all that can be controlled 
within the typically limited police weapons 
training cycle. You who read AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER are into firearms; you can 
control a .357, AI, or whatever. But ask 
yourself deep in your heart if that is true for 
the guy who whould never fire his gun ifthe 
department didn't make him do it twice a 
year. 

In police firearms training, you seek a 
balance between excellence as perceived 
by experts, and what really works in train
ing masses of largely disinterested men and 
women. One man who knows both sides of 
that is Bill Groce, head of firearms training 
for the Ohio State Law Enforcement Acad
emy. A solid fan of the .45 auto for himself 
and others who are into handguns, Bill's 
research- based on both range training 
experience, and monitoring every shootout 
that occurs in his state-indicates that the 
average cop is better off with a .38 Special 
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revolver, loaded with a good hollowpoint. 
There are enough documented shoot

ings on file to indicate that most of the time, 
a good hollowpoint .38 will do the job if it 
hits pretty close to the right place. There are 
two loads of choice. My favorite is the 158-

"rite average cop is 
.eHer oH witlt a .3. 
loaded witlt a good 

Itollowpoint" 

grain, all-lead , semi-wadcutter hollow
point at + P velocity. This was adopted by 
the FBI (with 7,000 agents, tied with LAPD 
for the third biggest American law enforce
ment agency) in about 1972. They were fol
lowed shortly by Chicago Police Depart
ment, the second biggest in America. 

FBI agents get into about 20 gunfights a 
year, and Chicago training for the Bureau, 
tells me that their .38 loads have performed 

superbly in combat. The Fraternal Order 
of Police, union representatives of Chicago 
cops , tell me the same is true there. FOP 
president John Dineen told me, "Our guys 
used to beef about having to carry .38 
ammo, but they don't anymore; when they 
shoot somebody, he goes down." 

That's the bottom line, folks . The union 
representatives don' t take kindly to their 
member cops getting blown away because 
of inferior firepower. The PBA (NYPD's 
street cop's union) and the equivalent 
BPPA in Boston both claim credit for forc
ing their bosses to upgrade from roundnose 
to fiatnose bullets. The Los Angeles Police 
Protective League, according to recent re
ports, h~s borne fruit from its lawsuits and 
perhaps finally forced the switch from 
round-nose to the hi-speed hollowpoint. I 
hope it's true . 

Softnoses and roundnoses and fiatnoses 
don't do nearly the job hollowpoints do 
when you have to stop a felon from twitch
ing his trigger finger. New York's 
experiences prove this, and LA's, and 
everybody else's. My respected colleague 
Evan Marshall hates the .38, because in his 
experience in his department, it didn't 
work. No kidding. In his department, hol
lowpoints are forbidden . If his bosses ever 
get their act together and approve hollow
points, those ".38 failure horror stories" 
will wind down considerably. 

A well-selected .38-the "FBI Load" or 

#24XF 
Sporty Autumn 
Brown leather
like expanded 

vinyl with 
soft, lint-free 
yellow cotton 

lining. 
Extra-protective 

'14" polyurethane foam 
padding. Lengths: 10;' 13:' 

#28 Our finest' 
Rugged genuine 
suede leather in 

deep Walnut Brown 
with durable 

water- repellent 
corduroy lining. 

Full %" Tufflex 
padding. 
Lengths: 

4'12 ;' 7:' 10 ;' 
13 ;' 15:' 
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the "Treasury Load" - will protect you 
fairly well in a gunfight. The hell with bal
listic pendulums and holes in blocks of 
J ello , I'm talking about documented , in
vestigated, adjudicated gunfights in the 
real-life streets. Stay with a non-hollow-

"Ivan Marsltall is 
correct .••. tlte .38 

Spl. is a deatlt trap" 

point, though, and Evan Marshall is right: 
the .38 is a death-trap. 

If you couple modern, hollowpoint .38 
police ammo with the "Police Special's" 
controllability in rapid fire against multiple 
opponents, and the ease of training some
one with it under the constraints of "Pro po
sition 13" budget cutting, you've probably 
got the optimum gun for the average cop. . 

More powerful guns are better. The-

#21 Made of 
rugged, water

repellent 21 oz. 
tan canvas with 

durable brown 

Attache style with 
handles and pockets for 

shells and cleaning 
rod. Black virgin 

vinyl e>l'terior 
with water-proof 
corduroy lining. 

Full W' Tufflex 
padding . 

Length : 13:' 

These are but a few of Kolpin 's great 
American-made pistol cases. See the en
tire Kolpin line of quality gun cases , ar
chery equipment and hunting accessories 
at your local sporting goods dealer. 

cA Gase qfPride! 

~n 
Kolpin Manufacturing, Inc. 
P.O. Box 231 , Dept. AH-9 
Berlin , Wisconsin 54923 
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FISHER 
CUSTOM 
FIREARMS 

Specializing in 45 
IPSC conversions; 
Perfect match 
of reliabi lity; 
Accuracy and 
control; 
All guns tested 
and guaranteed 
Recommended by 

-ROSS SEYFRIED 
1978 National 
Champion 

2199 S Kittredge Way, Aurora , Co. 80013, [303) 755-3710 

Here at Hornady 
we're just as serious as you are 
about silhouette shooting. In 
fact, ten members of our man
agement and research staff are 
active competitors in local and 
national matches. We thought 
you'd like to see some of the 
Hornady bullets they recom
mend after testing them per
sonally. 

Recently we also helped bal
listics expert William C. Davis, 
Jr., develop the most compre
hensive study yet on how bal-

HORNADY 
SILHOUETTE BULLETS 

~ co 
~ 

tl! 
-.: 
~ 
:IE 
~ 

listics affect silhouette knock
down. Among other things, it 
shows that "striking momen
tum" (a combination of bullet 

- weight and velocity) is most 
critical to target knockdown. 
Write for your copy today and 
we'll include information on 
the knockdown capabilities of 
the bullets shown here, using 
various popular loads. We're 
serious - about making silhou
ette shooting more fun for you. 

or:nady 
I I Bu.lle"fjs 

Hornady Manufacturing Co. 
P.O. Box 1848. Dept. AH·g 
Grand Island, Nebr. 68801 

oretically, automatics are better, too. But 
both those things are only true if you've got 
the time and money to intensively train 
people who are seriously committed to 
mastering the combat handgun. 

In today's real world, police departments 
often don't have that good material to work 
with . . and if they don't, a properly loaded 
.38 Special probably is the best defensive 
tool they can issue to ........ 
"the average cop." ~ 

.3S-CON 

Conti Ilued from page 52 

tion of S&Ws Model 547 9mm revolver, 
the police officer who prefers the wheel gun 
can still rely on what I consider the best of 
the small bores. 

While earlier versions of the S&W 
semiautomatic pistol have suffered from 
inconsistent reliability, the "second gener
ation" 9s have solved those problems. The 
fifteen shot semiauto ofl'ers obvious advan
tages of the six shot .38 Special , but the 
9mm requires closer examination. 

The first advantage of the 9mm revolver 
is a critical one for a law enforcement 
handgun- stopping power. The 4" Model 
547 comes within 20% of the .357s 
performance out of the same barrel length. 
To understand the superiority of the 9mm 
revolver over the .38 Special, I chrono
graphed a number of loads for both weap
ons. Both guns were in new condition with 
4" barrels. Wherever possible, I obtained 
loads with the same weight bullet by 
brand. The results are listed below: 

BULLET 
WEIGHT BRAND 9mm 

a. 95gr jsp w·w 1356fps 
b. 100gr jhp W·W 1305fps 
c. 1l5gr jhp w·w 1187fps 
d. 125gr nhp* S&W 1179fps 
e. 125gr jsp eel 1123fps 
f. 124gr fmj Fron 1139fps 
g. 123gr fmj R·P l108fps 
h. 115gr fmj W·W 1149fps 

BULlET 
WEIGHT BRAND .38 SPEC. 

a. 95gr jhp W·W 1078fps 
b. llOgr jhp W·W 1045fps 
c. 125gr jhp W·W 1056fps 
d. 125gr nhp" S&W 1038fps 
e. 125gr jsp eel 1013fps 
f. 125gr jhp Fron 934fps 
g. 125gr jhp R·P 1023fps 
h. 158gr rnl W·W 728fps 

*Nyclad hollow Point 
The second area where the 9mm shines 

is recoil and muzzle flash. Even the hottest 
9mm loads are mild compared to + P or 

Continued on page 70 
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Buy One IDBtl Book, Get One Free! 
Buy OBI Books Locally - Or Order By Mail 

Th is al l-new 36th edition of Gun 
Digest promises to entertain. enlighten 
and inform with the .same devotion to 
the subject of firearms that has made 
it the world's greatest gunbook for the 
last 35 years. No other gun book or 
magazine matches it for editorial 
excel lence. No other catalog is as 
current. Its writers are the best of the 
breed, its artic les the pick of the 
literature - whether it's a fi rst-hand 
report on what's new or a fresh look at 
the f1fu1i liar. If you're a hunter, collector. 
historian, shooter, hand loader, or just 
find gunlore fascinating, there's plenty 
of good reading in store for you. 
Here's a sampling: 
Remington's 721-722: The Story of 
a Success by Stuart Otteson. The year 
is 1942 and a world war is raging. 
Unlikey time for the birth of a good 
hunting rifle, yet th is Remington not 
only began under such difficu lt c ircum
stances. but went on to become one of 
the most successfu l rif le designs in 
postwar history. 
Long Rifles With Smooth Bores 
by Ashley Halsey, Jr. Examines the 
little considered phenomenon of 
smooth bore rifles. both percuss ion 
and flintlock. of colon ial and pioneer 
times. 
Advices to Young Collectors 
by John T. Amber. How do you acquire 
a gun collection as satisfying as the one 
belonging to the Editor Emeritus of 
Gun Digest? 1\ took him five decades 
of experience and dedication, and his 
advice on what to collect and why will 
put you on the right path. 
A Fresh Look At Old Standards by 
Layne Simpson. Provides many sur
prises for those students of the 
American rifle who have long dismissed 
the Standard Automatic-Slide Action 
ri fles as terrible 

1982 
GUN DIGEST 

The Bren Ten: Intended To Be 
Better by Jeff Cooper. For those who 
want to bu ild a beller gun for practical 
pistol shooting, the Bren Ten could 
be the answer. Cooper tells why. 
Carmichel On Hunting Rifles by 
Jim Carmichel. The hunting and 
shooting editor of "Outdoor Ufe" 
thoroughly examines the options avai l
able to American hunters of rifle game. 
Excerpted from The ComQlete Book 
of Hunting. 
As Authentic As A Hawken by Rick 
Hacker. Everybody thinks the Hawken 
was the best. but in truth. there weren't 
that many around. There were good 
alternates. however. 
Swivel Guns of Southeast Asia 
by John W. Sanders. A delightful look 
at very versatile fi rearms. With these 
Lelas and Lantakas. Indonesians 
defended their villages and boats and 
bought cattle. 
Elk Rifles: No Simple Formula by 
Pete Nelson. A hard-working timber 
and big country el k hunter helps solve 
the dilemma of what one rifle is best to 
ki ll an elk at 20 yards in the tall timber. 
or 300 yards in a clear-cut. 
Heavier Artillery by John Brindle. 
Can a heavier shotgun give you an 
edge in competition? This author 
th inks so and does a great job of 
convi ncing you that "heavier is beller" 
Guns For The Twenty Percent by 
James T. Fender. A paucity of sporting 
firearms for the southpaw has led 
to problems. Here's a look at some 
possible solutions. 
I Hunt Timber: I Vote Variables 

factory devised a d ifferent way to beat 
it. Author Simmons examines the 
morass of mechanical solutions he 
feels have created safety problems 
of thei r own. 
20th Century Powder Horns by Rick 
Jamison. 
Whitetails: North America's Real 
Challenge by Dan L. Flores. 
Airgun Accessories: A Review 
by J. I. Galan. 
Boots For The Uplands by Dave Duffey. 
The $4000 Spike by Bob Bell. 
Pyrodex: Five Years Down The Road 
by John Bivins. 
Hunt The Waterholes by Charles J 
Farmer. 
Target And Short Range Shooting 
Devices by Paul Klatt. 
Raising Kids With Guns by Bill 
Davidson. 
Much, much more! 
I n addition to these and other great 
feature articles, this edition also includes 
a 12-page Testfire Section examining 
the real performance potential of'fire
arms now on the market. The critics: 
Larry Sterell. J . B. WOOd, Ken Warner 
and Hal Swiggett. The firearms: revol
vers. auto pistols, rifles and shotguns. 
Plus these regular departments: The 
Shooter's Showcase of New Products, 
1981 _ Ammunition Tables _ Arms 
Library _ Arms Associations in 
America and Abroad - Periodical 
Publ ications - Shooting Publ ica-
tions - Directory of the Arms Trade. 
And the most up-to-date firearms 
catalog section available! Nearly 150 
pages of illustrations and specifications 
on all U.S. and imported rifles, shotguns, 
handguns, b lack powder guns, air 
guns, chokes and brakes, metallic 
sights, scopes and mounts. All are 
listed with the most up-to-date prices 
available. 448 8 W'x 11" 

by Norm Nelson. A fervent plea for the 
use of variable scopes to solve hunter 
vision problems where seeing isn't easy. 
Single-Action Safety by Donald M. 
Simmons. When the government 
devised a drop test for revolvers. every 

~--------------~--. 'SEE DETAILS ON FOLLOWING PAGES--~ 



Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free! 
Buy OBI Books Locally - Or Order By Mail 

MILITARY SMALL ARMS OF THE 20TH CENTURY 
4th Edition By Ian v. Hogg and John Weeks 

#MA9146 

A comprehensive illustrated encyclopedia of the · 
world's small-caliber firearms 
The cover features the brand new 
Austrian Steyr 5.6mm AUG automatic 
rifle, just one of many new or modified 
weapon entries included in this fully 
revised 4th edition. Since the last 
edition, the NATO Small ,A,rms Trials 
have been held, and the authors have 
chosen what to include in this edition, 
based largely on the results of these 
keenly contested evaluations. Some·of 
the new firearms covered: the Hecklel 
& Koch 4.7mm G11 automatic rifle, the 
first small arm using caseless ammu
nition to have reached such an advan
ced stage of development; the 
revolutionary Hughes Chain Gun, a 

very new concept in weapons design; 
the MR73 in .357 Magnum, a new 
revolver from Manurhin, an old estab
lished firm ; the new SovietAK-7 4 assau lt 
rifle, now in service with U.s.S.R.'s 
armed forces. As before, the book is 
divided into sections covering hand
guns, submachine guns, machine guns, 
bolt action rifles , automatic rif les , 
anti-tank rif les and ammunition. It's the 
most comprehens ive sing le-volume 
directory to those small arms in use 
today by the world 's armies, those 
used during two world wars - and those 
destined to see service in the '80's. 
288 8'/2" x 11" pages. 

Gun Digest Book Of ~~'\ RELOADING FOR 
SHOTGUNNERS 

~~~' ... <.,. ,0/'"",-MODERN 
GUN VALUES 
3rd Edition 
By Jack Lewis 
Better than ever, this new edition has 
been greatly expanded to include all 
non-military guns introduced in the U.S: 
between 1900 and 1978. Includes 
current market values, full specifications, 
discontinuance dates, detailed de
scriptions with crisp, accurate illustra
tions for all domestic and imported 
handguns, rifles, shotguns and com
memoratives. Thousands of listings and 
more than 1800 photographs. All 
makes are alphabetically listed in 
separate sections for easy reference. An 
invaluable guide to buying, selling and 
trading guns. 384 8 '/2" x 11" pages. 

#MG5836 

S995 

Edited by 
Robert S.L. Anderson 

Articles by well-known authorities 
cover the psychology of trap and Skeet, 
slug reloading , wildcatting , home 
defense reloads , patterning, shotshells 
for the small bores plus questions and 
answers on shotshell reloading, tips 
and tricks to make reloading easier. 
Ed Matunas, ammo and components 
authority, provides over 70 pages of 
load data for 1 0, 12, 16, 20, 28 and .41 0 
bore shotguns. Photos and descriptions 
of loading presses in operation and a 
separate catalog section of current 
presses and components round out 
this complete book of shots hell 
reloading. 224 8'/2" x 11 " pages. 

#RS2606 

Announcing the fifth volume in this unique series! 
Gun Digest Book Of 

#SR8656 

S895 

FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY ByJ. B. Wood 
Originally scheduled for four parts , 
this highly regarded series has now 
been expanded to five with this vol
ume on shotguns. In Parts I and II , the 
author broke down automatic pistols 
and revolvers; in Parts III and IV, rim
fire and centeriire rif les. Here he dis
mantles and reassembles shotguns 
with the same expertise and meticu
lous detail. He covers most modern 
guns, includes a broad selection of 
the older, more popular guns and 
adds some not-so-popular, tricky 
ones. Disassembly takes you step-by 
step to the "fie ld strip" level, caution
ing about proceeding further without 
having developed a basic mechan
ica l aptitude. With that note of advice, 
Wood tontinues to describe the 

complete disassembly procedure, 
down to the last pin ,spring and screw. 
Accompanying the text are hundreds 
of close-up photographs showing the 
most intricate detail. Where reassem
bly involved more than just revers
ing the order, Wood illustrates the 
more complicated steps to "avoid an 
embarrassing trip to the gunsmith 
carrying a box full of parts". Each vol
ume also iAcludes an illustrated sec
tion on tools , and a list of sources for 
specialized items. All told , this series 
gives the most comprehens ive , uni
form and professionar presenfation 
avai lable to either hobbyist or gun
smith. Each book contains 288 to 320 
8 '/2" x 11 " pages. 

PART I: AUTOMATIC 
PISTOLS 
#FP8616 . $8.95 

PART II: REVOLVERS 
#FR8626 ....... $8.95 

PART III: RIMFIRE 
RIFLES 
#RR8636 . ... .. $8.95 

PART IV: CENTERFIRE 
RIFLES 
#CR8646. . . $8.95 

PART V: SHOTGUNS 
#SR8656 . .. ... $8.95 

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY 

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~ 



Buy One IDal1 Book, Get One Free! 
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad! 

ABC'S OF RELOADING 
2nd Edition 

By Dean A. Grennell 
Step-by-step instruction on 
powders, shells, shot and 
loading density. Covers 
handgun, rifle and shotshell 
procedures. New ballistic 
mfo and reload testing tech
niques. 288 8Y.!" x II" pages. 

#AB5636 . ...... $8.95 

CARTRIDGES OF THE 
WORLD, 4th Edition 
By Frank C. Barnes 
Completely up-dated, this en
cyclopedic work covers the 
dimensions; performance para
meters, physical characterist
ics for over 1,000 different 
cartridges in one, well-organ
ized book. 384 8Y.!" x II" pages. 

#CW5046 ..... . $9.95 

HANDLOADING 
FOR HANDGUNNERS 

By George C. Nonte, Jr. 
Covers selection · of bullets, 
powder, primers. How-to 
articles on casting and pre
paring bullets; swaging; cor
recting misfires and more. 
Ballistics and loading data 
tables. 288 8Vz' x 1\' pages. 
#HH84I6 .. .. .. .. . $8.95 

LAW ENFORCEMENT GUN DIGEST BOOK OF PISTOL AND REVOLVER 
HANDGUN DIGEST PISTOLSMITHING DIGEST 2nd Edition 
3'd Ed/'t/'on By Jack Lewis by Jack Mitchell Edited by Dean A. Grennell 

" Covers smoothing, tuning, and Jack Lewis 
All that's new for on and off- timing, joining, metal temper- All-new 2nd edition covers 
duty weapons: shotguns, spec- ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot- reloading, maintenance and 
ial weapons, ammo, leather and ing, accurizing, installinl!.!al- repairs, silhouette shooting, 
body armor. How SWAT tering sights,."making reprace- handgunning for big game, 
works, combat shooting, a visit ment parts . l\.its for a 45 auto new developments in ammo, 
to S&W's Police Academy. rebuildingajunkerpistol. 288 leather, grips. 288 8Vz' x 1\' 
288 8Y.!" x II" pages. 8Y.!" x II" pages. pages. 

#LU5236 ... ... . $8.95 #PS9546 ...... . $8.95 #PR5926 .. .. .... $8.95 
~----------------+-----------------~- --- ---------- ---- -- ------., 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF HOME GUNSMITHING : TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE 
AGNUDNSTMHIETIHRIUNSGETSOOLS... DIGEST 2nd Edition OF ONE! HERE'S HOW! 

By R. A. Steindler 
By John E. Traister All new articles span com- Buy one of these OBI books anywhere and get 

Iritroduction to virtually every plete what, how-to and why another OBI book FREE! Now you can own 
professional gunshop tool. mfo. Projects for the begin- any of the books shown in this ad FREE! 
Hundreds of informative, ner as well as the seasoned 
explanatory photos. Covers home gunsmith. Plus a di- (a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price. 
all the fundamentals plus rectory of the trade. 288 8';h' (b) For each book you buy, you may select a 
many tips for the expert. 256 x II' pages. second book from this ad of the same price 
8Y.!"xll"pages. #HM5156 ........ $8.95 or less FREE! 
#GT8816 . . . . ... $7.95 (c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book 
SHOTGUN DIGEST GUN DIGEST REVIEW OF you order to help us cover postage, insur-
2nd Edition Edited by CUSTOM GUNS ance, packing and handling. 

Jack Lewis & Jack Mitchell Edited by Ken Warner (d) If you buy OBI books from your local ' 
All new articles: classic re- Investigates checkering, dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show-
novation of a 1920 Winchester wooiis, barrels, actions, sights, ing which books in this ad you bought and 
Model 12, understanding finishes and more . Price and where. Same FREE book offer applies, 
chokes, comparing gauges, design trends . Plus special including $2.00 postage, insurance and 
Rottweil's new mova~le rib, Artisan directorv, listing . ~ r h FREE b k 
Ljutic's spacegun, much, gunsmithsandspec1altyshops handling .ees .or eac 00 . 

much more. 288 8Y.!"x II" by type. 256 8Y.!"x II "pages. ABC 
pages. $8 95 I'm Buying Retail Send These 
#SD5726 ....... $8.95 #CU8916 ....... . These Price FREE! 

THE COMPLETE THE BLACK POWDER Book' $ 
BLACK POWDER HANDGUN Book, 

HANDBOOK By Sam Fadala 
By Sam Fadala From the Duckfoot to the 

Everxthingfrom properiubes Ruger Old Army. Covers 
and nflingtwisttodo-it-your- loads and loading, moulding 
self accessories. Plus surefire bullets and balls, ballistics, 
loading methods, ballistics, tuning and timmg, lubes, 
safety, successful shooting solvent, patching, sighting-in. 
tips. 320 8Y.!" x II" pages. More. 288 8W'x II" pages. 

#BL8326 ... .. .. $8.95 #B09266 ..... .. $8.95 

BLACK POWDER 
GUNSMITHING 

By Ralph T. Walker 
Replicas to restoration. Cov
ers many specific projects, 
kits, plus original guns
when to upgrade and when 
to keep hands off. Complete 
directory of suppliers. 288 
8Vl' x II' pages. 
#BG5626 ........ $8.95 

BLACK POWDER GUN 
DIGEST 2nd EDITION 

Edited by Jack Lewis 
A must for muzzle loaders. 
In-depth discourse on rifles, 
handguns, scatterguns and 
accessories . Features updated 
catalog of arms ; new alterna
tive to black powder; big 
gun look at cannonry; where 
to buy. 288 81/1 " x II' pages. 
#BP9346 ... . .. .. ... $7.95 
KNIVES '81 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF d b K .AI 
METALLIC SILHOUETTE Edite y en •• arner 
SHOOTING By Elgin Gates Design trends and state of the 
Comprehensive coverage is art in techniques, blade steels, 

sheaths, handle materials, 
given to the rifles, handguns, trimmings. The finest com-
scopes and ammo currently pact catalog of custom and 
being developed for this ex- factory knives and sources. 
citing, fast growing sport. Lists over 400 custom knife-

$ 
Book H Book I 

$ 
Book I Book, 

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above. 

Column 'B' Total $,-----

PL us postage, insurance, and handling charges 
($2.00 for each FREE book). $ •. 

TOTAL ENCLOSED $-
OR 

Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer 
sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally. 
Sel'd FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C' 
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee 
for each book. 
TOTAL ENCLOSED $, ____ _ 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ... 
PLEASE ALLOW 

THREE WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 
DBI BOOKS, INC. 
Dept. C307 , One Northfield Plaza 
Northfield, IL 60093 
Name: _________________________ _ 

Add~s: ___________________________ _ 
Plus history, rules and meets. makers. Over 600 photos. 
256 8Vl' x II' pages. 192 8Y.!"x II" pages. I City State ___ Zip, ___ _ 
#MS8516 ...... .. $7.95 $5 95 I U.S. & Canada only ... 2 for I offer expires in 60 daysl 
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~tNO$; RED 995 
51NCE1949 RAMP .... 

KITS 
Accept no substitutes -
use only genuine King's 
White Outline Blades for 
Colt , Ruger and Micro 
Sights 
4.95 if purchased with Kit 

COD , 
MASTER CARD, 
VISA ACCEPTED . 

Accept No Substitutes, Use King's Products Only 

Install better-than-factory front sight inserts with our 
highly visible colored insert material! Choose from four 
extremely durable acrylic colors: Red, Orange, Yellow 
or White. Detailed instructions included with each kit. 

CA. RESIDENTS 
ADD 6%. 

SHIPPING & 
HANDLING 1.50 

Std. Kit one color, your choice, @ 25 inserts .. . , 9.95 
Pro Kit one color, your choice , @ 100 inserts , complete 
with mixing bowl and dropper . . ... . .. . ... . ... . 20.00 
Additional colors at extra cost 
Acrylic Hardener Y2 oz. 5.00 ; 1 oz. 8.00; 2 oz. 12.00 
Colored Powder '/2 oz. 4.95; 1 oz. 10.00; 2 oz. 18.00 
Mixing .Bowl 1.80 Dropper 50¢ 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Order from: 

KING'S GUN WORKS 
1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201 (213) 244-6811 or 244-7686 

Lou Ciamillo 
Pistolsmith 

c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD. 

Pol ice Combat Revolvers 

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER, 
S&W, AND COLT 
CONVERSIONS 

Combat Conversion s on al l guns include Douglas or Apex 
1-1 / 16" round or square barrel, Bo-Mar , Davis, Mascot or 
Ar istocrat Rib, complete action job including smooth tr igger w i 
tr igger stop and speed hammer . 

All above w ork on most Colt , S&W and Ruger Revolvers: 

Round 1-1 / 16" Barrel (Blu el .. $245.00 
Square Barrel w / ejector rod shroud . $295.00 
(Add $ 10 .00 for stain less) 

' Prices include taking origin al sights and barrel in trade. 

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS 
CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D FIELD REP PMA 

For more Information write: Lou Clamillo - Gunsmith 
clo Maryland Gun Works, LTD. I 26200 Frederick Road I Hyallstown, Maryland 20734 

(301) 831-8456 

Continued f rom page 66 

+ P + offerings out of the four inch .38 
Special. When you compare the 3" Model 
547 to the 2" or 2112" .38 snub the difference 
is even more dramatic. 

A third advantage is the compact size of 
the 9mm round. Today's police officer is 
loaded down with a multitude of items. 
anything that can save weight is a God
send . While I'm more than willing to lug a 
.41 Magnum and other assorted items for 
eight hours of patrol, most cops are not so 
predisposed . 

. Another advantage of the 9mm, is that it 
allows the department to offer its officer a 
choice between the revolver and pistol 
without stocking two calibers of ammuni
tion. It would make the armors job much 
simpler, while giving the officer the 
freedom of choosing the handgun system 
he feels most comfortable with. I've been 
carrying my 3" Model 547 off-duty an,d it's 
an excellent concealment piece for those 
who prefer the wheelgun. 

Massad and I have been known to spend 
hours arguing on whether the day in ques
tion was partially sunny or partially 
cloudy. I'd be amazed if we agreed on the 
.38 Special. I guess it all boils down to 
whether you want to stay in the dark ages 
of policeweaponry or turn the corner into 
the world of modern ...... 
police cartridges. '" 

PISTOL TEAM 

Continued from page 33 

around and complained, you'd have 
thought it was his trigger finger!" 

Once after the Indian Hills Ranger's 
matches near Cincinnati, a group of us 
were at the Cincinnati depot, awaiting our 
train to Camp Perry. Joe Dircks walked up 
to a water fountain to get a drink and one 
of the railroad police told him, "There's 
another of these fountains about thirty
yards, and through some fault in the con
struction, you can yell in this one, and it 
comes out loud and clear from the other 
one." 

Joe looked down the platform at the 
other fountain and another member of 
their team, Lee Young, was just walking up 
for a drink. 

Now Lee Young was a very fancy 
dresser .. . always in his traffic uniform 
and neat as a pin. Just as he leaned over to 
get a drink of water, Joe Dircks yelled in 
his fountain , "Get away from that water 
fountain, you damned fiat-foot cop! Stand 
back from there and don' t even touch it! 
We don't allow you rat fink policemen to 
use any of these facilities!" 
. Lee clenched his fists and jumped back 

from the fountain as though there'd been a 
cotton-mouthed water moccasin snake in 
it. He whirled around, seeking his tormen-
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tor. He finally concentrated on a big, burly 
janitor who was sweeping with a huge, 
bristly broom about ten feet to the right of 
the fountain . Lee rushed up to him, both 
fists in a striking position. "Are you the 
bird th a t's been ordering me around 
and calling me all those names? " he 
demanded. 

The janitor raised his broom and aimed 
it at Young, "You git two feet closer, you 
belligerant ignoramus ," he said, " an ' 
You'll git a face full of these bristles!" 

About then, Joe Dircks cut loose again, 
" You heard me , you big , flat-footed 

"Are you 
tlte .ird that's 
.een calling me 

all tltose names?" 

grafter! Get away from that fountain and 
do it right now! " 

Lee Young wheeled back toward the 
fountain as he had determined by then the 
noise surely was coming from that direc
tion. As he could see no one, however, he 
finally unclenched his fists , shook his head 
in disbelief, and slowly walked back to 
where the rest of us were waiting. The jani
tor watched him warily, "How'd he ever git 
a police suit? " he asked no one in 
particular. 

'There's some damn smart-aleck down 
there;' Lee Young told us, and he pointed 
toward the other fountain, "that sure hates 
cops! Gave me the damndest dressing 
down I ever got in my life! Never did find 
him, either." 

"The place is full of them; ' Joe told him. 
"One of them forbade me to drink out of 
this one. Let's not make a scene, Lee. Let's 
just wait until we get on the train. They've 
probably got us outnumbered and we 
don't want to put our department in a bad 
light: ' 

Lee Young sat down, still shaking his 
head and didn't have any more to say until 
the train pulled in. As he was boarding it, 
he looked down toward the far fountain . 
The huge janitor was still there, sweeping 
lazily and there was no one else around the 
fountain . "Fine way to treat your visitors!" 
Lee squalled out, shaking his fist as he 
went aboard . 

The old Los Angeles Police Pistol Team 
... The curtain is falling on them too 
quickly. There are not many of them left. 
Joe Dircks still lives in Los Angeles, Al 

The copies never live up to the originals. Witness the Gerber 
Survival Knives. Gerber's incomparable Guardian is a new 3Y2 ounce 
masterpiece, designed by R. W Loveless. Will anyone match the 
world's foremost knife designer? Need 
you even ask? The Mark I and II, and the 
Command I and II have inspired a small 
horde of imitations, but the originals 
have never been equalled. After all, a 
mere knife is no match for a legend. The Legend Lives On 
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PRICE COMBAT GUNS 
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK 

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully 
executed combat modifications 

• "rlForm<,r! on the .45 auto. 

Write for details and price list. 
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE 

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2. Box 92 Open 9:00·5:00 Daily 
21 years experience Miami. OK 74354 Closed Sunday 
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673·2810 

CASE-GARD® 
Ammo Protection for Handgunners 

By 1ili:1il • Dirt and moisture resistant 
• Virtually indestrucible 
• Guaranteed for 3 years 

(A) The NEW Mag-100 . ......... . .......... $2.95 
(8) The ORIGINAL Case-Gard 50's .... ....... $1.49 
(C) The GENUINE Ammo Wallet (TM) .. $2.49 to $2.99 
(D) The UNIQUE Magazine Wallet (TM) ........ $3.69 

For complete information see your MTM Dealer, or 

m -.. m® MTM Molded proS~::t:5 c~foo:r ~:u~r~::~:a!:2e' !Fu!ll !c!olo!r!19!8~1 c~a~ta~IOg~. ~~~::: 
5680 Webster Street. Dayton, ~hlO 45414 

BROWNELLS 
CATALOG #34 

Designed for 
The Gunsmiths- Dealers - Hobbyists 

Who Service the Needs of the 
Millions of 

Sportsmen & Target Shooters 
in the U.S. Today 

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY PAGES 
Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserves the Best* possible 
in supplies elmmediate service from in-stock inventories ePersonal association with 
knowledgeable gun people eConstant adjustment in product performance . 

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT 
For the trade are tools for every need eChemlcals tor every application eSupplies for every 
operation eAccessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot, to service, to repair, to re-build 
or build the Gun eElectroless nickel plating eWood carving tools eEngraving supplies eHot 
and cold gun bluing eSpecial glass bedding· Acraglas . Acraglas Gel. 

*ONLY THE BEST 
(*Some things are just naturally better than others · and for over 40 years our gun trade has 
wasted no time alerting us to the difference. As a simple matter of survival, if it doesn't do it 
"best" we don't dare carry it! I . . 

Price $3.25" - FREE TO OUALIFIED GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME) 
Serious Gunnuts & Hobbyists (Our new regular customers of t he future) : Ask, and we will send Federa l Firearms Licensing 
procedures with your $3.25 catalog order. For the good o f the enti re shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get 
started as a legitimate professional· full or part time· or en hance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area 
depends on the activity of the local gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy! 

"Refunded on first $30.00 order. " Foreign orders: $4.25 

"THE" SOURCE CATALOG YOU SHOULD NOT BE WITHOUT 

-----BROWN ELLS. Inc. MONTEi~~!; ~~~~E 50171 -----

Strand in Haw·aii. Chief Davis is dead, as 
are Wheeler, Ward, Engbrecht, Emmett 
Jones and Walter Stark. One ofthe giants 
of their team, both from a shooting stand
point and from his size was Bill Barkley . 
He is alive and well after a heart by-pass 
operation, and is living in Carson City, Ne
vada. Another stalwart, Basil Starkey, was 
alive the last I heard of him, as was another 
black-ring shooter, Earl "Fuzzy" Farrant. 

But they were something to remember 
... they'd "hot hand" you, break an egg in 
your pocket, nail your gun box to the 
bench, shoot black -powder bullets off right 
when you were aiming, walk you into a 
fresh concrete walkway, and then beat you 
so bad in the next match you'd wonder 
what in the world you were doing up there. 

If they hadn't been the very quintes
sence of high-quality triviality and the 
finest gang of outrageous b,ums in the 
shooting world, I don't believe IIIIM-
many of us could have stood it. ~ 

TROOPERS 

Continued from page 55 

Colt department, took a fling with S& W 66 
and then the Highway Patrolman, and has 
since decided to once again standardize on 
the Colt. Old guns are 5" nickel Trooper 
.357s; new ones will be 4" nickel Pythons. 
Load is 158-grain Keith bullet, Mag ve
locity. The crossdraw holster is a bone of 
contention among he troopers, who re-

"NJSP's issue "olster 
is tlte sa w snatc .. 
resistant Security 

Plus" 

cently voted to replace it with a straight 
draw, we're told . 

New Jersey State Police recently re
placed an amalgam of Colt, S&W, and 
Ruger guns with the stainless steel Ruger 
Security Six, chambered for .357 but 
loaded with .38 Special hollowpoints. 
NJSP's issue holster is the snatch-resistant 
S&W Security Plus, we were told. 

New York State Police had Military & 
Police .357s that were the fore-runner of 
today's Model 13. Insiders say that the guns 
didn ' t stand up to constant Magnum 
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pounding. Result: the issue gun is now the 
4", N-frame Highway Patrolman. For this 
agency, supposedly, S&W developed that 
rare modern collector's item, the Model 
520, a fixed-sight Highway Patrolman re
sembling the old .38/44 Heavy Duty. 

158-grain flat-nose Magnum ammo is 
standard, and worn in belt loops; the hols-

J 

"lite duty load for 
Delaware &oopers 

is a jaclceted 
hollowpoint + P" 

ter is a Border Patrol style. 
Minnesota State Patrol uses a Border 

Patrol holster on a super -wide Sam 
Browne b~lt and carries a 4" Model 66 
loaded with flat-nose Magnum ammo. 
These people have a super combat course 

using Duelatrons and cars, etc . for bar
ricades. 

At Delaware State Police. a Model 10 
S&W heavy barrel .38 in high-ride holster 
with conventional safety strap is standard . 
Duty load is jacketed + P hollowpoints. 

Rhode Island State Police showed their 
gratitude to S&W, who designed the 
Model 68 (6", stainless Combat Master
piece .38) for these guys, by adopting the 
6" Model 66 in .357 instead. Sorry, S&W 
and Gun Collectors of the World. Good 
for you, Rhode Island troops. 

Rhode Island's 66's are carried in 
crossdraw, fingertip-release Audley hol
sters of pre-WWII design, with lanyards. 
Make of it what you will, but none of the 
troops can remember a brother officer get
ting his gun taken away. 158-grain SJHP 
Magnum ammo is issued. 

Virginia State Police's S&W's Model 64 
(heavy barrel, 4" .38 Military & Police in 
stainless) is slowly replacing conventional 
Colt and Smith .38s in the armory. Flat
nose I58-grain lead bullets are standard 
and Jordan holsters are issue. 

Maryland State Police troopers are is
sued 4" S&W Model 13 fixed-sight .357 
Magnum revolvers loaded with 1l0-grain 
semi-jacketed hollowpoints. lwelve more 
of those rounds are carried in a pair of 
HKS speedloaders. The gun itself rides in 
a snatch-resistant breakfront holster by 
Bucheimer. A union rep tells us that most 

THE HA 
THAT AL 
THE GAME 
Built for "sport" not "argument", Contender has little in 
common with a revolver. Its superb accuracy and strong 
break open design - coupled with a unique interchangeable 
barrel system, affords maximum downrange performance. By 
increasing the effective range of the handgun, offering work
able terminal ballistics (heavy bullet weights accurately placed 
with sufficient remaining energy to do the job properly), Con
tender has made history in the hunting handgun field. The first 
"out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metal-
lic Silhouette, Contender is racking up additional merits at every match. To 
date 2,023 Production Class winners have "done it" with a Contender, Before 
you choose a hunting handgun, check the record. 

WrU.le FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOG! 
Its 28 pages are jam packed with new caliber and barrel combinations plus other. 
pertinent info. You'll want it! 

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS 
Farmington Road, P.O. ,Box 2426, Dept. TAH 9, Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 
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troopers wear high-powered automatics
.45s and 9mm.s-off duty, and a high 
number carry them for backup ~ 
as well. ~ 

COMBAT COURSE 
C01ltinued from page 25 

rock caused a reaction. Hits near the center 
result in no movement by the target. The 
sound of a hit with little or no movement 
means a good hit. The larger the move
ment, the poorer the hit. The reaction of 

~', :: , :1" :',~p ~ :~' •. '~;'.:"~'~!~ 

.' :,;,~~ ~( ' . ~ 

)' v~ #~ 
'H ";'· '\ " 

- ' < ~';~~j 
a1!f"'" • 
Pivoting targets are securely mounted 
to the deck, but allow movement when 
hit anywhere but dead center of chest. 

the target is too slow, however, to indicate 
two or more hits fired very fast unless they 

ER 
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BUEHLER PISTOL 
MOUNT 

A new improved 
Thompson Contender pistol base 
locates the front locking ring over the 
hammer where the greatest recoil stress is 
produced. Windage adjustment is forward. A 
good idea that adds strength and durability to 
the best mount available. Send for our 
complete line of rifle and pistol mounts. 

Send for FREE Catalog 36H 

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. • 0 R IN D A, CA. 94SbJ 

~ryr~ ~~~~hC~~E~~p· 
"GROU P-GRI PPER"

N 

- Dramatically Improved Accuracy 
- Major Reduction in Both Felt Recoil 

and Muzzle Jump 

Send SASE for details on the Accu 
System .ill: $1.00 for complete rl.600. ' (0 ... 1 .. ( 
brochure of Custom Modifications & 

CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS 

FROM THE ACCURACY SPECIALIST, 
ALPHA PRECISION 

The "FIRST IN ACCURACY" is our name 

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET, 
SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT 

• Competitive prices • Over 20 years experience. 
Dependable functioning • Professional 
craftsmansh ip • 

• All work fully tested and guaranteed • 

• Fast service, less than 15 days for most work· 

• Send large SASE for details • 

ALPHA PRECISION, INC., Dept. 01, 1231 Sunderland, Ct. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30319 (404) 458-0477 

are on the same side of the center line. 
One target design has a slight weld bead 

in the shape of scoring rings. By painting 
the target after each contestant, scoring 
could be done for matches. 

The design and workmanship is excel
lent. Fred has built a special pivot and has 
developed an important balance and 
strength feature into the target stressing 
that copiers will not be able to duplicate. 

Rings in steel can be used for scoring. 

While worth the $450 price tag, I feel 
most individual shooters will unsuc
cessfully attempt to copy this patented tar
get rather than buy it. Law enforcement 
and training groups, as well as match di
rectors , will do well to consider buying 
these targets as they work and ..... 
have many applications. ~ 

SECURITY 

Continued from page 63 . 

veloped after considerable committee 
work. Proposals varied from one hand, sin
gle action bullseye programs including 
only target training to a fully comprehen
sive program as used by Westec Security. 
The actual program is probably a reason
able compromise. It stresses the specific 
teaching of practical and legal considera
tions in the use of firearms in security. This 
point is the major reason police-type pro
grams are not used in security. The use of 
the weapon in security must be only in self 
defense, and lethal force situations should 
be avoided by security personnel. Safety, 
first aid and gun handling are stressed as 
well as shooting ability. The majority of 
the training and shooting is at the short 
ranges where defensive action is most 
likely. Fortunately the desire to develop 
PP.C competition shooters has not slanted 
the training as it has so many police pro
grams. The course does not yet, however, 
reflect an understanding of the defensive 
roll of the handgun. Single action shooting 
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is allowed and holster work is not taught 
nor required. I wonder when police and se
curity companies will learn that guns are 
drawn prematurely when officers are not 
taught to draw quickly when required. 

As this is written the new program has 
not started, but from all indications it will 

"Police-type 
training programs 

are not 
used in security" 

be a tremendous improvement backed by 
tough enforcement. The course will take at 
least two days, will require qualification on 
each of th e two days and will limit the 
"shoot until they make it" concept. It will 

"SeHer security firms 
consider the State 
requirements the . 
minimum level" 

also be a great deal more expensive. Hope
fully two di stinct groups of security per
sonnel will develop ; low-paid , unarmed 
personnel and well paid , well-trained 
armed personnel. 

The new requirements will also include 
the req ualification process which is still 
just once a year. Officers leaving the em
ploy of one company will have their permit 
become inactive. It must be reactivated by 
the next employer. This will stop the cur
rent practice of many companies of taking 
the firearms permit at face value, handing 
the guard a gun and putting him to work 
without checking his skill. 

The better companies consider the State 
requirements the minimum level and have 
their own training for all new employees. 
At Westec all new hires are sent to our own 

~E 

A. King's Arsena l Type Staking Tool for King·s. 
Micro. Bomar front sights . ............ 18.50 

B. King's Bush ing Wrench. 3.00 
C. Kin g's White Outline Blade for Ruger, Colt, 

Micro sights 5.50 
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Pl ug Set for 

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stain less steel, RC 30-35 
(spec ify Government or Commander) .. 25.00 

E. Magazine Base Pad 1.95 
F. King 's Wide Combat Grip Safety - no alterat ion 

to frame (spec ify Gov't or Commander) .. 22,50 
G. King 's Recoi l Spring Guides; 416 stain less steel , 

ground, hea t trea ted fin ish (speci fy Government 
or Commander. . .. 22.50 

H. King 's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as 
stop, Gold Cup Width ................. 12.0 

I. King's Ta rget Bushing (blued) 8.50 
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stain less steel 

RC30-35 .............................. 15.00 J 
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous orig inal 

for Colt 45 Auto. . 29.00 
L. King Hard Ball Sight 18.00 

King's Hard Ball with White Outline .... · 21 .00 
M. King's Combat Speed Safety ..... 18.00 
N. Kinq's Extended Slide Stop.. .. . 30 .00 
Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices 

GunsmIthIng at Its finest! 
Have your Colt Auto or ours customized as only 
King's can do it! We've been satisfyi ng ou r 
customers nat ionwide for over 30 years! 
Inquire for prices. 

For orders and dealer inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to: 

KING'S GUN WORKS 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd.' Glendale, 
CA 91201' (213) 244-6811'244-7686 

COD, MASTER CARD , VISA ACCEPTED. 
CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50 

NIT:'D'V' METAL FINISHING PROCESS 
..D.A. HARD, CORROSION RESISTANT 

-
••• provides handsome appearance of stainless'steel 

WRITE FOR 
Full color illustrated 
brochure and name 
of nearest 
dealer 

THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces 
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments. 
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration 
Is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to 
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper 
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field 
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking 
protective finish for that new purchase. Results 

. guaranteed! Investigate. 

I!II!II!IIIIII~II 
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: Treat your guns to the amazing MASTER SHIELD Vacuum Teflon * Process 

• PERMANENT PROTECTION FOR ALL HANDGUNS • 
• Totally eliminates th e need t!) oil your gun • Not a surface coating so it can't wear off 
• Easier cleaning - surface dirt and powder residue • Warrantied for the life of your gun 

simply wipes off • Does not alte r th e finish 
• Reduces leading • Improves functioning of auto pistols 
• Eliminates ru sting • Minimizes wear of critical internal parts 
• Smooths action • Proven in the fi eld 

LOW COST - LIFETIME PROTECTION FOR ONLY 
$34.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling per handgun 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

" T EFLON IS A U. S. REGISTE RED T R ADEMA R K OF 
TH E a u PON T co . FOR FLUOROCARBON RESINS. 

BLAtl SHEEP EITEBPBISES 
P.O. BOX 717, SAUGUS, CA 91350,805/255-0857 

DEMPSEY CUSTOM GUN 
19715 Bolton Bridge· Humble, Texas 77338·713-446-7842 

training program under the direction of 
World Class shooter Dave Arnold, whom I 
met in the 1977 IPSC World Champion-
ships. The initial firearms training covers 
both day and night shooting emphasizing 
instinct techniques taught by world class 

"'he initial firearms 
training covers .0'" 

day and night 
shooting" 

. 

shooter Nick Pruit at his WEST firearms 
school near Lake Piru, Calif. Once trained 
they are under the direction of our range 
master Sgt. Mike Fichman, also a world 
class shooter. Each officer is given 200 
practice rounds a month , has monthly op-

"All shooting 
involves speed draw 

from a locked 
holster" 

portunities for competition and must re
qualify each quarter. All of our shooting ~ . 
involves a speed draw from a locked 
holster. 

In California at least, fully accredited 
armed security officers will have been 
taught the basics , know when the gun . 
should or should not be used and will 
qualify annually. These officers will also 
have been fingerprinted and checked for 
felony convictions. A client will know that 
a reasonable minimum has been main
tained provided they check to see that the 
officers carry the required guard and fire
arms cards. 

Security is fast becoming a major indus
tr.y with a different image. Good training 
and excellent wages are now available. 
The career potential is ~ 
outstanding. ~ 
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All the big shots read GUNS. It offers the 
best coverage of the firearms scene ever 
assembled. Whether you own a giant
killer or a plinker, you 'll get a lot more 
enjoyment from it when you.gain a 
thorough knowledge of all types of guns 
and their uses. 

If you're a sportsman who wants to 
know more about reloading, competition 
shooting, or even have black powder in 
your blood, you 'll be able to pick the 
brains of some of the most 
knowledgeable experts in the world, 
right from the pages of GUNS magazine. 
Twelve big issues a year, chock-full of 
color stories and features, come your way 
when you become a regular subscriber to 
GUNS - and you save yourself a lot of 
money over the $2.00 single copy price, 
plus a trip to the newsstand. 

For a subscription to GUNS, use the 
attached postage-paid card or send your 
check or money order for the term you 
select: 3 years $33.45 (you save $38.55), 
2 years $24.85 (you save $23.15), 1 year 
$14.95 (you save $9.05). FREE BONUS if 
you order now: The GUNS PATCH for 
jacket or hat .. . a $3.50 value! 

Write to: GUNS Magazine, 
Subscription Dept. 108,591 Camino de la 

. Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108 



What~s Wrong 
With the. 45? 

By Gordon Stark 

DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS , enough 
pages have been written about the .45 au
tomatic to fill a very large book. This prod
uct of John Browning's genius should be so 
prominently displayed and hailed but is it 
the handgun to end all handguns as is so 
often stated? Maybe so, maybe no; let 's 
see. 

In order to allay any feelings of preju
dice on my part, I ask that you consider the 
following: 

I. My initiation to the field of centerfire 
pi stol s came by way of a Colt 1911 
A-I. It was a lousy initiation. 

2. The first , the very first , handgun to 
make its way into my modest heritage 
collection was a 1914 Springfield 
Armory .45 auto that to this day is 
highly revered. 

3. The sole piece I have out of my safe , 

One man S opinion 
. . . or are there more 
out there who do not 
think that the .45 auto 
is the ultimate? 

ready for immediate action , is my 
lightweight Commander. 

Does that 'sound as if I'm about to em
bark upon a tirade against the most sainted 
handgun of this century? Hardly. 
However, I do believe the loudest noises 
made for its acceptance come from owners 

who have poured substantial sums of 
money into their pieces . In other words, 
their guns are far cries from the out-of-the
box stuff we're speaking about. 

For close-in combat or home defense , 
(these could be one and the same) pinpoint 
accuracy is not needed . A handgun that 
prints a 5" group at 25 yards will certainly 
be more than adequate for striking an at
tacker at 10 or 15 feet. Yes, I'm well aware 
that in some hands, some .45's will indeed 
produce tack driving accuracy. My circle 
of shooting friends does not include such 
masters, however. Most of us consider the 
one-gallon paint can to be a challenging 
target at 25 yards for the venerable auto. 
I' m also well aware that some unaltered 
.45's will print 2'12" groups from a 
benchrest but then , we can't very well 
bench rest our shots at a mugger. 

Why poke holes in 
a fine handgun? 

You don't have to with Weaver's 
new Mount Base Systems. 

Ruger Blackhawk 
357 Magnum. 

Ruger Blackhawk 
357 Magnum with 

Weavers new Blackhawk 
Pistol Mount System. 

78 

Now, thanks to our exclusive no-drill, no-tap Mount Base Sys
tem, you can scope your Ruger Blackhawk, Mark I, or Colt Python 
with a standard Allen Wrench (which we provide), and a screw
driver. 

Compact, lightweight, and handsomely polished to an SL-ll 
finish, our new Mount Base Systems deliver rigid support, accurate 
alignment, and shockproof performance through years and years 
of shooting. 

Why poke holes in your handgun? Head for your nearest dealer 
and see how easy it is to mount it yourself ... with a no-drill , no-tap 
Mount Base System from Weaver. 

Two Weaver 'Detachable 
Top Mount Rings 

Every Weaver Pistol 
Mount Base System 
comes complete with 
all you need to 
mount it yourself 

Barrel YOke, 
Screw 

l 
Mount Base 

..... Receiver Screw 

Allen Wrench 

Weavet Mount 

For complete. full color)981 catalog. send 50' to: W. R. Weaver Company, Dept. 204. El Paso. Texas 79915. 
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Where size is important , the .45 auto 
really shines, particularly if it's nickle 
plated. (Sorry, I couldn't resist the pun.) 
Short and fiat , very few revolvers can pos
sibly match it for compactness. It is truly 
the answer to one's prayer for a pistol of 
modest proportions. 

Power? Not even the most avid revolver 
hound would seriously question the power 
of our 75-year-old friend , especially at in-

The present Co't magazine is a pain 
in the buH to 'load with seven rounds. 

close ranges. With round nosed, jacketed 
slugs, the .45 ACP is plenty adequate to 
stop that which needs stopping and do it 
right now. While I personally prefer semi-
wad cutters, the old inilitary stuffwill do 
nicely. 

From here on, the reasons for the .4S's 
sa inthood become a bit cloudy. 

Upon firing, an auto pistol does kick out 
the empty shell, jack in a fresh round and 
cock the piece automatically. One merely 
keeps pulling the trigger until the gun is 
empty. Then what? 

Auto proponents wax ecstatically over 
the fact that once empty, all the shooter has 
to do is slam in a handy magazine and he's 
off and running (shooting). Sounds so easy, 
doesn't it? 

THE HANDY MAGAZINE 
Just one of my gripes about the .45 auto is 
that handy magazine. Unless one has con
siderable money to blow, he will likely 
have the magazine that came with the gun 
and maybe a spare. Thus, the supply of 
fresh magazines is not limitless. 

The point? Simply this: Those "fresh 
magazines" do not load themselves and 
loading one is a big pain in the neck. Forc
ingone .45 ACP on top of another gets 
more difficult with the addition of each 
round; so much that some folks I know 
stop at 5 rounds rather than risk temper & 
finger tips attempting the frustrating feed
ing of seven shells into the Colt box. 

The Luger, in case you haven't looked at 
one in a while, has a beautiful button on 
the side of the magazine that lines up with 
the follower and is easily depressed with 
the left thumb while the right fingers liter
ally drop each round in. Why Colt and 

M~OO CHRONOCRAPH 
-VELOCITY TEST ~ 

YOUR RELOADS . • "'~ ' " • 

• FROM 579 '~ I i •. . ,~ . 
.W~kTSET FROERp6~;:E~U j ", " . 
Cust. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812 

~.'t~I~~~~~1 t-\\'~ . ~ -. . 
Send $2.00 (cash. check, money order) 

AWA' P.O. Box 6373 • Augusta, Georgia 30906 

NORMA 
consistent. Accuracy is high, and consistent. 
The tighter the tolerances, the tighter the 

, groups, the surer you can be that one shot is 

BALLISfICS 
all you11 need. 

, One shot may be all you11 get. So what if it 

ARE PRICELESS 
~~~~i;~~i~;I~~21Ore? Norma perform-

Get Norma ammunition in all pop-
ular ,calibers at your Gun Shop (you 

Metallic centerfire ammunition is made from 
only four components. The case, the primer, 
the powder, and the bullet. When all four are 
manufactured under the tightest tolerances 
in the industry, and then matched to each 

won't find it in a crowded discount store). Ask 
a pro. Gun Shop people know what we're 
talking about. 

other, you get superior ballistic perform-_ .... ." .. r:. 
ance. Velocity is high, and 
consistent. Power is high, and 

SUPPLY IMPROVED 
.38 SPECIAL NORMA 

MAGNUM AVAILABLE AGAIN 

Write for our free catalog 
of ammunition, powder, brass, and new 

shooter's accessories (patches, belt buckles, 
hats, t-shirts, etc.). 

I jlsjS U jjt·1 
Norma-Precision 
Division of General Sporting Goods Corp. 
Box 30-06, 798 Cascadilla SI. 
Ithaca, NY 14850. Phone 607- 273-2993 

The Magnificent Beretta 
MINX .22 SHORT JETFIRE .25 CAL. 

No extractor
blow 1U'~"".&1 
action
only 015itOJ 

with instant 
breech c1eaning
double safety 
features. 
Minx M2-Cai. 22 short. Overall Length 4'h", 
Length of barrel 21/z" ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ... 
Thumb safety ... Half cock safety 

Jetfire-Cal. 25 ... Overall Length 4'h" ... Length of 
barrel 2Vz" ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots ... Thumb 
safety ... Half cock: safety 

Distributed exclusively by 

Galef COMPANION folding single with ventilated rib. 
Here's an outstanding all purpose shotgun. Tang safety, 12 
and 20 gauge chambered for 3" magnum, suitable for 2%" 
shells. Also 16 and 28 gauge for 2%", 410 gauge for 3" and 
2W' shells. Hand checkered rolled engraved receiver. 

For full details write Dept. D·9 
and include your dealer 's name and address. 

85 Chambers Street, New York, N.Y. 10007 J. L. GALEF & SON INC. 
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For the first time ever, 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER brings you 

today's 11Wst interesting,fact-jilled up-to-date 
coverage of current U.S. and foreign handguns and their uses! 

This is not just another Annual. It's the 11WSt 
interesting and informative coverage of the handgun 

I scene ever published in one magazine. 

HANDGUNS FOR SELF-DEFENSE AND SUR
VIVAL. Action filled articles and how-to information 
from the experts. 

THE MOST POPULAR HANDGUNS IN USE 
TODAY. Revolvers, semi-autos, double action, single 
action, magnums, automatics and custom guns from 
all over the world. 

HANDGUN ACCESSORIES. Grips, scopes, sights, 
holsters and rigs, cases, hearing protectors, maga
zines, targets, ammo and more. What's available and 
who makes them. 

FILL OUT THE COUPON BELOW 
FOR YOUR OFF-THE-PRESS COPY! 

--~;~;~~~~~~~;-------1 
Dept. 116 H-9, 591 ~amino de la Reina I 
San Diego, CA 92108 I 
PRE-PUBLICATION . RESERVATION ORDER 
D YES! Enclosed is $3.95 plus 50¢ ($1.25 foreign) postage 
and handling for my copy of the 1981 AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER ANNUAl. (Calif. residents add 24¢ sales 
tax) 

Name ______________________________ _ 
(please print clearly) 

Address ___________________________ _ 

City _____________ State ____ Zip __ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SPECIAL BONUS SECTION. A completely illus
trated catalog with specifications and detailed data 
exclusively available in this AMERICAN HAND
GUNNER ANNUAL. 

Never before has the expertise, the know-how and 
the experience of the entire AMERICAN HAND
GUNNER staff been so concentrated in one infor
mation-packed publication. 

Since this is a once-a-year offering you'll have to be 
alert to get your copy ... you can't subscribe ... it ~. 

will be available at your local newsstand starting 
August 15th for $3.95. 

OR, IF YOU PREFER, you can reserve your copy . 
NOW. We'll mail you your copy and save you a trip to 
the newsstand plus assuring you of a first-off-the
press copy of the 1981 AMERICAN HANDGUN
NER ANNUAL. That way you'll be sure not to miss 
out on this exclusive special. 

If you're interested in handguns, you'll want the 1981 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. 
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other manufacturers haven't adopted this 
80-year-old feature, I'll never know. Be 
that as it may, before we can enjoy those 
"handy magazines;' we have to get the 
bloody things loaded. I've had any number 
of lady shooters and young boys candidly 
admit they couldn' t load the clips and 
often gave up in disgust. 

THE SLIDE 
The most abominable feature of any 
American automatic, and the .45 in par-

The slide require more brute strength 
to manipulate than most people possess. 

ticular, is the slicie. As in the case with the 
"handy magazine," pulling the slide back 
is quite often a task that frankly embar
rasses some shooters. 

The very nature of the slide, i.e., a solid, 
tight fitting hunk of metal forced against a 
high tension spring, causes much grief. By 
cocking the hammer first, one can ease the 
burden but still , getting that first round 
chambered can be laborious. 

That the .45 Colt isn't double action 
bothers me not. The double action feature 
of certain autos is, to my way of thinking, 
highly overrated. Most proponents of this 
system lead one, however inadvertently, to 
the erroneous conclusion the gun some
how manages to chamber the first round 
all by itself. Double action or not, the slide 
must be hand drawn and in that regard, 
we're right back where we started. There 
are simply too many non-athletic types out 
there who can't budge the fool things. 
Someday, perhaps, a genius from Canoga 
Park or St. Paul will give us a slide smooth 
as silk but for now, it is one of the two most 
disagreeable appendages to be found on 
our big autos. 

THE TRIGGER 
There is no nice way of putting it ; triggers 
on most .45 autos are as crisp and clean 
breaking as the snapping of tree branches. 
Oh sure, you can always go to a competent 
gunsmith and have the action honed but 
why should you have to pay for all this 
when rightfully, the gun should come out 
of the box with a decent trigger pull? I, for 
one, don ' t appreciate seeing my knuckles 
turn white while awaiting that long antici
pated event, the gun going off. It could be 
said , and quite accurately, that in the heat 
of an anxious moment , one doesn ' t give 
much thought to squeezing off his shots 
and a sloppy trigger won,'t even be noticed. 

IN STOCK 
Gun Accessories, Clips, and Parts for 
Broomhandle Mausers, Lugers, P-38, 
1911A1, M1 Carbines, etc. 

Send $1.00 for Catalog to: 

MIDWEST FIREARMS 
DEPT. 1A, 16580 CEDAR AVE, SO., ROSEMOUNT, MN 55068 

'· There is a lifetime of design experience in every Herrett's stock. 

HERREn's 
SMGlmTING STAR. 
NEW. IMPROVED~CLEARED FOR SPEED LOADERS. 

This long time favorite Herrett's design is properly 
balanced for right or left hand hold. It features a serrated 

front strap for a non-twisting hold and exceptionol 
directionol stabil ity. Extended butt and filler block 

insure maximum hand contact for recoil absorption 
and control. Memory groove instantly identifies 
correct fI ri ng position. Carved from select grade 

American walnut to tolerances that exceed the gun 
frame itself. This is quality t6 match 

your professionalism. 

'Choice of smooth, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger SA&DA, and Colt 
and S&W DA revolvers. 

Ava il able from your dealer. 

For catalog send $1. 
P. O . Box 471·H9 

Twin Falls, Idaho B3301 USA 

Magnum Power 
belongs to the special few ... 

BE COUNTED! 
You're special, because in your hand you hold the most magnificently crafted Concen-

tration of energy known to man. Now, as a member of the National Association of 

sell and swap listings; and Interesting happenings. ~ 
Magnum Owners Inc'"., you can join others, who like you, have an enormous interest 

in this remarkable gun. NAMO '" is the first national organization devoted entirely to the 
Interests of magnum owners, and you're invited to become a part of it. Your membership 

entitles you to.. NAMO '" 4 " dia. handsomely embroidered membership patch. Num
bered membership card. 2 NAMO '" decals. Quarterly newsletter detailing activities; buy, 

._ t\"TIO/i "!!III ______________________ , 

I 
.... 0 *>t .. At., To IOtn NAMO~ , stmply mati the coupon and check for annual 
,. * 22 membership fee, payable to: I ~ >t NationaIAssociationofMagnumOwnerslnc.~ P.O. 80x13147, 

• * St. Petersburg, Florida 33733/ Telex: S23491 I ! * 41 
~* I of-

I 
Name _____ ______ _ _ ______ _ __ _ 

Street Address _ _ _ _____ _ _______ _ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I I City State Zip, _ _ _ _ _ 

I gun(s) owned: • I enclosed check money order in the amount of I 
I 

22 357 $10.00 for yearly membership fee. Void in those states where prohibited by law. I 
41 44 45 • NoC.O.D.'s. Allow4t06 weeks for delivery of materials. AH. -----------------------------
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A revolutionary concept in firepower 
for your favorite .45 pistol 

TAYLORMKI 
.45 PISTOL DRUM 
Designed and manufactured exclusively for Bingham! 
Drum is centered to pistol frame to maintain balance of 
pistol. Added weight is balanced to reduce recoil, pro
vide greater accuracy and reduce recovery time. 30 
round cartridge capacity without reloading. Nonglare 
blued finish. Pistol can be carried in most holsters with 
drum magazine attached. To order, send cash, check or 
money order for $46.50 plus $2 shipping and insurance 

Fits all Colt series .45 
pistols· Gov't model, 

Commande~ Gold 
CUP. Detonics, etc. 

for each drum. PATENT PENDING 

BINGHAM, LTD. Dept. AH-9 
1775-C Wilwat Drive, Norcross, Ga. 30093 Phone: 404/448-1440 

NOW YOU CAN 
COMPETE 
WITH THE 
POWER ADVANTAGE 

with Hogue 
Monogrips~ 

National combat champions rely on the expertise 
of Ron Power to produce customized firearms 
worthy of the user's potential. 

Now Ron Power has extended his services 
for the serious competitor one step further 
by offering specialized tools and customized 
patented parts. 

Send $2 .00 for an illustrated brochure of 
services and Power Accuracy Products. 

POWER CUSTOM, INC. 
P.o. Box 1604 
Dept.11 

Independence, MO 64055 

Distributor of 
Hogue Monogrips® 

PERFECT 
$10.00 

Mode/73 

~;J-\ I=J-\I~ I 1_1.\1\1 I:J 
PO. Box 1265, Monrovia, California 91016 

One hand accessibility. 
Merely swivel the pouch, 
squeeze, and your 22 car
tridges release. Solves the 
problem of how to carry an 
ample supply of rounds. 
Holds up to 150. 

Sorry no C.O.D. 'so Add 10% for 
shipping. CA res. add 6% sales tax. 
Send us $1. 00 and we will send you 
our all new color illust[ated 
catalog. Call us toll free: 

(800) 423-7148 
(except Calif. and Alaska) Also 
available at all Authorized Safari-
land Dealers. 

By that same token , then, we must allow 
that a quality revolver fired double action 
is about the equal in firing speed. Feel per
fectly free to disagree; I just can't stomach 
a sloppy trigger and resent having to pay 
for what the factory should have done in 
the firs~ place. 

SAFETY 
Advocates of the Colt .45 auto point with 
great pride to the multiple ways in which 
their babies can be kept in safe condition. 

This enthusiasm, however, is not shared by 
the good folks back in Hartford. Just look 
at the myriad disclaimers filling the 
owner's handbook. Colt makes no bones 
about the fact they cannot and 'will not 
guarantee any of their so-called safety fea
tures. 

For personal reasons, I choose not to 
disclose, I keep my Commander stored in 

"Colt will not 
guarantee any 0' the 

so-called safety 
features" 

condition #3. This do es require my 
pulling the slide back to get the gun into 
battery, a most annoying and time con
suming task, but I can feel 100% safe in the ' 
knowledge the gun can't go off. In your 
own home, you may find condition # 3 
worthy of consideration if for no other rea
son than it makes fooling around by the 
very young almost impossible, a plus for 
the cumbersome slide. For "carrying," 
condition # I is the only way to go. Just 
remember which situation you're operat
ing under or the results could be disas
trous. 

If the four points just cited sound as if 
this writer is making a wholesale indict

'ment against the .45 auto, forget it. I sim-
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ply feel the grand old gun has been pushed 
into sa inthood by too many writers who 
know better or choose to ignore the pistol's 
obvious shortcomings. After all , for every 
Jeff Cooper or Charlie Askins, there are 

The joy of loading a .45 clip is 
something few look forward 
to. 

hundred s of novices who may have no 
business whatever fooling around with the 
.45 auto. This would hold particularly in 
the case of the man or woman looking for 
the all-around handgun , which the .45 
auto is not. 

For the sake of fairness, let's quickly re
peat that our sl,lbject is a fine , compact 
weapon with more than adequate power as 

Those of us who are not mus
clemen may have a hard time 
pulling back the slide of the 
old war horse .45. 

a man-stopper used within reasonable 
ranges. For military and police personnel, 
thoroughly familiar with the .45 a ut o, it 
makes a superb sidearm. In the hands of 
an ad ult physically endowed with strength 
sufficient to manipulate the crude loadin g 
process, it can be a truly great home d e
fender. In highly accurized form, it has few 
peers on the target ranges . And that, my 
friends, is just about the end of the line . 

For most hunting, the .45 auto is out of 
the question. Actually, its rainbow trajec
tory makes it poor for " down range " 
shootin g of any kind . And, the mere proc
ess of gett in g the beast loaded a nd into 
battery is, I feel, the strongest reason for 
considering something more suitable . 

So there you are. Make your own eval
uation. Just don't get swept up in the aura 
of ecstasy put out by the macho types who 
eat and sleep with the .45 auto and have 
done so for years. Your handgun 
has to fit your needs and don't you ~ 
forget it. . -, 

TH,:E, n:aODYCUA!lD" 
WITH THE ALL NEW TEFLON LINING 

~t-----------I 
The first major Holster innovation in years. A 
perfect combination of Top Grain Leather with 
Teflon Lining. 

Available in Black or Brown. The two tone 
brown pictured is available with B/W only. 
Available for: S&W K·Frame, Gov't Auto, 
Commander, Brng H. P., Med. Auto's, Small 
Frame D.A. 

Add $2.00 for B/ W plus $1.5'.) for shipping. California 
residents add 6% sales ·tax. Send check or money 
order. Dealers inquiry welcome. 

Teflon Lined Unlined 
S&W K Fraine $38.95 $24.95 
Gov't Auto $38.95 $24.95 P.o. Box 821 
Small D.A. $36.95 $22.95 
Medium Auto $36.95 $22.95 

1J1rr~E ~Utt §l1np 
Custom Gun Work 45, P PC 

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion (pat Pend) 
Douglas 1-10 twist BBL 1,080" Oia. 6" Long 
Square recess muzzle 

Match #5, A & B Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc. 
H.BW.C. only Stage A . 7 yards 12 RDs. 25 sec. 

Stage B . 25 yards 18 RDs. 90 sec. 
6 RDs. Kneeling 

• Reduced Leading Fred Schmidt 
• No bullet jump Tel: (004) 746-9269 

6 RDs. Standing Barricade, LH. 
6 RDs. Standing Barricade, R.H. 
25)(, 5-10 

• Reduced recoil 
X·Ring Accuracy 

5904 Signal Hill Rd. 
Mechanicsville, Va. 23111 

Each gun individually built 

TeN ••• 
Your Ruger 22 Target Auto to a holster 
with features never before available. 
Safari/and's Patented Sight Track (SST), 
plugged bottom, pressure fit, and· Safari
land's supreme quality. Provides the per
fect match. Barrel lengths 43/4" to 6~8". 
Uned only. 

Sorry no C. O. D.'s. Add 10% for shipping. CA res. a,dd 
6% sales tax. Send us $1.00 and we will send you our 
all new color illustrated catalog. Call us toll free: 

(800) 423-7148 
(except Calif. and Alaska) Also available at all 
Authorized Safari/and Dealers. 

P.O. Box 1265, Monrovia , California 91016 

$35.95 
(6"'6'l'8 ") 
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SUGGESTED RET AI L 
Arched Blue $17.50 

MODERN PRACTICAL and 
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING 

is being taught at the CHAPMAN 
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING. 
Courses are now available for pistol, 
rifle and shotgun. The courses have 
been attended and praised by world 
class competitive shooters as well as 
law enforcement personnel. For infor
mation write: 

CHAPMAN ACADEMY 
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205 

(314) 696-5544 

THE LATEST MILESTONE IN THE EVOLUTION OF THE COLT 
AUTOMATIC PISTOL IS NOW AVAILABLE. QUR PATENTED DE· 
VICE REPLACES THE OLD FASHIONED MAINSPRING HOUSING 
WITHOUT MODIFICATION OF THE WEAPON AND AT A COMPAR· 
ABLE COST. OUR ADJUSTABLE MAINSPRING HOUSING ALLOWS 
YOU TO FINE TUNE THE FALL OF THE HAMMER SO THAT JUST 
ENOUGH FORCE IS EXERTED TO FIRE THE WEAPON. THIS 
MEANS LESS MOVEMENT OF THE WEAPON JUST BEFORE FI R
ING AND THEREFORE GREATER ACCURACY. ADDITIONAL 
BENEFITS ARE A FAA-EASIER MOVEMENT Of THE SLIDE AND 
INCREASED LIFE OF THE MAINSPRING. YOU CAN EVEN COM
PENSATE FOR TEMPERATURE CHANGE AND ANY SPRING 
FATIGUE OF THE WEAPON AT THE RANGE BEFORE OR DURING 
A MATCH. 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ACCURACY YOU OWE IT TO 
YOURSELF TO INSTALL OUR EXTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE 
MAINSPRING HOUSING TO YOUR COLT AUTOMATiC PISTOL 
NOW. THE COMPETITION MAY ALREADY HAVE ONE AND 
THEREFORE HAVE THE EDGE ON You. 

S.Y.loP. COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 1134 

EULESS, TEXAS 
76039 

(817) 283-5767 

WE DID IT! Completely secure· 
Velcro~ closure ~ 

Functional design· 
quickly drawn 

THE PROTECTOR 
The Protector is designed to give 
years 01 service while giving your 
handgun the protection it deserves. 

Money Back Guarantee 

4 Sizes To Protect Most 
Handguns 

PV·B SMALL AUTOS 
REVS TO 2" 

PV·l0 MOST AUTOS 
REVS TO 4"" 

PV·12 . LARGE AUTOS 
REVS TO 6" 

PV-16 TIC, XP100 
REVS TO 10" 

~OUIiOROlR SEW \VI·HI"I. 24110URS 
CHECK OR MONEY OIlOCR· 11.0 coo I 
ACl·~' OOSI •. P", .. C, f OR FlIIST ITEM 

FINALLY: 

• A pistol case that really protects 

• A design that is superior to any other 

• Breathable Naugahyde Sweat·Prul construction 

• A total system that ut ilizes the best 01 quality materials 

TO ORDER : Enclose coupon with Name & Address 
(include Zip Codel 

No zipper to scratch 

HERE'S HOW THE t/I~.~~e8 

SYSTEM PROTECTS 

.. .. 

1---------------------
I 

PV·8 

PV· l0 

PV-12 

PV·16 

MAIL TO: 

HAYNES ENT. 
P.O. Box 12275 

" Dept. HP1" 
Santa Ana, CA 

92712 

X 6.95 

7.95 

8.95 

9.95 

TOTAL 
I---~ 

CALIF. RES 
ADD6% f----j 

SH IPP ING 

TOTA L 
ENC LDSED '-__ .J 

Sellda . 10SASe for other prod"ct tllfonnattO" 

DLRS. INa. INV. 

HANDGUN 

II II 

By Claud S. Hamilton 

I f the truth were known, I 'suppose fac
tory claims for muzzle velocity have 

sold as many handguns as any other single 
feature. I think that there can be little 
doubt that this has been true since the 
beginning of "the age of the Magnums" 
after World War II. 

Did you ever wonder just how close 
your favorite gun comes to delivering ad-

Shooting tests were conducted over a 
chronograph for positive conclusions. 

vertised velocity with the loads you use? 
Until I began handloading two years ago, I 
never seriously wondered about this and 
assumed that the makers were giving me . 
the "straight dope. " Ah, but I am older 
and wiser now. When I took up loading 
seriously I also began to do a lot of read-
ing and research and I found that the pre
vailing view was that no two guns even of 
identical make were very likely to pro
duce the same velocity, and that ammuni-
tion was pretty uniformly advertised 
somewhat beyond its actual capabilities. 
That was the prevailing school of opinion, 
I found, and it was pretty well sum
marized in Speer's Number 9 Loading 
Manual where, on pages 348-350 the 
author explains "Why Ballisticians Get 
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Grey. " The discussion culminates with a 
listing of thirty-one handguns and rifles 
made fo r the .357 Magnum cartridge, 
with barrels from 2Yz inches to 24 inches , 
and shows the wide variations in velocity 
ach ieved with identical ammunition eve n 
by guns of identical make and model and 
with the same barrel length! It is a truly 
impressive listing and contains some 
spreads between guns of as much as 200 
fps for identical models! 

Well, this was the state of my-ed ucation 
when I, dumbly, let myself get suckered 
into a bet recently. Not that I really was 
played for a sucker; I wasn't. It's just that I 
haven't got the money to be betting on 
things . I've got a friend with whom I work 

"Don't bother him 
with the facts, 
he's already 

made up his head" 

quite a bit. Hi.s one big fault is that what
ever he's got is the best. You know what I 
mean? You learn quick not to argue about 
his new car or his new house, because 
you're never going to convince him. 
"Don't bothe r him with the facts, he's 
made up his head." 

Well , George got himself one of these 
new stainless steel AMT "H ardballers. " 
I've seen them. They're quite something 
all in natural brush finish grey, and they 
have ad justable sights and triggers like the 
Gold Cup. Well for a week all I heard was 
about that Hardballer, and in particular, 
about the high velocities he got with cer
tain makes of full metal jacket ammuni
tion in it . Now George hasn' t got a 
chronograph, and he knows about 10% of 
what he thinks he knows about guns. He's 
got no idea what sort of velocity he gets 
out of that gun. 

Well, I listened to this for a week and 
pretty well followed myoid formula of 
"don't argue with George , it never gets 
you anywhere ... " but then I lost my 
cool. One afternoon when everything was 
going wrong that could, George spoke up 
and before you know it I'd bet him that a 
new Colt Series 70/ Mk IV would out 
shoot hi s Hardballer anytime. W hat's 
worse, I put up fifty dollars on it. Later on 
I got to thinking about why I had done 
such a dumb stunt; I hadn't anything bet-
ter than a hunch to bet on. Just a gut 
feeling that Colt's quality sontrol has been 

TOM'S GUN 
BLUING SHOP 

1818 Crestview Drive 
Carroll, Iowa 51401 
(712) 792-4238 

PPC Conversions on S&W, Colts and 
Rugers. Specializing in 10" Bull Barrel for 
.22 auto In-Shop bluing, satin nickeL 
gold and all types of metal and wood 
finishing. Delivery time-3 to 5 weeks. 
Write or call for details and prices. 

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD 

____ IIIII!!I' ____________ GUNTOOLS LIMITEO, 

ELECTRONIC FIRING PIN CALI ORATOR 
1. Electronic Firing Pin Calibrator displays In units ~, force how hard the IIrlng pin will contact 
the primer 
2. Unit Ills most revolvers and 45 automatics ... single ''!nding unit lor either 
3. Completely sale ... never lire a shot 
4. Unit can be instaHed on the weapon and the progress of the luning procedure can be 
monitored and weapon adjusted as needed 
5. Zero buHon returns indicator to zero after each hammer lall 
6. liquid Crystal Display ... can be used inside or outside and Is unaffected by tempera
ture or suntight. 

7. Compact size ... approximately 7" square and 2" high 
8. Completely Portable ... uses two nine voll batteries ... NICad batteries avail

able and can be re-charged in the unit 
9. low Battery Indicator 

10. Police Department Armorers ... Weapons check can be pertormed 
wilhout having to actually fire the weapon 

11. Finest components and assembly available ... printed circuit ... 
memory 

12. Economical ... Unit will pay for ilseUqulckly with the savings 
on ammunition cost, range te es, gasoline , and no lost time 

(trips) 
13. A deviation 0120 points or more Indicate a burr or part 

that needs polishing . Deviation is caused by drag or 
fric tion on a pari. 

MODEL VS 2170 $300 RETA~""""-'_ 

/' 

GUNTOOLS LTD., INC. 
248 MANCHESTER DR . • SUITE 96 • EULESS, TEXAS 76039 • PHONE (817) 283-5767 

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS - $9.95 
The original liquid sight kit, high ly f luorescent under poor lighting conditions. Our 
moterial should not be mi staken by the " Bull ·ogna" being offered by some would·be 
competitors . • Mini-Kit - 1 co lor (you r choice). w ill do 60 sights - $9.95 . 
• Deluxe Mini-Kit - all fou r colors . 
(red, orange, ye llow a nd whi te) , wi ll do 
250 sights - $35.00. • Regular Kit 
- 1 co lor {you r choice!. wil l do 125 
sights - $19.95 • Deluxe Kit - all 
four colors, will do 450 sights - $69.50. 

NEW Lee·, Spri"'iJ Jr.ih for all Speed Si. & 
So:c:-u,ity s.. & all Ruger ~w Model , Ingle 
ac:Ioont All Jr. ,It (onlo ,n hamme' t9'";ng and 
Ir'9ger ,elu,n ,pring far a lighler trigger pun · 
$.5 .95 per k'I. Jobbe" and OoIlT1burort (all Of 
wT1teIOfdiKOUnlt. 

• O ur kits are very easy to use . Fully illustrated instructions provided. {No toolsl. 

Also available, the new Lee White 
Outline rear sight blade for CoilS, 
Rugers and Micro at $4.95 each. 
Jobbers and distr ibutors call or 
wr ite for quantity discounts. 

O ur kits a re being used by many m'aior law 

enforcement agencies and by 'most major pistol . 
smiths in the U.S. , inc ludi ng Centaur Systems, 
Cheshire & Perez, Jim Clark, L. E. Jurras, Kings, 
Mathews & Sons, a nd Pachmayr. W ith a m inimum 
of tools , you can have an att racti ve, functional 
front sight. All our products are fully guaranteed 
by Lee Baker. Send check or money order to, 

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 East Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543 
Phone {805} 944-4487. MasterCharge, VISA and COD orders are welcome. 

Residents of California please add 6 % state sales tax. 

-' ~ 
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NEW Holden Ironsighter® 
"SEE-THRU" Scope Mount 
for S & W Magnum. 

Address ______ _ 

City 

·1 
I 
1 "SEE-THRU" mounts also available for Colts, 

Rugers, Dan Wessons and Thompson 
Contenders. Holden pistol mounts with two
way sighting provide sighting flexibility and 
reduced recoil for greater accuracy. Ask your 
gun dealer to show you the Ironsighter mount 
designed for your pistol or rifle. Or, write for 
FREE illustrated brochure. 

State _____ ~Zip--- I 
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.I.B.Halden Ca. I 
Box 320 (AH) I 
Plymouth, MI 48170 

WILSON COMBAT 
No.1 Competition Match 

Trigger $15.95 

WILSON COMBAT 
No. 25 Full Length 
Recoil Spring Guide & 
Plug $30.00 Govt.·Gold 
Cup or' Comm . 

---. WILSON COMBAT 
No.4 Competition 

Magazine With Pad 
(7rd ·Stainless) $19.50 

_____ ....J 

AAAMJfd t , 
o 

Custom Combat Handguns & Accessories 
for the Discriminating Shooter. 

NO'. 6 Extended Combat Safety (blue or 
stainless) . 
No. 7 Extended Combat Slide Release 
stainless) 
No. 10 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring (Gov!. or 

$19.50 
(blue or 

20.00 

Comm.) 2.50 
No. 11 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (Gov!. or 
Comm.) 4.50 
NO.5 Magazine Base Pads 1.50 
NO.8 Beavertail Grip Safety (Gov!. or Comm.) 22.50 
NO.9 Commander Style Hammer (4140 
steel) . . . .. . .. .. . .. . 16.95 
No. 13 Pachmayr GM·45C Combat Grips 17.50 
No. 14 Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (Bor C) 9.75 
No. 23 Break· Free CLP (90gm) . 3.45 
No. 16 Rogers E·Z Loader Magazine Well. 9.95 
No. 15 Rogers PPS Combat Grips (black) . 14.95 
No. 22 Bbl. Bushing Wrench . 3.00 
No. 31 Extended Magazine Release 21.95 
No. 32 Laka No. 77 Stainless Magazine with 
pad 16.00 

WILSON COMBAT 
Wilson ·Dwyer "Group 
Gripper~~ No. 12 Govt. · 
Gold Cup $22.95; No. 12C 
Comm. $27.95. 

WILSON COMBAT 
No. 3 High Visibility 
Combat Sights $25.00; 
No. 3D with 3 dot system 
$32.00. We will install in 
3 weeks for a $20.00 
labor charge. 

Add $2.50 postage & handling per order,.NQ.credit card orders please. Ark. residents add 3 percent 
sales tax. 

Send SASE for price list or $1.00 for NEW complete picture brochure of Custom Combat 
Modifications & Accessories:-AII orders processed within 5 business days. 

W ILSUN'S G UN SHU P Route 3, Box 211·0, Berryville, Ark. 72616 
Phone: 501·545-3618 

real good lately, and they've been making 
that gun a lot longer than anyone else. 
Also,' I had the unofficial word of a 
friendly police ballistics expert that their 
new barrels these days are very smooth 
and well finished. 

On the other hand stainless steels have 
a long standing reputation for being can
tankerous and hard to work with in the 
machine shop. The varieties of stainless 
used for gun barrels have a reputation for 
just about doubling the life of a rifle bar
rel, and to me that means toughness. And 
toughness means machining difficulty . 
Good as 'the Hardballers are, I was betting 
that their barrels were not quite as smooth 

Cylinder gap will reduce revolver mv. 

as a new Colt, and that the added friction 
would cost velocity. 

The other day I was singing the blues 
about my dumb bet to Haywood Nelms, a 
gunsmith friend, when to my complete 
surprise he agreed with me and volun
teered to put up the new Colt for the 
shoot off ... that was a load off my mind 
because I didn't have one and wasn't 
about to buy one just to win a bet. One 
thing led to another, and before I knew it 
Haywood had set up a side bet with a local 
gun dealer friend of his, and the two of 
them agreed to supply another Hardballer 
and Colt for the shoot "to give the test a 
little more validity." Outnumbered and 
outflanked at this point, I agreed to fur
nish the ammunition and the chronograph 
and they, trusting souls, agreed to let me 
do the shooting! Such trust is a rare thing 
these days! 

First off I looked over all four guns very 
carefully. Three were still in the factory 
boxes, and George's Hardballer hadn't 
had more than 100 rounds through it, if 
that many . While I didn't expect to find 
anything wrong, if there were anything I 
wanted to find it and avoid later confusion 
and recriminations. Based upon their ser
ial numbers, I decided to call the guns 
"Colt No 1, Colt No 2, AMT No 1 and 
AMT No 2." My visual inspection turned 
up absolutely nothing wrong anywhere. 
Interestingly, the two Colts turned out to 
be nickel, and they definitely felt a little 
"slicker" to operate than the Hardballers. 
All the bores were clean and sharp and I 
could detect no difference by eye . . 

Next I checked over the chronograph 
and loaded all of my junk for the trip to 



the ranges at Quantico. The Marines there ' 
have been mighty kind to allow me the 
occasional use of their ranges when the 
training schedule permits. 

Before taking off for the range, I se
lected three boxes of relatively new am
munition: 

- Norma 230 grain]HP lot 09901 
-Remington 230 grain FM] lot 

LD20N 
- Western 230 grain FM] lot 32LE22 

It seemed fairer to try all four guns with 
at least three different brands of 
ammunition. 

I picked a particularly cold day for the 
shoot, though not intentionally. Upon 
getting to the range and setting up my 
M500D Chronograph Specialists instru
ment, everything checked out initially but 
no soap. No readings. I'd made the mis
take of leaving the set with batteries in
stalled in the car over night and those 
little "C" cells just won't take too much 
cold weather. Fortunately, a spare set of 
warm batteries was on hand and the shoot
ing got underway under a leaden, snowy 
sky. It is an interesting thing but my 
chronograph seems to work best with that 
sort of lighting conditions. The one prob
iem I sometimes have with it arises from 
the very small four inch slits looking up
ward in the skyscreens; I've learned to 
tape a pair of balsa sticks about eight inch
es long to the far end of each skyscreen to 
mark the right and left ends of the slit. In 
that way I can keep my shots well above 
and between the sticks. Unlike a well 
known gun writer I know, I try to shoot 
over the sky screens, not at them . .. they 
seem to work so much better that way. 

Shooting over the chronograph seems 
to go fast when you're not at the same 
time trying to make your finest groups as 
well. Here are the results I got, by gun 
and ammunition brand. (I won't take up 
space with a listing of all the ten shot 
readings but just give the resulting 
averages.) 

Ammunition 

Norma 230 grain 
JHP 

Average: 738 fps 

Colt I ColtZ Amt I Amt 2 

737 739 734 742 

I had no advertised data available on this 
load , but was not surprised by its rela
tively low velocity. It felt quite mild to 
shoot, and the weather was quite cold. 
What did surprise me was the amazing 
uniformity of results between the four 
guns. 

Ammunition Colt I Col,2 Arnt1 Amt2 

Remington 230 grain 783 789 785 782 
FMJ 

Average: 785 fps 

Wesrcrn Super X 230 801 793 799 795 
grain FMJ 

Average: 797 fps 

Both of these loads are advertised at 
higher velocities ... in the 810 to 850 fps 
range depending upon the age of your 
literature. 

I found this closeness.of velocities to be 

dl!(etaLou Co.~~--:J The 
J ' ''METALOY'' 

"~~~tz 
c,\>.SS.t..~ 'O.~ 

'00,\'" 

finish 
(1) Phenomenal molecular bond 

guaranteed will not chip or 
peel 

(2) Extrem ely Hard sat in fini sh (70 
Rock. " C") with super 
lubricity 

(3) Excellent protection against 
rust 

(4) All internal and external parts 
processed 

Metaloy Co., Inc. 
6567 E. 21 PI. 'T ' · Tulsa , OK 74129 

(9 18) 836·3781 

FRANK GREEN'S 
BASIC PISTOL MARKSMANSHIP SEMINAR 
2 (60 min. each) CASSETTE TAPES & DETAILED 

PHOTO FLIP-CHART 

Sight alignment & trigger squeeze, same old stuff, right?? WRONG!!! 
TRIGGER CONTROL explained like never before ... new learning 
techniques make HANDGUN MARKSMANSHIP what it should be 
. .. EASY as 1 ... 2 ... 3!!!!!!!! I TELL IT LIKE IT REALLY IS ... MYTHS 
TAKE THE BEATING THEY DESERVE. LEARN HOW TO FIRE A HAND
GUN ACCURATELY IN LESS TIME THAN YOU THINK POSSIBLE 
••••••••••••••••.•....•• AND I GUARANTEE IT!!!!!!!! ....................... . 
Valuable information for BEGINNERS and SEASONED PERFORM
ERS ... outstanding preparation for any handgun activity ... TARGET 
... POLICE ... SELF-DEFENSE. You gain from my 20 years of pistol 
competition and instructor experience: 10 years as Officer-In-Charge 
of U.S. AIR FORCE Marksmanship Teams ... winner of OLYMPIC SIL
VER medal; PAN-AM & WORLD SHOOTING GAMES GOLD medals; 
NATIONAL PISTOL CHAMPIONSHIP ... NRA Life Member and NRA 
Qualified Instructor. PAY ONCE ... get professional teaching and 
coaching for yourself, family and friends ... Refresher always avail
able. Listen to TAPE #1 at home, using the detailed PHOTO FLlP
CHART as quick reference for grip, trigger, sighting etc .... handle 
your gun while "listening" ... your attention isn't divided by trying to 
read a book ... you develop greater concentration. When you are 
ready for live firing practice, take TAPE #2 to the range with you ... I 
will coach you through actual firing sessions and teach you to assay 
your performance. YOU LEARN TO EVALUATE AND IMPROVE 
UPON YOUR OWN PERFORMANCE! COMPLETE SEMINAR ••• 
$28.50 postpaid (No COD or Credit Cards, please) Send check or 
money order with name and address for UPS delivery to: 

FRANK GREEN 
Dept. AH, 530 W. Oak Grove Rd., Montrose, CO 81401 

HAVE QUESTIONS? WANT A QUICK ANSWER? CALL 303-249-7003 
Advanced Marksmanship & Special Subject Seminars available soon. Watch for ads. 

Dealer inquiries welcomed. . 
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P/W, INC. 
Dept. AH-9, P.O. Box 8, Rathdrum, ID 83858 

A New Era 
in Firearms 
Training 

FEATURING WIRELESS: 
• Pop Up Targets 

• Swing Out Targets 
• Bi-Directional (Friend/Foe) 

Electronic Targets 
FOR: 

• Officer Survival Training 
• Counter Terrorist Training 

• Hogan's Alleys/Combat Villages 
• High Stress Combat Training 
• Executive Protection/Defensive 

Driving Courses 

From the leader 
in electronic target systems 

ADVANCED TRAINING SYSTEMS 

12 SKILLMAN LANE ST. PAUL, MN 55110 
(612) 13 

a very interesting development. It seemed 
to fly in the face of all that I had learned so 
far about handguns, and it certainly did 
not fit in with the Speer results mentioned 
earlier. As I thought about it, though, I 
began to see it through the eyes of an old 
Field Artilleryman, and then it did not 
seem at all strange. Pistols, such as the 
1911, are really very much like scaled 
down versions of howitzers, in their di
mensions, velocities and even pressures. 
Small differences in muzzle velocity be-

, tween howitzers of the same kind are 
common, not the exception. The last bat
talion of 105 mm howitzers I"calibrated in 
Korea years ago came out with a total 
spread of between 2 and - 39 fps when 
corrected to the 'firing table standard con-

"Muzzle velocity 
correlates very 

closely to fuN wear" 

ditions of weather. That was 37 fps differ
ences between eighteen howitzers of very 
varied age and background. 

For all intents and purposes, the four 
pistols I'd tested had been new. That 
made sense, too. New howitzers shoot 
very close to the firing table values, and 
we know that muzzle velocity correlates 
very closely with tube wear. The more 
rounds through a gun the less the velocity 
it will be able to achieve. One more good 
reasQn why the pistols tested should be so 
close. 

As I've said, I wasn't much concerned 
about the seemingly low velocities re
corded. For one thing, the factories use 
test barrels that are longer than those in 
handguns and their velocities can be ex
pected to be somewhat higher . . . and ~ 
who can really blame the maker for print
ing these? More importantly, I did my 
firing in near freezing weather with cold 
guns and ammunition. The guns were ro
tated in firing so that they would heat up , 
evenly and together. Although we don't 
have any specific dope on handguns, as we 
do with artillery, it's only logical to expect 
cold powder and cold guns to add up to 
lower pressures and velocities ... at least 
in most cases. 1 

Just to confirm my test results, I refired 
two of the guns used, Colt 2 and AMT 2, 
to see if my small sampling of shots had 
been a fluke. No such luck. The new re
sults were within ten feet per second of 
what I had gotten originally with these 
guns . 
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DEALERS IN DISCRIMINATING 
FIREARMS FOR COLLECTORS & COMPETITION 

GENCO IPSC AUTO'S 
STD. With" Hard-Chrome, Bar-Sto 

Barrels, Bo-Mar Sights 

GUNS CURRENTlY 
IN STOCK 

Available for immediate delivery 

HECKLER & KOCH 
Full line of H & K guns & accessories 

FN FAl & ACCESSORIES 

COMPLETE LINE 
S/W & COLT HANDGUNS 

IN STOCK 
GENCO 

Phone Calls Only. No Catalogs. 
PHONE (104) 274-4574 (24-Hour Answering) 

\... 

530 Hendersonville Rd. ) 
. PO. Box 5704 , Asheville, NC 28803 ------------

THE COLT GOES 
DOUBLE ACTION IN '81 in the 

SELDEEN D/A 
HOLSTER 

Single action autos can be carried 
with no round in the chamber 

and be action ready-Safely and Reliably. 
This holster activates the slide and 

chambers a round during draw. 
"FROM EMPlY CHAMBER TO 

FIRED SHOT IN A FRACTION OF 
A SECOND" 

Available for all large frame single action 
automatics in black or brown from 

$35.00 to 39.95. 

SELDEEN 
LEATHERSMITHS 

222 Ramona Place 
Camarillo, CA 93010 

Brochure on request 

Had I done this shoot with just one of 
each type gun I would have been sur
prised by the results. Shooting four off 
against each other was something else 
again, and I must admit that I was im
pressed. Quite evidently pistols are not 
subject to the same widespread velocity 
variations as are revolvers. And, thinking 
about it, I saw that this was not at variance 
with the Speer test results, either. All of 
the guns used in their shoot were revolv
ers except for one or two rifles and a 
Contender. 

Thinking about this discovery, I began 
to wonder if there were not something 
remaining to be done. It occurred to me 
that to further reinforce my conclusion it 
would be good to be able to shoot off at 

"Barrel gap is 
a Itard elimension 
to control eluring 
manufacfuring" , 

least a pair of identical revolvers against 
each other using the same ammunition to 
see how the results might compare. For
tunately for me, in recent years I have 
managed to come by a pair of Smith & 
Wesson 1917 Army revolvers from Mary
land's master gunsmith, Mr. N. F. Strebe. 
Mr. Strebe tells me that these guns came 
to him in 1950 as part of an Army rebuild 
contract ... evidently even as late as the 
Korean War consideration was given to 
possibly using them as issue weapons 
again. Both passed to him when the Army 
decided to cancel the rebuild contract and 
sell the entire batch as surplus. Mr. Strebe 
bought the lot with an eye on their future 
collector value. One of mine his gun 
works rebuilt beautifully. The other, in 
his opinion, has never been fired since 
leaving Smith & Wesson's plant in 1918! 

N ow the effective barrel length of the 
1917 Smith - the actual distance the bul
let travels - is 54/s inches compared to 
almost exactly four inches in the 1911 
pistol barrel. If the barrels were of the 
same type, one might logically expect the 
longer revolver barrel to generate slightly 
more velocity . The revolver barrel gap is 
the problem. This is an exceedingly hard 
dimension to control in manufacture, and 
it often' varies not only between guns but 
between the chambers of a single cylin
der! It is this variation in gap that I believe 
causes the wide variations in revolver ve
locities Speer identified. 

The following Friday I made my way to 
Quantico again with the pair of 1917 
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45 SHOOTERS GET THE 
MOST IN ACCURACY 

Guaranteed 2 %" Groups at 50 Yards 
Buy NSGI Match Grade Barrels made from 
chrome moly steel by Nott's Industries Inc. 

5" Match Grade $100.00 
6" Match Grade $150.00 

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited 

We offer a full line of Parts, Accessories and 
Services at Wholesale prices. 

Send $4.00 for the complete 
mall order catalog, or a 

SASE for Service and Product List 

The Sho Gun Shop 
26646 5 MILE RD 

REDFORD , MICH. 48239 
Hours: 10-5 Monday-Friday 

313 - 535-0819 
Check, COD or Credit Cards Accepted 

Do it yourself action jobs 
S & W "K" & "N" DA Spring Kits 

... $10.00 
RUGER SECURITY SIX, COLT MK 
III. S&W M·36 & 60 . Double action 
spring kits. Specify Kit . $7.65 
COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring kit 
for all COLT .45 autos and Browning 
HI·Power. 
Specify which model $16.50 
WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES 
for RUGER, COLT. MICRO adlusta· 
ble rear sights. SpeCify. . .... $6.10 
SECURITY SIX 
Adjustable Kit $11.00 
S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING 
PACKA Spring Strength ' $7.65 
T I C SPRING PAK. 10·30 oz . Trigger 
Return Spring , Heavy Duty Hammer 
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring 

. $16.00 
NEW MODEL S.A . RUGER TRIG · 
GER RETURN SPRING . R,,9uces 
pull abo"t 50% .. $7.10 
S.A. RUGER Mainspring, Fast ' 
Hammer Fall. . ...... $6.50 
CUSTOM TIC BARRELS for 
SILHOUETTE or HUNTING. 
17 through 50 cal .... from $155.00 
SECURITY SIX Hot Pink 
Front Sight ..... . ...... . ........ $15.00 
2 CAVITY MOLDS, 265 & 315 
GR. A4, 225 & 275 GR. AI, 182 & 
200 GR .. 357 $30.00 
CUSTOM PISTOL SCOPE BASES 

...... . .......... $27.50 
Rechamber T I C-30-30 to 30-40 
Krag, Al to All JDJ, .44 to A30 
JDJ, 35 Rem & 357 H to 
.358 JDJ . $30.00 
Solid rib for Super 
Blackhawk . . . . .. .. . .. . . . ... $60.00 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

SSK INDUSTRIES 
Rt. 7 AH. Della Drive 

Bloomingdale, OH 43910 
(614) 264-0176 

,, --
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CLARK" RUGeR 
Adjustable 
Rear Sight 

Add $1.00 for postage 
and handling. 

(White outline blade - $350 extra) 
Replaces rear sight on Ruger modeis with 
adjustable sights . Large, flat rear blade with 
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture. 
Beller click adjustments. 

Also available to fit base on current 
production model Mark I. 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. 

Jam~s t.Clark 
PISTOLSMITH 
Rt . 2 - Box 22A 

Keithville , Louisiana 71047 

(318) 925-0836 

One I.t con.II" ot- 4 animal •. 

1/ 5 scole N .R.A . Small Bore rif le silhouettes . 

- r._- 1 set .. .$9 .98 

3 ' 8 scole IHMSA .22 pistol silhouettes . 1 set . .$.17.80 

SWMS manufactures standard o r custom scaled 
silhoueltes for your range . for more Information. 
send 15' and 0 self-addressed envelope to : 

Southw •• t Metallic Slihouett •• 
P.O. lox 476 Uvalde, T.xas 71.01 

Or Call: (S 12) 278-S4S4 or (S 12) 278·3287 

Full scole long losting Jolloy 360 long range pistol and 
h igh powered r ifle sil houettes,. .$.269 .99 

Fine 
Metallic Silhouettes 
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Smiths and set up the chronograph as be
fore. This time the weather was a little bit 
warmer and the shoot went even faster 
than before. H ere's what Igor: 

Ammunition 

Norma230 grainJHP 
Remington 230 grain FMJ 
Western Super X 230grai n FMJ 

191 7·1 191 7·2 

792 
848 
855 

733 
771 
805 

I know. At this point the thoughtful 
read er will be quick to point out that I 
"changed the rules of the game" a little 

"rhis time the 
weather was warmer 
and the shoot went 

even faster" 

this time, although not intentionally. Only 
one of the revolvers could qualify as 
"new" in the sense that the four pistols 
were . The other, 191 7-2 , had been rebuilt 
by Mr. Strebe's gun works. Bur the results 
do have a certain validity. I have reason to 
believe that Mr. Strebe installed a new 
Smith & Wesson barrel in that gun at the 
time of rebuild . 

So, all in all, I think that my conclusion 
is pretty well supported . The revolvers 

"It wasn't a wasted 
exercise, I leamed 
quite a lJit from it" 

averaged a velocity difference of over 50 
feet per second, much greater than that 
for the four new pistols! 

Oh, yeah . .. no one won the original 
bet. After seeing the results we all agreed 
that it was a pretty even match and just 
too close to call! And it sure wasn't a 
wasted exercise for me. I learned ~ 
quite a bit from it. ~ 

IPSC, PPC 6 SERVICE GUNS 
tailored to your needs 

W. R. MOORE 
P.O. Box 17252 

Pittsburgh, PA 15235 
(send sase for prices) 

...••..................••.•.••....... 
DREAD NAUGHT 

357/44 B & D 

. 
. . Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 • 

T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 
BAIN & DAVIS 

559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca . . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• r 

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS 
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American 
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters. 

SUP,ERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP 
IIlustroted brochure $1.00 

ROBERT H. NEWELL 
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos, N.M. 87544 

Combat-Competition- Target 
All parts matched, fit to your gun. polished and 
tested. Glass smooth pull, crisp letoff. single and 
double. 30 years experience. Old S& W revolvers 
restored. Affordable prices. For illustra ted price list. 
Write To: 2187 Lakeaires Blvd. , White Bear Lake, 
Minnesota 55110. 

THE PEACEABLE MAN 

~- ~~~A'!J. "DODGE CITY' I . ~T GUARANTEED I 

VAnE Fml:' Don't be fooled by the low pr/ee! 
~;A'iix. Genuine heavy e_hlde. Complete 
',1" with leg & hommer tie. and bullet 

! \ loops. Stote:Make, Model, Caliber & 
\ banel length. Meas"", where warn. 

EI DORADO LEATHER 
'.'0 "A NORA"''' . P.O.Box 581C, LaMe.a CA92041 

NU-UNE GUNS 
"UNDER RIB" 

PPC GUNS BUILT l ' BULL BARRELS 
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED 
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED 
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - 51 0 MIN. ORDER 
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES 
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C. 

6" Python Barrels $52.95 prepaid 

NU-LlNE GUNS 
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH 

Harvester, MO 63301 
(314) 441-4500 SEND LARGE S A S E 

FD A BROCHURE (314) 447-4501 

ANSOM "Master Series" RES 
An International Standard for Accuracy Development 

50 Grip Inserts 
available to fit 
different Pistol 

Frames 

I Neal Knox, o f Rifle and Hand/oader fame, has 
po inted out instances in which certain ball powders 
used in loads made up for police officers serving in 
very cold temperatures have been known ro deronate 
on firing. Very little seems ro be known about this 

phe nome non; I me ntion it since ball powders are C'· PIIII B 308HG H' hi d CA 92346 
coming into such wide use these days. if,"" ox I 19 an I 
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HANDGUN 
MARKET 

ACCESSORIES 
MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS. 
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder. VG, $14. 
Excellent, $16. Unused, $18. Postpaid. Kenneth Lane (AHG), 
Sulz (Vorarlberg), Austria. 

Smooth! Is the way you describe resizing with Imperial 
Sizing Die Lube. Great! The ease of wiping it off. ! oz. tin $1.65 
plus 20¢ postage. LeClear Industries, P.O. Box 484HG, Royal 
Oak, MI 48068. 

PROTECT ION! We manufacture a full line of 
BULLETPROOF VESTS. Mail $2.00 and a SASE for cata· 
log to: John Wayne Body Armor Company, PO. Box 406, 
Oregon City, OR 97045. 

SAVE MONEY ON PROGRESSIVE RELOADING 
EQUIPMENT. CPM & others. Send $.25 and SASE for list, 
Choate/ Alpha, Box 655, Winona Lake, IN 46590. 

Bulletproof Vests. Concealable, Lightweight, Inexpensive. 
Stops.44 mag. Ballistic sample: $3.00, Info: $1.00. CWS, 898· 
A Lanakila, Pearl City, HI 96782. 

AMMUNITION 
CANNON FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00, 
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25¢. Zeller 
Enterprises, Drawer W.27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358. 

Make Lead Shot at Home! Illustrated booklet shows how for 
sm. sizes. Send $5.50 to: F. Koegel, PO. Box 621, Cranford, NJ 
07016. 

WHEN 
THE FACTS 

UNFOLD, 
THE CHOICE IS 

SMITH & 
WESSON 

There's a special 
feeling about S&W 
folding knives . And 
the facts prove 
they're designed 
and made by 
people who know a 
good working 
blade. 
£I!D] Ultra-Thin 
Sportsman's 
Knives combine 
functional lock
back design with 
pocket knife con
venience . They're 
all stainless, only 
1/4" thick and 3" 

long when closed. 
The 440 stainless 
blade is 2%" of 
working beauty, in 

~ Smith&\\esson 
@ a BANGOR PUNTA Company 

Classified ads 35¢ per word per insertion, including name and address. Minimum charge 
$4.90 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in advance. No cash or frequency 
discount allowed. All ads must be received with advance payment by not later than the 14th of 
the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for July / August issue (on sale 
May 1) is March 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the following issue. Please 
type or print clearly. No proofs furnished. Include name, address, post office, zip code, city 
and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, Calif. 92108. 

, BOOKS 
COLT'S SAA POST·WAR MODELS by Goo. Garton. All 
info verified by CO LT ! History, scar ce or raTe models, 
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs, commemora
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER 
BOOKS/Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 
92108*** 

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will be a 
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete 
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!! 
$16.95 + 5Q¢ post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/ Dept·CA, 591 
Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* * 

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection, 
modification and use of firearms and related devices for 
defense, food gathering, etc. $9.95 (softbound) + 75¢ post. 
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, 
San Diego, CA 92108** 

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing, 
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS. 
Both booklets S4.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
$2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York, NY 10022, 
Department E. 

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS· 
TRATED POLICE CATALOG: B.PEC, DEPT. AH580, 
9889 ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CA 90706. 

HAL LOCKS .45 AUTO HANDBOOK, $11.95 PPD. All new 
materia l. By a retired USAF Gunsmith. 237 p, SC. History, 
LD. etc. but primarily maintenance. The MIHAN CO., 4917 
Karen, OKLA City, Ok 73135. 

clip point (Model 
6063) or drop point 
(Model 6064). 
£I!D] We designed 
the Shooter's Knife 
for handgunners. 
The Shooter's Knife 
(Model 6065) has a 
clip point blade and 
a screw driver blade 

crafted from stain
less steel. They 
have a notched tang 
to provide a secure 
lock for the open 
blade, a recessed 
lock release, a 
soft brass 
blade 

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw· 
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data 
tables and symbols. $24.95 + S1.50 post. HANDGUNNER 
BOOKS/ Dep-t ·CA, .591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 
92108** 

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback 
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 Softbound 
& $14.95 Hardbound + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER 
BOOKS/Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 
92108** 

' P ISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE 
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY -reference manual on the mod· 
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50 
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS / Dept·CA, 591 Camin o 
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108*** 

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide 
to personal safety with common sense do's & don 'ts, defense 
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over 
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS / 
Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* * 

YOU'LL SURVIVE WWIII with these books by Duncan 
Long: NUCLEAR WAR SURVIVAL, CHEMICAL / 
BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SURVIVAL, and SHELTER/ 
REFUGE DEFENSE ... straightforward plans, facts, strat· 
egies to protect you and your family when the world goes 
completely insane ... $7.49 each, postpaid. Moneyback guar· 
antee. Long Survival Publications, 163·AH·9, Wamego, Kan· 
sas 88547. 

Fascinating new Paladin catalog listing books on weaponry, 
survival, home workshop guns, revenge techniques, plus 
more. $1.00. Paladin Press, Box 1307·AHC, Boulder, CO 80306. 

design with a 
shroud that secure
ly locks the blade in 
the open position as 
well as enclos
ingand 

with a Wessonhide 
pocket sheath. 
£I!D] S&Wknives 

that's just right for are made in our 
adjusting sights. own factory for 
(Or for the unmatched quality, 
screws on fish- ,::--------.iiiiii--.r_--::::::= ___ performance and 
ingreels.)£I!D] . value. 
Maverick Folding 
Hunters are also 

stop and genuine 
rosewood in the 
contoured handles. 
The blades are 3'/2" 
long in either a clip 
point (Model 6061) 
or drop point (Mod
e16062) design. 

And a snapflap 
Wessonhide™ belt 
sheath comes with 
each knife. £I!D] 
The Swingblade 
Sporter (Model 
6041) is a unique 

protecting the bla:d:e~·.'iiii:~ 
when the knife is 
closed. Entirely 
stainless, its 3" flat 
ground, 440 stain
less blade provides 

plenty of razor 
sharp working edge. 
Only 4%" long 
when closed. It's 
perfect for huntihg, 
backpacking and 
camping. It comes 

Smith &: Wesson, 
Springfield, 
Massachusetts 
01101. 



.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS 

Hammer Strut .............. . 
Hammer Strut Pin .......... . 
Barrel Link ................. . 

EACH 
$1.25 

.20 

.75 
No. 13 Barrel Link 

(For Matching Guns) ...... . 
Barrel Link Pin ............. . 
Firing Pin .................. . 
Firing Pin Stop .. .. ......... . 
Plunger Thbe .............. . . 
Ejector ............. ... .. .. . 
Grip Screw .......... .... ... . 
Recoil Spring .. ...... .... ... . 
Magazine Catch Spring .. : ... . 
Firing Pin Spring ........... . 
Main Spring ...... .......... . 
Plunger Thbe Spring ........ . 
Recoil Spring Plug ....... ... . 
Grip Screw Bushing .... ..... . 
Main Spring Cap ........... . . 
Main Spring Cap Pin ........ . 
Main Spring Retainer ....... . 
Slide Stop Plunger ... .... . . . . 
Safety Plunger ... .. .... .. ... . 
Grip Safety (Long) . ...... . .. . 
Hammer Pin ............... . 
Sear Pin ................... . 
Ejector Pin ... ......... . '.' . . . 
Main Spring Housing 

Retainer Pin ............ .. . 
Main Spring Housing (Flat) .. . 
Main Spring Housing 

(Gold Cup Style) .......... . 
Recoil Spring Guide ......... . 
Discorinector . .. ...... . ..... . 
Trigger (Long) . . ..... ... .... . 
Trigger (Short) ............. . 
Trigger (Adjustable Match, 

'_ Aluminum) .. . ........... . . 
Trigger (Adjustable Match, 

Blue Steel) ... .. .......... . 
Trigger (Adjustable Match, 

.Stainless Steel) ..... ... ... . 
Sear Spring . . . .... ..... ..... . 
Hammer (1911A1) .... ..... .. . 
Hammer (1911, wide) ... ..... . 
Barrel Bushing .... ... . . .... . 
Sear ........... . ........... . 
Magazine Catch Lock ....... . 
Magazine Catch ............ . 
Grips (G.!.) ................. . 
Magazine ... ..... .. . .. . .... . 
Slide ........... .. ........ .. . 
Rear Sight ................. . 
Front Sight ................. . 
Extractor .................. . 
Thumb Safety ......... . .. .. . 
Slide Stop . ........ .. ..... .. . 
Barrel .... .. ........ . . . .. .. . 
Barrel Bushing Wrench ... . . . . 

.85 

.35 
1.25 
1.50 
1.95 
1.95 

.30 

.45 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 
l.50 
.55 
.30 
.30 
.30 
.30 
.30 

7.95 
.30 
.30 
.25 

.30 
7.95 

8.95 
2.25 
4.95 
6.95 
5.95 

8.95 

10.95 

12.50 
.95 

7.95 
10.95 
5.95 
5.95 
1.25 
5.50 
3.95 
5.95 

59.95 
1.50 
l.50 
4.75 
6.95 
6.95 

27.50 
.60 

Please include postage. Texas 
residents please include 4%' sales tax. 

Write or call to get our monthly 
mailing of bargain priced gun parts 

and accessories. 

TEXAS ARMAMENT CO. 
P.O. Box 135H Brownwood, TX 76B01 

(915) 646-5827 
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SHOOTING HANDGUNS SAFELY AND ACCU· 
RATEL Y. Excellent 28 page manual for handgun owners 
who have no opportunity for formal training. Imparts safety 
precautions and teaches proven techniques for becoming 
accurate shooter. Supplemented by instructive photographs. 
$2.50. Seitzer Publications, Dept. AH, Box 4414, Albany, 
Georgia 31706. 

SURVIVAL/SECURITY MANUALS. Colt .45 Automatic 
Pistol Manual. Instructions for the inspection, disassembly, 
assembly, maintenance, and repair. $6.00. Send for free cata
log on other manuals. Tredcom, Box 525·E, Somerset, KY 
42501. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START GUN BUSINESS TODAY! Part-time O.K. Proven 
plan! Cash in on fantastic demand! FREE INFORMATION 
(5.A.S.E. appreciated). MESAJlrawer 9045.NR, Steamboat 
Springs, CO 80477. ' 

FORMER SHAKLEE PRESIDENT STARTS NEW 
COMPANY! Need founding sponsors. Write: Enhance 
Marketing, Box 6372 (AH), SLC, UTAH 84106, 801·466·2474. 

COLLECTORS 
Collectors' Almanac is loaded with classifieds and articles on 
firearms, knives, militaria, etc. Biggest listing in Canada and 
U.S. Monthly issue. Subscription, $20.00 yearly. Money order 
to Collectors Exchange, 82 Lansdowne Ave., Saint John, 
N.R Canada, E2K 2Z8. 

FIREWORKS 
BEER CAN MORTAR Complete information and detailed 
instructions, no complicated machining, range to.J.()OO yards. 
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00. 
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 
03061. . 

FIREWORKS, BUY DIRECT, Price list, Send $1.00 to ACE 
FIREWORKS, P.O. Box 221, Dept. H, Conneaut, Ohio 44030. 

FOR SALE 
GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set , full color. 
Collection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Aber
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty 
stock. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/ Dept· 
CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* * 

BULLETPROOF VEST. Tested by the U.s. Army Edge. 
wood ArsenaL Will stop the .44 magnum. Send $1.00 (re· 
fundable) and SASE for details. MPS Co., PO Box 1754, 
Matthews, NC 28105. 

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More 
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on 
disassembly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50 
Catalog $1.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY. 
SURVIVAL BOOKS, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hol
lywood, CA 91801. (213) 763·0604. 

WHALE SPERM OIL, Genuine, 100% pure. Stockpile 
supply collected prior to endangered species act. Excellent 
firearms lubricant/preservative. Legal sale certificate 
accompanies shipment. Pint $15.00; quart $28.00; two quarts 
$50.00; gallon $87.75. Postpaid. COD orders, add $U5. Order 
from distributor: Nick Wyshinski, Dept. AH, 1319 Sixth Ave., 
Berwick, PA 18603. 

FREE HARD' HITTING FACTS on how to receive firearms 
consultant agency reports just like law enforcement and 
military agencies. Don't let armament problems happen "ON 
THE LINE" to you. FREE INFO. DON BILLICK & 
ASSOCIATES, Box 3954IAG, Phoenix, AZ 85069. 

CROSSBOWS-For hunting, target compe.tition or just plain 
fun. Cat. send $2.00, RW Dist., P.O. Box 1817, Des Plaines, IL 
60018. 

Whisky Decanters. Wildlife, waterfowl, Ducks Unlimited, 
Wild Turkey, others. Dollar list, refunded. Wildlife Bottles, 
Rt. I, Plattsmouth, NE 66048. 

D.M.s.O.-Miracle Solvent-Special offer 4 ounces $9.00, 
postpaid. ARCH LINE SOLVENTS, BOX 562, ST. PE-
TERS, MO 63376. . 

GUNS FOR SALE 
GUNS! CONFIDENTIAL SUPPLIERS LIST. $5. 
HORTON, BOX 08332AH, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53208. 

GUNSMITHING 
YOUR S&W "N" & "K" frame gun butts cut down to round 
butt, MI9 size for Pachmayr, SK/C grips, $50.; Prairie 
Gunsmithing, 2009 Box Butte, Alliance, NE 6930!,Ph. (308) 
762-4462 Evenings. 

INSTRUCTION 
THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert 
your 27 A·I or 27 A·5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy, 
no machining only minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic 
rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H. & H., P.O, 
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064. 

DON JlJDD 45 ACClJRACY JOBS 
SPECIALIZING IN 

TARGET/COMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP 
ALL POPULAR SIGHT OPTIONS 

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE 
COLT ... S&W ... RUGER 

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST 
3202 W. DEN GAR 
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79701 

915-694-1766 
NRA LIFE MEMBER 

FLUORESCENT COLORS! 
BULLSHOOTERS new FLUORESCENT 
Sight Insert Kit. An acrylic resin with · 
5 fluorescent co tors : red. yellow. orange . 
btue. green . and opaque white . A liqUid 
that hardens in 10 minutes . without heat 
Inserts won 't fallout. Withstand hot 
bluing. Our Fluorescenl kit Includes slde
forms. mixing bowl, and complete . il lu s
trated instructions on Ironl and rear sight 
inserts . Immediate shipment. satisfaction guarantee 
20 INSERT FLUORESCENT 6 COLOR KIT .... $16.95 Ppd . 
150 INSERTFLUORESCENT7 COLOR KIT ... $38.50 Ppd. 
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT .. . $59.00 Ppd. 

(Driginal12 insert opaque 4 color kit . $1 1.95 Ppd.) 
Ask about our luminous pigment 

Ar izona Residents add 6% Sales Tax . 

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY 
Oept AH /9625 E. 3rd Street / P.O. Box t3446 

Tucson. Alilona 85732 /602 -298·6924 

Bullshooters Supply is a division of the BEW.B . Corp 

FINES)" QUALITY STONEWARE 

GUN MUGS 

FOUR STYLES AVAILABLE 
Please specify choices 

Two for $11.00 PPD. 
Four for $20.00 PPD. 

Send check or M.O. to: 

STONE PFACTORY 
Poginy Hill Road 

Newport Center, VT 05857 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

r····>~·~, 
: i,' : 
• THE " • 
• DEFENDER ' c • • 

• HOLSTER AND BELT • 

• laaJr~ • · - . • The Lawrence Defender #32 is handfllted over exact • 
A deluxe matching unit de· lorm 01 gun AVai lable at 

• signed ~o be 'Norn under dealers or by marl • 
sports and dress clot hes . Write for Free Catalog on 

• Belt and holster made With complete Lawrence line of • 

• 
special unorled glazed over 100 holster styles and 
leather . Lined with smooth other shooting accessorres • 

• 
English kip leather Holster • 

THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. 

IIJ,.A.9 ••• '''i''.".9.'''-
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life 
Insl.Tr~nce 

~T 
Shadowshirts 

T-Shirts 
Only $6.95 

Hand Si lkscreened 
On U.S.-Made Shirt 
Gold on Royal 
Rebel Flag and Second Amendment Also 

Available 
Send Size. Make and $6.95 + $1 p&h to 
Box 55045 DeptA LiHle Rock, AR 72205 

H 1/3 MOON CLIPS 
Readily available .45 APC ammo can be used 
in your U.S. 1917 Model and newe r models of 
Auto Rim Type .45 Ca lil1er Revolver. This new 
clip holds two u rtridges and has milny advan
tages over the ha lf-moon clip. For a FREE 
sample, se nd stamped, self-add ressed envelope. 

Clip Prices: 25 for $3.95; 50 for $6.95 ppd . 
RANCH PRODUCTS, PO Box 145, Malinta, OHIO 43535 

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS 
Jones Extended Magazine Release 
Button for Colt, AMT and Crown 
City Autos. Completely replaces 
the existing release. No drilling or 
tapping necessary. Instructions in
cluded. Patent Pendihg. $19.95 
postpaid. N.Y. res. add 7% tax. 
JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE Dept. AHG 
Rd. # 1 9518 Rt. 60 Fredonia, NY 
14063 

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE 
WAY YOU WANT IT TO! 

Real hand fit actions, every part matched 
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp 
feel. S&W -Colt· Ruger revolvers only. 
Write for information. 

ACTION WORKS 
P.O. Box 23028 
RiChfield, MN 55423 

THE ORIGINAL RIG® 
Rust inhibiting grease is back at your 
local gun dealer or sports shop now l 

or write to: 
RIG PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 1488 

CANOGA PARK, CA 91304 

~ 1981 Mitann Inc. 

CHOOSE A WINNER 

SpeCify waist 
size Gun make, 
bbl. length & 
caliber. 
Send $1.00 for 
Oealers, please 

Hand crafted, fully 
lined, leg & hammer 
tie downs, 24 loops. 
Prompt Shipment, 
$59.95 p.p. Cashier's 
check or money or
der. Please add $2.00 
extra for 7%11 bbl. 

AMERICAN SALES & MFG. 
BOX sn AH LAREDO, TX 78040 

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, M80, etc.? Complete 
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send $3.00 
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061. 

Sharpen your instincts for survival and improve your shoot
ing skills. Join the 15,000 member strong-POLICE 
MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION. In its 5th year, PMA is 
dedicated to officer survival through innovative and continu
ous training and knowledge of the law. For FREE Literature, 
write: Police Marksman, P.O. Box 4747, Dept. AH, Montgom
ery, AL 36101. 

FEDERAL FIREARMS License Application Kit (forms, 
ATF "800" phones, wholesale list, instructions) $5.00; Per
sonal Firearms Record Book, $2.50; PFRB 8, P.O. Box 2800, 
Santa Fe, NM 87501. 

HOMEMADE MACHINE GUN PLANS, Comprehensive, 
detailed, easy to follow 24 page booklet. Can be built without 
machineshop. Send $5.00. Wildcat Publications, Dept. AH, 7 
Michigan, Dundee, Illinois 60118. 

KNIVES & SWORDS 
REPRODUCTIONS OF chivalrous swords are expensive. 
Beat the high cost and gain self-satisfaction by building your 
own with precise plans describing how to use inexpensive 
materials. Moneyback Guarantee. Send $3.75 to J. Scott 
Jardine, P.O. Box 310, St. Vital Manitoba, Canada R2M 5C8. 

KNIVES-MOST major brands available. Wholesale prices. 
Send $1.00 for brochure with prices. Simons Cut lery, 1567 
Bille Rd., Paradise, CA 95969. 

SURVIVAL KNIVES!! Swordcanes, daggers, commandos, 
balisongs, razors, icepicks, wiresaws. & more. Photographic 
(40-page) Catalogue, $2.00 / Airmailed. Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. SELECTLINE, Box 391AHG, P.C., Hawaii 
96782. 

MILITARIA 
Milita ry Medals & Decorations Bought, Sold, Traded . 
Current List 50¢; subscription 8 issues, $2.50. Vernon, Box 
387 AH, Baldwin, NY 1151O. 

MILITARY SURPLUS 
J.E.E.P·S- $19.30!-C-A-R-S-$13.50!-650,000 ITEMS!
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
DIRECTORY AVAILABLE TELLS HOW, WHERE TO 
BUY - YOU R A R-E A - $ 2 - M 0 N E Y B A C K 
GUARANTEE-"GOVERNMENT INFORMATIO N 
SERVICES," DEPARTMENT UF.5, BOX 99249, SAN 
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Your Personalized Custom Made Hand Stamp, Hardened 
Tool Steel, 1/16" Letters. SSAE Custom Stamps, Box 5, Bear, 
DE 19701. 

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR 
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON 
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029. 

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg 
Irons $29.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St. Paul, 
Minn. 55175 
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NAZI·Coliectors M-43 Style 
Black S-S Caps. Only S15.oo 
Postpaid. Order your size 
NOW. Our 224·page fully il
lustrated catalog only S3.00 
(free with order). 

OVER 40.000 Items In Stock 

W.W. #2 Ltd. (H) Box #2063 
St. Louis, MO 63158 

COMBAT SHOOTERS 
COMBAT S ECTORTM 

ADJUSTABCE AR SIGHT 

t..2 
Seattle, Washington 98101 
(206) 624·9090 

DEALERS 

Silhouette 
Shooters Diary 

You can shoot better, score better, 
by taking away the guesswork! 
Use our handy pocket-sized Shooters Diary, 

Includes 
• Lots of Score Sheets 
• Sight Adjustments 
• Gear 
• Guns, Ammo 
• Range Cond itions 

. and more! 

• Discounts Available 
• Dealers 

Inquiries 
invited 

Send cheCk ormoney ~ 
order (CT res idents add 
7%% sales tax) with 
name, address, zip code 

ONLY 
$3.25 RAMS TEN, INCORPORATED 

Box 396 
Wallingford, CT 06492 

Anyone can learn to reload pistol ammuni· 
tion. It's easy, fun, and money·saving, too! 
Send $1.00 for introductory booklet to 
NRMA, Suite 300,1221 S.w. Yamhill, Port· 
land, OR 97205. National Reloading Manu· 
facturers Association. 
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FUNCTIONAL, RELIABLE, COMBAT PROVEN 

PISTOLSMITHING 

Send $1 for full list of services available. 

EXCLUSIVE WEST COAST DISTRIBUTOR FOR 

ESSEX ARMS .45 Receivers & Slides 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

CHUCK RIES 
P.o . Box 205 , Culver City, CA 90230 

~~~)( NEW,! 
"WINNER 44" 

Front Break for the 
S&W Model 29 - 8-3/8" 
Ruger Super Blackhawk 
~~ 7%" 
~ENp), 
"~ !f~§....-/ 

For complete info, 
send self-addressed, 
stamped en velope to: 
LOU RENO 
ENTERPRISES 
P_O_ Box 253 
Okeechobee, 
Florida 33472 

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R, FEN]OHN 
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A 
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME 
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AND ITS OCCUPANTS 

HARDCOVER 
ILLUSTRATED 

SEND 

$4.95 PLUS 77¢ POSTAGE 
TO : 

GOLD STAR PUB. CO. 
DEPT. AH-91. 90 CRICKET AVE. 

ARDMORE, PA \9003 

Decot Hy·Wyd Custom Sport Glasses. 30 lens shades
"FineSt under the Sun." Interchangeable lenses-Permanent 
mount. Write for brochure: P.O. Box 10355, Phoenix, Arizona 
85064. 

ALTERNATE IDENTITIES, Name Changes, whatever. 
Custom made Badges. I.D.'s. List $1. (refundable); C.w.L., 
Box 3230, Pasadena, CA 91103. 

CHEMICALS, FUSE, CASINGS, etc. Send $2 for catalog, 
refundable with first order. WESTECH CORP., Box 593, 
Logan, Utah 84321. 

CHEMICALS OF ALL TYPES AVAILABLE WITH 
PLANS AND SUPPLIES CREATING YOUR OWN 4TH 
OF JULY DISPLAYS. SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG TO 
PIONEER IND., BOX 36, DEPT. AH, 14A HUGHEY ST., 
NASHUA, NH 03061. 

SURVIVOR'S CHECKLIST. Be prepared for ANY Emer
gency or Crisis! Have your supplies ready for 'the bad times. 
$4.25. BLUEJAY Box 6179-AHG2, Long Beach, CA 90806. 

HANDCUFFS ! $13.50 Pair Postpaid Two $25.00. 
Lightweight Double-Lock Handcuffs that Compare To 
$24.95 Handcuffs. Cold Rolled Steel, Chrome Plated, Two 
Keys Best Sports Supplier, Box 492·AH, Hazelwood, MO 
63042. 

LEATHER APPAREL Fringe Jackets-Vests- Muzzleloader 
.Gun Covers-Photos·Price List, $2.00. R.W. Dist., P.O. Box 
1817, Des Plaines, IL 60018. 

IN 
MEMORIUM 

On May 16, 1981, an automobile 
accident claimed the life of Norb 
Buchmayr, our eastern advertising 
representative, who has worked on 
behalf of GUNS and AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER for a number 
of years. 
Norb was well known throughout the 
firearms industry, his reputation as a 
square dealer was held in the highest 
regard. He was affable, with a ready 
smile and a firm handshake. Above all, 
Norb was a gentleman, and a firm 
t5eliever in the shooting sports and the 
wonder of the great outdoors. 
Norb Buchmayr will be sorely missed 
l:)y those who knew him, and those he 
worked with. Norb was only forty 
years old when he died. -KES 

Shooting Jacket Packet 
Patches from major reloading companies for 
your shooting jacket are now available in 
a single packet from National Reloading 
Manufacturers Association. Send coupon with 
check or money order for $4.95 to: NRMA, 
Suite 300, 1221 SW. Yamhill , Portland, OR 
97205. -

Please send Shooting Jacket Packet. I enI close check or money order for $4.95. 

Name 

I Address . I 
L':i~ ___ Stat~ --=- Zip -==- J 

BULLET MASTER LUBE® 
LOCKS IN ACCURACY 
LOCKS OUT LEADING! 

Velocities Up To 2700 FPS 
A well known gun writer tested 35 168 grain 
.30-06 Lyman 31141 bullets cast from lino
type, fired through a Ruger Number One 
with a 26 inch barrel. He found that the 
bullets treated with revolutionary new Bullet 
Master Lube@ gave him the "tightest 
groups fired from that rifle with any cast 
load in that velocity range ." "That" velocity 
averaged just a hair under 2,700 fps ! 

BML Keeps Lead Out 
This same seasoned shooter reports this 
amazing story about his pet Colt Python: 
"Fifty rounds were fired double-action, just 
as fast as I could work the trigger and 
reload ... gloves had to be donned to permit 
handling the pistol. It was too hot to hold. 
Despite the rapidity of the fire-and keep in 
mind those bullets were oversized and had 
no gas checks-there wasn't a trace of 
leading in the bore, forcing cone, or 
cylinder throats" using Bullet Master 
Lube@. 

Wax. Grease. Gunk Old Fashioned 
Now, you too can lube your bullets with 
this clean, dry, black coating that won't 
pick up the foreign gunk in the bottom of 
your pocket. No more messy, waxy , greasy 
slugs. Because it's dry, Bullet Master Lube@ 
lets you load faster- when it counts. 

Lube Up To 7.000 Bullets 
Lock in accuracy and lock out leading the 
economical Bullet Master Lube@ way , 
Bullet Master Lube@ is a space-age 
Molybdenum di-sulfide that bonds to metal. 
Yet, only 112 pint will lube up to 7,000 .38 
wadcutter bullets for little more than ll lOth 
of a cent per bullet! 

-1 r-- ._-,--.... .. J _ LI .J 
.aac 

Send me 112 pint of Bullet Master Lube'" 
today. I 've included my check or money 
order for $11 .95 (which includes postage 
and handling) on the special no-risk, 
money-back guarantee. 

Charge My 0 Visa 0 Master Charge 

Account Number Exp. Date 

Name 

Street Address 

City State Zip 

I understand my entire order is completely 
protected by Bullet Master Sale's exclusive 
no- r isk no-questions-asked money-back 
guarantee. 

(Use this coupon or write to) 
Bullet Master Sales. 
Suite 2081, 
5420 S.W. Alfred St., 
Portland, Oregon 97219 
:!l Bullet Master Lube is a registered trademark of 

Bullet Master Sales. 

-, 1- · ~-I ri __ L_ , _____ _ 
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